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Abstract

As clusters of workstations, uniprocessor or symmetric multiprocessors (SMPs), be-

come important platforms for parallel computing, there is increasing research interest

in supporting the attractive, shared address space programming model across them

in software. The reason is that it may provide successful low–cost, high–performance

alternatives to both tightly–coupled, hardware–coherent distributed shared memory

machines and to scalable servers. In both these cases, the clusters are formed with

off–the–self, high–end PCs or workstations and system area networks that track tech-

nologies well. Given that a shared memory abstraction is an attractive programming

model for this architecture, there has been a lot of research in fast communication on

clusters connected with system area networks and in protocols for supporting software

shared memory across them. However, the end performance of applications that were

written for the more proven hardware–coherent shared memory is still not very good

on these systems.

This dissertation is about improving the performance of shared virtual memory

on clusters that are connected with system area networks. In this architecture, three

major layers of software (and hardware) stand between the end user and performance,

each with its own functionality and performance characteristics. The lowest layer is

the communication layer: the communication hardware and the low level software

libraries that provide basic messaging facilities. Next is the protocol layer that pro-

vides the programming model to the parallel application programmer. Finally, above

the programming model or protocol layer runs the application itself. This disserta-

tion improves the performance of shared virtual memory on clusters by studying and

improving each of this layers and some of their interactions.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

As clusters of symmetric multiprocessors become important platforms for parallel

computing, there is increasing research interest in supporting the attractive, shared

address space programming model across them in software. The traditional reason is

that this approach may provide low–cost alternatives to tightly–coupled, hardware–

coherent Distributed Shared Memory (DSM) machines. A more important reason,

however, is that clusters and hardware DSM machines are emerging as the two major

types of platforms available to users of multiprocessing, who would like to write

parallel programs once and run them on both types of platforms.

Moreover, clusters constitute an alternative to scalable servers. Low cost and high

performance are the potential advantages compared to existing solutions that moti-

vate building a high–performance server out of a network of commodity computer

systems. Such servers can cost substantially less than custom–designed ones because

they can leverage high–volume commodity hardware and software. They can also de-

liver high performance because commodity hardware and software track technologies

well.

In both the above cases, the clusters are formed with off–the–shelf components,

11
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high–end PCs or workstations (uniprocessors or SMPs) and system area networks.

Given that a shared memory abstraction is an attractive programming model for

this architecture, a lot of research has been done in fast communication on clusters

of uniprocessor systems connected with system area networks and in protocols for

supporting software shared memory across them. However, the end performance of

applications that were written for the more proven hardware–coherent shared memory

is still not very good on these systems.

This dissertation is about shared virtual memory (SVM) [59] on clusters of sym-

metric multiprocessors (SMPs) that are connected with system area networks (SANs).

In this architecture, three major layers (Figure 1.1) of software (and hardware) stand

between the end user and performance, each with its own functionality and perfor-

mance characteristics. The lowest layer is the communication layer: the communi-

cation hardware and the low–level software libraries that provide basic messaging

facilities. Next is the protocol layer that provides the programming model to the

parallel application programmer. Finally, above the programming model or protocol

layer runs the application itself. Work reported in this dissertation improves the per-

formance of shared virtual memory on clusters by studying the two (lower) system

layers and their interactions.

This layered view of the system provides a useful framework for improving system

performance and for presenting the results; the presentation of this work follows the

layers in Figure 1.1 in a bottom–up fashion.

1.1 Efficient and Reliable Communication

Chapter 2 is concerned with the communication layer itself, and is not specialized for

SVM. A lot of research has been conducted in providing fast interconnection networks
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Communication Layer

Communication Library

Interconnection Hardware
(Node, Network Interface, Network)

Protocol/Programming Model Layer

Application Layer

Figure 1.1: The layers that affect the end application performance in software shared
memory.

for parallel systems. Previous work [95, 94, 4, 74] found that significant overheads

in communicating among nodes are due to the interface between the host and the

network and not the network interconnect itself. For this reason, recent efforts have

mostly focused in improving the network interfaces that connect the nodes to the

network interconnect, rather than the interconnect itself.

The most important feature of the network interface is the level of functionality

provided to the user, since it affects most of the issues in the network interface design

space. Higher functionality requires tighter integration of the network interface in the

system. Thus support for cache coherence and load/store APIs leads to integrating the

network interface on the memory bus, or even closer to the processor. More standard

message passing APIs with explicit communication operations can be implemented

at a lower level of integration on the I/O bus.

The level of integration of the network interface into the node has many effects

on the system: (i) the tighter the integration, the higher the cost of the network in-

terface, (ii) more importantly, the tighter the integration the longer the design cycle

and the design cost. Although the absolute performance of a system has tradition-

ally depended significantly on the level of integration, it is not clear whether loosely
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coupled systems must exhibit inherently worse performance than tightly coupled sys-

tems. Thus, since loosely coupled systems follow the technology curves much better,

if they are demonstrated to perform reasonably well, they can provide superior cost–

performance ratios.

For these reasons, it is very important to investigate whether network interfaces

that are loosely coupled with the memory subsystem and the processor can deliver

high performance to the end user. Moreover, in certain cases [15], hybrid solutions

that cover the space between loosely and tightly coupled network interfaces have been

proposed. These network interfaces are usually located on the I/O bus and require

support from other parts of the system (e.g., the memory bus) that is less intrusive

than the support required by more tightly integrated network interfaces.

Research efforts to provide fast, loosely–coupled multicomputer interconnection

networks for clusters of workstations at low cost have led to the design of network

interfaces that implement minimal functionality in hardware and use powerful basic

mechanisms that allow communication system designers to implement in software

the functionality needed by different paradigms and systems using these basic mech-

anisms. These network interfaces may encompass a general purpose processor, they

use simple switches to route packets to their destination, and they allow for arbi-

trary network topologies. For design simplicity and flexibility, and cost reasons, these

characteristics result in the absence of reliability in the network interface hardware

and the need to support routing for arbitrary, dynamic topologies in the commu-

nication system. At the software layer, the common framework is to implement a

user–level data transport protocol that integrates well with the network interface.

Then, it is necessary to see if existing high–level protocols for shared virtual memory

and message–passing can be implemented efficiently. The goal is to deliver to the

user communication performance close to the hardware’s limit while providing the
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full functionality of the high–level APIs.

In this work we address of the issues related to the design of the communication

layer: (i) We show that low–latency, high–bandwidth communication can be provided

with off–the–shelf components. (ii) We propose incorporating reliable communication

in the network interface firmware at very low cost. (iii) We propose a new scheme for

dynamically determining the network topology; this mechanism relies on the retrans-

mission mechanism that is used to provide reliable communication.

If performance is a high priority goal, these problems are highly non–trivial and

many issues need to be considered. Data copies and unnecessary overheads need to

be avoided both in the host and the network interface, algorithms and protocols need

to be simple and memory requirements must be low, since the network interface has

limitations in both processing speed and memory.

We demonstrate the ideas by presenting an efficient, reliable and flexible com-

munication layer for System Area Networks (SANs). More specifically we describe

the design and implementation of the virtual memory–mapped communication model

(VMMC) on a Myrinet [17] network of PCI–based [70] PCs; similar approaches can

be taken in other communication layers as well. VMMC is a communication model,

which provides direct data transfer between the sender’s and receiver’s virtual address

spaces. It also eliminates operating system involvement in communication, provides

full protection, supports user–level buffer management and zero–copy protocols, and

minimizes software communication overhead.

The implementation of the basic VMMC mechanism on Myrinet achieves about

11 µs one–way latency and provides about 100 MBytes/s user–to–user bandwidth.

This demonstrates that low–latency, high–bandwidth communication can be provided

with off–the–shelf hardware components. Moreover the cost of reliable communication

is minimal: less than 2.5µs for latency and less than 10% for all different types of
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bandwidth. Similarly, since the support for dynamic system configuration is not on

the common path, there is no effect on system performance when no changes in the

system topology occur.

1.2 SVM for networks of SMPs

As SMPs become increasingly widespread, due to performance, economical, and soft-

ware and hardware design flexibility reasons, it is very attractive to build larger mul-

tiprocessors by putting together SMP nodes rather than uniprocessor nodes. Com-

modity network interfaces and networks have progressed to the point where relatively

low latency and high bandwidth are achievable, making such clusters of SMPs all the

more attractive.

The first key question is what programming model to use across nodes. The

choices are to extend the coherent shared address space abstraction that is available

within the nodes, or to use a shared address space within nodes and explicit message

passing between nodes, or to use explicit message passing everywhere by using the

hardware–supported shared memory within a node only to accelerate message passing,

not to share data among processors. A coherent shared address space has been found

to be an attractive programming model: it offers substantial ease of programming

over message passing for a wide range of applications—especially as applications

become increasingly complex and irregular as we try to solve more realistic problems—

and it has also been shown to deliver very good performance when supported in

hardware in tightly coupled multiprocessors, at least up to the 64-128 processor scale

where experiments have been performed [58, 57, 48, 87, 88, 96, 89]. It is also the

programming model of choice for small–scale multiprocessors, so provides a graceful

migration path. The last of the programming model possibilities (message passing
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everywhere), not only forces programmers to use explicit message passing but also

does not take full advantage of hardware coherence within the SMP, and the second

one provides an awkward hybrid model that is unattractive to programmers.

Unfortunately, commodity SMP nodes and networks do not provide hardware

support for a coherent shared address space across nodes. Shared virtual memory

is a method of providing coherent replication in a shared address space across nodes

without specialized hardware support beyond that already available in uniprocessors.

The idea is to provide the replication and coherence in main memory through the

virtual memory system, so main memory is managed as a cache at page granularity.

The coherence protocol runs in software, and is invoked on a page fault, just as a

hardware cache coherence protocol is invoked on a cache miss. A problem with page–

level coherence is that it causes a lot of false sharing when two unrelated items that

are accessed by different processors (and written by at least one of them) happen to

fall on the same page. Since protocol operations and communication are expensive,

this false sharing is particularly harmful to performance. To alleviate the effects

of false sharing, protocols based on relaxed memory consistency models have been

developed [35, 52, 6, 45]. These models allow coherence information to be propagated

only at synchronization points rather than whenever shared data are modified. This

means that if one processor is repeatedly writing a word on a page and another

processor is repeatedly reading another unrelated word on the same page, they can

keep doing this independently until they reach synchronization points, at which time

the pages are made consistent. To also allow multiple writers to the same page

to write their separate copies independently until a synchronization point, so called

multiple–writer protocols have been developed. These greatly alleviate the effects of

false sharing, but communication and the propagation of coherence information are

still expensive when they do occur. Much research has been done in this area, and
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many good protocols have been developed [51, 52, 19, 49, 29, 77, 44, 45, 100].

One way to provide the shared memory programming model in clusters is to

extend these SVM protocols to use multiprocessor (SMP) rather than uniprocessor

nodes. Another view of this approach is that the less efficient SVM is used not as the

basic mechanism with which to build multiprocessors out of uniprocessors, but as a

mechanism to extend available small–scale machines to build larger machines while

preserving the same desirable programming model. The key is to use the hardware

coherence support available within the SMP nodes as much as possible, and resort to

the more costly SVM protocol across nodes only when necessary. If successful, this

approach can make a coherent shared address space a viable programming model for

both tightly–coupled multiprocessors (using hardware cache coherence) and loosely

coupled clusters.

Clustering processors together using a faster and finer–grained communication

mechanism has some obvious advantages, namely prefetching, cache–to–cache shar-

ing, and overlapping working sets [28]. The hope is that for many applications a

significant fraction of the interprocessor communication may be contained within

each SMP node. This reduces the amount of expensive (high latency and overhead)

cross–node SVM communication needed during the application’s execution. How-

ever, it unfortunately increases the bandwidth (i.e., communication per–unit time)

demands on the node–to–network interface. This is because the combined computa-

tion power within the SMP node typically increases much faster with cluster size c

(linearly) than the degree to which the per–processor cross–node communication vol-

ume is reduced. This means that depending on the constants, the node–to–network

bandwidth may become a bottleneck if it is not increased considerably when going

from a uniprocessor to an SMP node.

A recent and promising form of SVM protocols is the class of so–called home–based
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protocols (HLRC, AURC,Cashmere) [44, 45, 46, 100, 54, 91]. Chapter 3 describes a

protocol for home–based SVM across SMP nodes (HLRC-SMP, AURC-SMP) that

accomplishes the goals above. The SVM protocol can operate completely in software,

or can exploit hardware support for automatic update (AU) propagation of writes

to remote memories (also called automatic write propagation) as supported in the

SHRIMP multicomputer [16], and in a different way in the DEC Memory Channel [37].

Having described the protocol, we use detailed simulation to examine how using k,

c–processor SMPs connected this way compares in performance to using SVM across

k ∗ c uniprocessor nodes, and whether the performance characteristics look promising

overall. We identify where time is spent in real applications and hence where key

system bottlenecks are.

A key question for such systems is how much and what kind of limited hardware

support is most effective in accelerating their performance by alleviating the observed

bottlenecks, bringing it closer to that of full hardware coherence and making the

shared address space model attractive for application users on clusters as well. The

most popular form of hardware support used so far is the propagation of fine-grained

writes to remote memories [16, 50, 37].

Previous work [44, 46] has shown that the home–based protocols with hardware

support for automatic update (AURC) and without (HLRC) outperform previous

all–software protocols. Also it demonstrated that support for automatic update is

beneficial in systems with uniprocessor nodes and customized network interfaces.

Snooping–based automatic update has relied on write–through cache hierarchies

so shared writes appear on the memory bus. However, the current generation of

microprocessor based systems, including Intel–based PCs and especially SMPs, do

not support write–through second–level caches. To use AU in SVM protocols, we

must design new mechanisms that work with write–back caches. Another important
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development is the appearance of efficient commodity NIs such as Myrinet [17] in

the marketplace. How beneficial AU support will be with these NIs (which will still

require snooping support for AU) is unclear. Finally, an important trend is the use of

commodity SMPs rather than uniprocessors as the building blocks for clusters, which

can improve software shared memory performance [19, 49, 9, 77].

This work answers the the following questions: (i) Given the decline of write–

through capable second–level caches—and the traffic problems they raise with SMP

nodes—can hardware automatic update support be provided even with write–back

caches? (ii) Within the same (home–based) protocol framework, does hardware sup-

port for automatic update snooping deliver a performance benefit large enough to

justify its cost, assuming both write–through capable and write–back caches? (iii)

Does this hardware support for AU work well enough with the new commodity NIs

like Myrinet, or does it require customized NIs like that in SHRIMP to achieve sub-

stantial benefits? That is, is AU–based SVM an argument for building customized

NIs?

The answers are given in the context of a home–based approach in the protocol

layer in all cases, providing a consistent framework; similar approaches can be taken

for other protocols as well. We address the above questions through detailed sim-

ulation and for a wide range of real applications and computational kernels. The

simulator gives us deep visibility into all aspects of the simulated hardware and soft-

ware, including queues and buffers, which is especially important since the focus here

is on the communication architecture. An associated flexible visualization tool allows

us to easily examine the detailed event frequencies and contention–related bottlenecks

in all parts of the node and NI on a per–node basis, and proves very important in

analyzing the observed performance effects.

We find that: (i) the performance of both protocols (AURC and HLRC) improves
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substantially with the use of SMP rather than uniprocessor nodes in five of ten ap-

plications programs. In three applications there is a smaller improvement (or they

perform the same as in the uniprocessor node case) and for the other two results

differ across all–software and automatic update protocols, with the latter perform-

ing worse with SMPs than with uniprocessors; (ii) AU support with write–through

caches does significantly improve performance of some irregular applications, espe-

cially when diff–related costs dilate critical sections and increase serialization, but it

can also hurt substantially in some cases; (iii) AU support with write–back caches

solves the problems caused by the increased traffic and performs best, but is very

intrusive into the underlying node; (iv) overall, the benefits are quite limited with

commodity NIs with their higher occupancies per packet, and NIs customized for AU

packet generation may be important for using AU effectively.

1.3 SVM perfromance Bottlenecks

The end application performance of an SVM system, or of any implementation of a

programming model, relies on the performance and interactions of the three layers

that sit between the problem to be solved and the hardware (Figure 1.1): the applica-

tion or program layer, the protocol layer that supports the programming model, and

the communication layer that implements the machine’s communication architecture.

Each of the system layers has both performance and functionality characteristics,

which can be enhanced to improve application performance.

In the last few years there has been much improvement of SVM protocols and

systems, and several applications have been restructured to improve performance [51,

44, 45, 100, 54]. With this progress, it is now interesting to examine what are the

important system bottlenecks that stand in the way of effective parallel performance;
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in particular, which parameters of the communication architecture are most impor-

tant to improve further relative to processor speed, which are already adequate on

modern systems for most applications, and how will this change with technology in

the future. Such studies can hopefully assist system designers in determining where to

focus their energies in improving performance, and users in determining what system

characteristics are appropriate for their applications.

Chapter 4 examines these questions through detailed architectural simulation us-

ing applications with widely different behavior. We simulate a cluster architecture

with SMP nodes and a fast system area interconnect with a programmable network

interface (Myrinet). We use the home–based SVM protocol of Chapter 3. This pro-

tocol has been demonstrated to have comparable or better performance than other

families of SVM protocols. The base case of the protocol, called home–based lazy

release consistency (HLRC-SMP) does not require any additional hardware support.

We later examine a variant (AURC-SMP), that uses automatic (hardware) propaga-

tion of writes to remote nodes to perform updates to shared data, and also extend

our analysis to the use of uniprocessor nodes where this is useful. The major perfor-

mance parameters we consider are the host processor overhead to send a message, the

network interface occupancy to prepare and transfer a packet, the node–to–network

bandwidth (often limited by I/O bus bandwidth), and the interrupt cost. We do not

consider network link latency, since it is a small and usually constant part of the

end–to–end latency in system area networks (SAN). After dealing with performance

parameters, we also briefly examine the impact of key granularity parameters of the

communication architecture. These are the page size, which is the granularity of

coherence, and the number of processors per node.

Assuming a realistic system that can be quite easily implemented today, and a

range of applications that are well optimized for SVM systems [47], we see (Figure 1.2)
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Figure 1.2: Ideal and realistic speedups for each application. The ideal speedup is
computed as the ratio of the uniprocessor execution time divided by the sum of the
compute and the local cache stall time in the parallel execution, i.e., ignoring all com-
munication and synchronization costs. The realistic speedup corresponds to a realistic
set of values for communication architecture parameters today, in a configuration with
four processors per node.

that, for most applications, protocol and communication overheads are substantial.

The speedups obtained in the realistic implementation are much lower than in the

ideal case, where all communication costs are zero. This motivates the current re-

search, whose goal is twofold. First, we want to understand how performance changes

as the parameters of the communication architecture are varied relative to proces-

sor speed, both to see where we should invest systems development energy and to

understand the likely evolution of system performance as technology evolves. For

this, we use a wide range of values for each parameter and we focus on three specific

points in the parameter space. The first is the point for which the system generally

achieves its best performance within the ranges of parameter values we examine. The

performance on an application at this point is called its best performance. The sec-

ond point is an aggressive set of values that the communication parameters can have

in current or near–future systems, especially if certain operating system features are

well optimized. The performance at this point in the space is called the achievable
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performance. The third point is the ideal point, which represents a hypothetical

system that incurs no communication or synchronization overheads, taking into con-

sideration only compute time and stall time on local data accesses. Our goal is to

understand the gaps between the achievable, best and ideal performance by identi-

fying which parameters contribute most to the performance differences. This leads

us to the primary communication parameters that need to be improved to close the

gaps.

Our results show the relative effect of each of the parameters, i.e. relative to the

processor speed and to one another. While the absolute parameter values that are

used for the achievable set match what we consider achievable with aggressive current

or near–future systems, viewing the parameters relative to processor speed allows us

to understand what the behavior will be as technology trends evolve. For instance, if

the ratio of bandwidth to processor speed changes, we can use these results to reason

about system performance.

We find, somewhat surprisingly, that host overhead to send messages and per–

packet network interface occupancy are not critical to application performance. In

most cases, interrupt cost is by far the dominant performance bottleneck, even though

our protocol is designed to reduce the occurrence of interrupts. Node–to–network

bandwidth, typically limited by the I/O bus, is also significant for a few applications,

but interrupt cost is important for all the applications we study. These results suggest

that system designers should focus on reducing interrupt costs to support SVM well,

and SVM protocol designers should try to avoid interrupts as possible, perhaps by

using polling or by using a programmable communication assist to run part of the

protocol avoiding the need to interrupt the main processor.
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1.4 Network Interface Support for SVM

In Chapter 5, we focus on improving performance by enhancing the functionality of

the system layers, driven by the availability of novel, general–purpose mechanisms

in commodity network interfaces. Since we use a real system as our vehicle, the

performance parameters of the different layers are held fixed.

Since the beginning of SVM [59], much excellent research has been done in im-

proving the functionality of the protocol layer either by itself, based on increasingly

relaxed memory consistency models [5, 51], or to take advantage of specialized fea-

tures of a network interface [44, 56, 7]. Recently, several developments have also

occurred in communication layers. Commodity network interfaces that support, or

can be programmed to support, key data movement and synchronization mechanisms

that do not interrupt the processor have been developed [37, 17]; communication

libraries [27, 69, 23, 93, 4, 71] and an industry standard applications programmer

interface (API) [26] that incorporate these mechanisms have also been developed.

The focus of Chapter 5 is to understand the extent to which general–purpose

mechanisms can be used in commodity network interfaces, in conjunction with the

appropriate protocol enhancements, to make large improvements in the performance

of SVM systems on clusters. The specific network interface mechanisms that we

examine include support for remote write and remote fetch operations without in-

terrupting the remote processor, and for mutual exclusion (locking) in the network

interface. Protocol operations like performing diffs and keeping track of versions and

coherence information are not performed in the network interface but rather on the

main processor; the network interface is assumed to be (and, in our case, is) slow at

these activities. The focus is only on general purpose data movement and synchro-

nization mechanisms. These mechanisms do not require a programmable processor
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on the network interface; we use a programmable network interface only to prototype

and evaluate the mechanisms on a real platform. Having shown in Chapter 4 [12] that

interrupts and scheduling can be a major problem for SVM, and many efforts have

been made to deal with protocol handler scheduling on SMP nodes [31], in this chapter

we propose a protocol that eliminates the need for asynchronous protocol processing.

Each of our mechanisms reduces the need for interrupts and asynchronous protocol

handling; the final protocol (SVM-NI) does not use interrupts for protocol processing

at all, and in fact eliminates the need for asynchronous protocol processing.

We demonstrate the benefits of the proposed network interface and protocol exten-

sions through real implementation on a cluster of Intel Pentium Pro SMPs connected

together by a Myrinet network [17]. The SVM system that we start from is the

HLRC-SMP as presented in Chapter 3. The HLRC-SMP system uses the network

interface only as a pathway for traditional send/receive communication. It does not

rely on any specific network interface features in its design, and is applicable to any

modern system area network. Communication and protocol processing is managed

by the same processors that perform computation.

Starting from this system, we use the Myrinet network interface [17], to implement

general data transfer and synchronization mechanisms one by one and examine their

cumulative impact on end performance; some of these mechanisms are available in

the Virtual Interface Architecture (VIA) industry standard API [26]. We leverage

the VMMC communication library [23] that provides the software communication

architecture needed to exploit some of the features. Also, since taking advantage

of some of the mechanisms either requires or is helped greatly by changes to the

protocol layer as well, with each mechanism we discuss and implement the relevant

protocol changes. Performance is achieved through the synergy of the two system

layers, though driven by the communication layer. We do not modify the application
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layer, relying on the application restructuring for SVM that was performed in [47].
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Figure 1.3: Application speedups. The left bar is the base protocol and the right bar
the protocol with the NI extensions.

We find that implementing these mechanisms in the network interface, together

with the relevant protocol changes, improves performance substantially on the clus-

ter of SMPs for our suite of ten applications. Several applications that originally

performed poorly now perform much better, even well, on a 16–processor system,

with most applications now yielding speedups close or more than 10 on 16 processors

(see Figure 1.3). Application performance improves by (min -20.16%, avg 37.68%,

max 117.6%) 1 across all applications. Similarly, the specific components of execution

time targeted by the individual mechanisms improve substantially: data wait time

improves by (min 2.5%, avg 29.2%, max 45.3%) and lock time by (min 1.9%, avg

35.01%, max 62.7%).

The results indicate that providing support for these features in a network in-

terface is indeed important for SVM performance and for improving clusters as a

computational infrastructure. Among the mechanisms we implement, different ones
1Certain statistics are reported as a triple of (minimum, average, maximum) values over a range,

instead of just reporting only one of these.
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are important for different applications, indicating that they should all be supported

and leveraged. While speedups are improved significantly by these techniques, they

are still not quite as good as those on hardware–coherent systems, even at this 16–

processor scale. We use a firmware performance monitor [60], that is integrated with

the communication layer, to understand the drawbacks of the system and identify

some protocol tradeoffs that bear further investigation. Most importantly, we use

the monitor to investigate the causes of the key remaining overheads for SVM perfor-

mance after all these enhancements, and hence the areas that should be addressed for

the next major improvements in bringing SVM performance closer to that of hardware

DSM machines.

1.5 Discussion and Conclusions

Chapter 6 discusses a few issues about the simulator and how it validates against the

actual system implementation, gives some future work in related research areas and

presents the high level conclusions of this dissertation.



Chapter 2

Efficient and Reliable

Communication

Low cost and high performance are the potential advantages that motivate build-

ing high–performance servers or parallel computing platforms out of a network of

commodity computer systems. Such architectures can cost substantially less than

custom–designed ones because they can leverage high–volume commodity hardware

and software. They can also deliver high performance because commodity hardware

and software track technologies well.

Research efforts to provide fast, loosely coupled multicomputer interconnection

networks for clusters of workstations at low cost have lead to the design of network

interfaces that support minimal standard functionality in the network interface and

use powerful basic blocks that allow communication system designers to implement

the functionality needed by different paradigms and systems using these basic blocks.

These network interfaces usually encompass a general purpose processor, use simple

switches to route packets to their destination, and allow for arbitrary network topolo-

gies. These characteristics result in the absence of reliability in the network interface

29
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hardware and the need to support routing for arbitrary, dynamic topologies in the

communication system.

A key enabling technology for this approach is a high–performance communica-

tion mechanism that supports protected, user–level message passing. In order for the

communication mechanism to be non–invasive with respect to the commodity hard-

ware and commodity operating system software, it must require no modifications to

these components. This implies that the communication mechanism should support

protection among multiple processes and should be able to deal with communication

among virtual address spaces without using special scheduling policies. In order to

achieve low latency and high bandwidth, the communication mechanism should also

reduce message–passing software overheads to a minimum. This implies support for

user–level message passing.

Moreover, a challenging issue in the design and implementation of user–level com-

munication systems is where and how to incorporate a retransmission protocol in

order to provide low–overhead, reliable communication for system area networks.

Traditionally, reliable end–to–end connections have been implemented in the TCP

layer with retransmission. This is a satisfactory design for wide area networks but

the overhead of TCP is significant, in particular, when it is implemented on the host

computer. This is because a retransmission protocol requires a sender process not to

touch its send buffer until the message is acknowledged. The sender has to either wait

for the acknowledgment, copy the send buffer to a system buffer, or copy–on–write for

the send buffer. Our approach is to implement the standard retransmission method

at the data link level, that is, between network interfaces. This approach takes ad-

vantage of the buffering of outgoing packets on the network interface and eliminates

the need for the sender to wait for acknowledgments or to copy send buffers. We

show that the loss of bandwidth of this method is small and its impact on latency is
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only a few microseconds.

Finally, the nature of these new programmable network interfaces is such that the

burden of determining the routes to each host in the network and actually routing

the packets to their destinations is left to the communication libraries. Most SAN

networks use switches and source routing to connect multiple nodes in a network and

to deliver packets to their destinations. We present a new method for determining

the topology of the network and the routes to each node in the system. Our method

determines the network topology dynamically on demand and supports arbitrary

changes in the network configuration.

The goals of this chapter are threefold. It demonstrates that (i) low–latency,

high–bandwidth communication can be provided with off–the–shelf components, (ii)

reliable communication can be provided at minimal cost, (iii) support for dynamic sys-

tem configuration can be provided practically at no cost. We discuss how these goals

can be achieved and we demonstrate the benefits of these approaches by implementing

VMMC [25] on a Myrinet network; using other existing or new communication layers

is also possible. The implementation of VMMC on Myrinet achieves about 11 µs

one–way latency and provides about 100 MBytes/s user–to–user bandwidth, whereas

the cost of reliable communication and support for dynamic system configuration is

minimal; latency is increased by less than 2.5 µs, and bandwidth is reduced by less

than 8%.

2.1 Myrinet

Myrinet is a high–speed local or system area network for computer systems. A

Myrinet network is composed of point–to–point links that connect hosts and switches.

The network link can deliver 1.28 Gbits/sec bandwidth in each direction [17].
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The Myrinet network provides in–order network delivery with low bit error rates.

On sending, the 8–bit CRC is computed by hardware and is appended to the packet.

On a packet arrival, CRC hardware computes the CRC of the incoming packet and

compares it with the received CRC. If they do not match, a CRC error is reported.

We designed and implemented the VMMC mechanism for the Myrinet PCI net-

work interface. The PCI Myrinet network interface is composed of a 32–bit control

processor called LANai (version 4.1) with 1 MByte of Static Random Access Mem-

ory (SRAM). The SRAM serves as the network buffer memory and also as the code

and data memory of the LANai processor. There are three DMA engines on the

network interface: two for data transfers between the network and SRAM and one

for moving data between the SRAM and the host main memory over the PCI bus.

The LANai processor is clocked at 33 MHz and executes a LANai control program

(LCP) which supervises the operation of the DMA engines and implements a low–

level communication protocol. The LANai processor cannot access the host memory

directly; instead it must use the host–to–LANai DMA engine to read and write the

host memory. The internal bus clock runs at twice the CPU clock letting the two

DMA engines operate concurrently. The Myrinet network provides network band-

width of about 160 MBytes/s. However, the total user–to–user bandwidth is limited

by the PCI–to–SRAM DMA bandwidth.

Figure 2.1 presents the bandwidth achieved by the host–to–LANai DMA engine

for various block sizes. The maximum bandwidth of the PCI bus is close to the 128

MBytes/s which is achieved for 64 KBytes transfer units. However, without hardware

support for physical DMA scatter–gather, any communication library which supports

virtual memory and direct sending from arbitrary user–level data structures cannot

use transfer units larger than the size of a page (4 KBytes). This is because consecu-

tive pages in virtual memory are usually not consecutive in the physical address space.
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As a result, user–to–user bandwidth is limited by the 110 Mbytes/s host–to–LANai

bandwidth that can be achieved with a 4 KBytes transfer unit.
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Figure 2.1: Bandwidth of DMA between the Host and the LANai.

The estimate of minimal latency imposed by the hardware includes the time to

post a send request, the time needed for sending a one–word message between two

LANais and the time to DMA data into the receiver host memory. We measured

the costs of memory–mapped I/O over the PCI bus; a read costs 0.422 µs, and a

write 0.121 µs. Posting a send request costs at least 0.5 µs, if only writes are used

(assuming reads are removed from critical path by preallocating items on send queue).

Picking up a send request, preparing a network packet, initializing the DMA network

transfer and receiving data on the receiving LANai cost about 2.5 µs. Another 2 µs

are needed on the receive side to arbitrate for the I/O bus, initiate the receive host

DMA and put data in the host memory. Adding all these overheads together, results

in a minimum of about 5 µs.
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2.2 Virtual Memory Mapped Communication

Virtual memory–mapped communication (VMMC) [25] is a communication model

that provides direct data transfers between the sender’s and receiver’s virtual address

spaces. This section provides a high–level overview of VMMC as implemented on

Myrinet hardware. The model has been designed and implemented for the SHRIMP

multicomputer [16, 14, 32, 25]. Since the SHRIMP network interface supports VMMC

mostly in hardware, the implementation requires either no software overhead or only

a few user–level instructions to transfer data between the separate virtual address

spaces of two machines on a network. In short, VMMC on the customized network

interface of SHRIMP has somewhat better performance, at the cost of more operating

system modifications and substantially reduced flexibility.

VMMC provides support for protected, user–level message passing [25, 32]. The

main idea is to allow data to be transmitted directly from a source virtual memory to

a destination virtual memory. For messages that pass data without passing control,

the VMMC approach can completely eliminate software overheads associated with

message reception. The VMMC model eliminates operating system involvement in

communication while at the same time providing full protection. It supports user–

level buffer management and zero–copy protocols. Most importantly it minimizes

software overhead. As a result, available user–to–user bandwidth and latency are

close to the limits imposed by the underlying hardware.

The VMMC mechanism achieves protection by requiring that data transfer may

take place only after the receiver gives the sender permission to transfer data to

a given area of the receiver’s address space. The receiving process expresses this

permission by exporting areas of its address space as receive buffers where it is

willing to accept incoming data. A sending process must import remote buffers that
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it will use as destinations for transferred data. An exporter can restrict possible

importers of a buffer; VMMC enforces the restrictions when an import is attempted.

After a successful import, the sender can transfer data from its virtual memory into

the imported receive buffer. VMMC makes sure that the transferred data does not

overwrite any memory locations outside the destination receive buffer.

Imported receive buffers are mapped into a destination proxy space which is

a logically separate special address space in each sender. It can be implemented as a

subset of the sender’s virtual address space or as a separate space (this is the case with

the Myrinet implementation of VMMC for SHRIMP). Destination proxy space is not

backed by local memory and its addresses do not refer to code or local data. Instead,

they are used only to specify destinations for data transfer. A valid destination proxy

space address can be translated by VMMC into a destination machine, process, and

memory address.

As implemented on Myrinet, VMMC supports the deliberate update mode of data

transfer. Deliberate update is an explicit request to transfer data from the sender’s

local virtual memory to a previously imported receive buffer. The basic deliberate

update operation is as follows:

SendMsg(srcAddr, destAddr, nbytes)

This is a request to transfer nbytes of data from the sender’s virtual address sr-

cAddr to a receive buffer designated by destAddr in the sender’s destination proxy

space. When a message arrives at its destination, its data is transferred directly into

the memory of the receiving process, without interrupting the receiver’s CPU. Thus,

there is no explicit receive operation in VMMC. VMMC also provides notifications

to support transfer of control and to notify receiving processes about external events.
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Attaching a notification to a message causes the invocation of a user–level handler

function in the receiving process after the message has been delivered into the re-

ceiver’s memory.

2.2.1 Implementation

Our implementation of VMMC on Myrinet consists of a number of software compo-

nents cooperating with each other. Trusted system software includes (i) the kernel–

loadable VMMC device driver, and (ii) the VMMC LANai control program (LCP)

which actually implements VMMC. The user–level software consists of the VMMC

basic library. A user program must link with it in order to communicate using VMMC

calls.

In brief, user programs submit export and import requests to the driver. The

drivers and the LANai control programs communicate with each other to match

export and import requests and establish export–import relation by setting up data

structures in the LANai control program. After a successful import, the user process

submits send requests directly to the LANai processor by writing to an entry in the

process send queue which is allocated in the LANai SRAM. A request consists of a

local virtual address specifying the send buffer, the number of bytes to send and the

destination proxy address which is used by the LANai to determine the destination

node and physical address. The VMMC LANai control program picks up a send

request, translates the virtual send buffer address into a physical address and then

sends the data to the destination node. The Myrinet driver assists the LANai control

program in the virtual to physical translation of send addresses, if such assistance

is necessary, i.e. the translation entry is not present in the LANai SRAM software

TLB. The Myrinet driver also implements notification delivery to user processes.
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Establishing export–import relations: VMMC maintains a set of page tables in

each network interface. The incoming page table (one per interface) has one entry for

each physical memory frame, which indicates whether a given frame can be written

by an incoming message and whether a notification should be raised when a message

arrives.

There is also an outgoing page table, which is allocated separately for each process

using the VMMC on a given node. An entry in this table corresponds to a proxy of

a receive buffer imported by this process. The format of this entry is a 32–bit integer

which encodes the destination node index, the receive buffer virtual address, and the

size of the receive buffer.

The size of the incoming and outgoing page tables limits the total size of imported

receive buffers. The current limit is 256 MBytes.

The total size of memory that can be exported/imported depends mostly on the

amount of SRAM that is devoted to tables and less on the division of the 32 proxy

address between the number of buffers that can be exported/imported and the size of

each buffer. With 256 KBytes of SRAM devoted to translation tables, 256 MBytes of

memory can be exported/imported in the system. Another restriction is that export

buffers must be pinned and, Linux allows for only half the physical memory to be

pinned.

To export a receive buffer, a user program contacts the local VMMC driver which

locks the receive buffer pages in main memory and sets up entries corresponding to

the receive buffer pages in the incoming table to allow data reception. On an import

request, the importing node LCP obtains the physical addresses of receive buffer pages

from the driver on the exporting node. Next, the importing node sets up outgoing

page table entries for the importing process that point to receive buffer pages on the

remote node.
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When sending, the user process passes a proxy address that specifies the desti-

nation for the data. A proxy address consists of a proxy page number and an offset

within the page. We ensure that a process can send only to valid destinations. Since

the outgoing page table is local to the sending process, there is no way a process can

use outgoing page table entries set up for others.

Sending and receiving data: Each process has a separate send queue allocated

in the network interface SRAM. To submit a send request, the user process writes

the next entry in the send queue with the length of the data to be sent and a proxy

address which specifies the destination, as described before.

There are two types of send requests: short and long. The short request sends a

small amounts of data (currently up to 128 bytes) by copying it directly into the send

queue in the LANai memory (no host–LANai DMA is used in this case). With the

long send request (up to 4 MBytes), the user process passes only the virtual address

of the send buffer. The existence of two send formats is transparent to user programs.

The VMMC basic library decides which format to be used for a particular SendMsg

call.

Messages longer than 4 KBytes are sent in chunks. Each chunk consists of routing

information, a header, and data. The routing information is in standard Myrinet for-

mat. The header includes the message length and two physical destination addresses.

The two addresses are needed in order to perform two piece scatter in the case when

the destination memory spans a page boundary. When no page boundary is crossed,

the second physical address is set to zero. The sending node LANai prepares each

header using the send proxy address passed by the user with the request. With this

address, the LANai indexes the outgoing page table to determine the destination

node and physical addresses. This information must have been set up on import, as
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described above, for the proxy address to be valid.

The LANai processor maintains in SRAM virtual–to–physical two–way set asso-

ciative software TLB for each process using the VMMC on a given node. This TLB is

rather large—it can keep translations for up to 32 MBytes of address space assuming

4 KByte pages. The LANai processor uses it on long sends to obtain the physical

address of the next page to be sent. If the translation is missing, the LANai raises

an interrupt and the VMMC driver provides the necessary translation to update the

SRAM TLB. On one interrupt, translations for up to 32 pages are inserted into the

SRAM TLB. Send pages are locked in memory by the VMMC driver when it pro-

vides the translations for the SRAM TLB. For an improved version of the send TLB

mechanism, the reader is referred to [23].

After obtaining the physical address of the next source page, the LANai sends

the next chunk of a long message. The chunk size is currently set to the page size

(4K bytes), except for the first chunk which is equal to the amount of data needed to

reach the first page boundary on the send side. The sending of each chunk of a long

message requires two DMA transactions: host to LANai buffer and LANai buffer to

network. These transactions are pipelined to improve bandwidth. Additionally, since

the network bandwidth is higher than the PCI bus bandwidth, we prepare the header

for the next chunk when the network DMA of the previous chunk has finished, but

while the host DMA of the current chunk may still be in progress.

When the last chunk of a long message is safely stored in the LANai buffer, the

LANai reports (using LANai to host DMA) a one–word completion status back to

user space. This technique allows the user program to spin on a cache location while

waiting for message completion, and it avoids consuming memory bus cycles.

On arrival of a message chunk, its data is scattered according to the two physical

addresses included in the header. The LANai is able to compute scatter lengths using
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the total message length and the scatter addresses.

2.2.2 Performance

Our implementation and experimentation environment consists of 16 PCI PCs con-

nected to Myrinet switches via Myrinet PCI network interfaces. In addition, the PCs

are also connected by an Ethernet. Each PC is a Dell Dimension P166 with a 166

MHz Pentium CPU with 512 KByte L2 cache. The chipset on the motherboard is

the Intel 430FX (Triton) chipset. Each PC has 64 MBytes of Extended Data Out

(EDO) main memory and 2 GBytes of EIDE disk storage.

Each node in the cluster runs a slightly modified version of the Linux OS version

2.0.24. The modifications are minimal and are needed to extend the device to kernel

interface by exporting a few more symbols for loadable modules. Linux provided us

with most of the functionality we needed, including calls to lock and unlock pages

in physical memory. Loadable kernel modules proved to be a useful and powerful

feature of Linux.

The new kernel–level code we needed is implemented in a loadable device driver

including a function which translates virtual to physical addresses and code that

invokes notifications using signals. We note here that we could have completely

avoided any modification of the OS if we had provided a special variant of malloc

which would allocate send and receive buffers in driver–preallocated memory mapped

into user space. This solution, however, has the serious drawback of not supporting

direct send and receive from user static data structures (which are not dynamically

allocated).
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Micro–benchmarks

The basic operation in VMMC is SendMsg. In an effort to capture the different cases

that arise in message passing programs we analyze different forms and aspects of

this basic operation. When a virtual–to–physical translation is needed on a send, we

make sure that it is present in the LANai software TLB. This eliminates the cost

of interrupting the host to ask its kernel for the missing translations. We feel this

assumption is reasonable, as the LANai TLB can keep mappings for 32 MBytes of

user space.

We first present the one–way latency and its cost breakdown for small messages.

Then we present the overhead of the send operation in two cases: synchronous sends,

where a send operation returns only after the data is transferred to the network

interface and the send buffer can be safely reused, or asynchronous sends, where a

send operation returns immediately and if the sender needs to reuse the send buffer,

it first has to verify that it is safe to do so. Finally we present three different types of

bandwidth that try to capture different types of traffic in the network: Unidirectional

is the bandwidth of a one way transfer. Data is flowing in one direction only and the

sender does not need to wait for the receiver to acknowledge a message before it sends

the next one. In the Bidirectional ping–pong benchmark data flows in both directions

in a ping–pong fashion. After sending a message, each sender waits until it receives

a message before sending again. One of the nodes starts as a sender and the other

as a receiver. Bidirectional simultaneous is similar to the bidirectional ping–pong

benchmark, only that both nodes start as senders. This benchmark can potentially

use all three DMA engines of the network interface, depending on how the Myrinet

firmware is written.
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Figure 2.2: VMMC latency for short messages.

Latency: Figure 2.2 gives one–way latency for small messages. One–word latency

is about 11 µsec. Messages of up to 32 words are copied to the SRAM send queue

using memory–mapped I/O and then the LANai copies message data into the network

buffer. For longer messages, host–to–LANai DMA copies data from a host send buffer

to a network buffer.
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Figure 2.3: Overhead of the synchronous and asynchronous send operations.
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Synchronous send overhead: An important aspect of the synchronous send oper-

ation is the cost of copying the data to the network interface. In this case we measure

the time it takes to transfer the data to the network interface, at which point it is safe

to reuse the send buffer. Figure 2.3 shows that synchronous send overhead is about 3

µsec and grows slowly up to 128 bytes, but for longer messages there is a significant

jump in overhead caused by the change of protocols and the use of host–to–LANai

DMA on the send side. Synchronous send overhead, not latency is the motivation

why the threshold at which send protocol changes from short send to long send is

not lower than 128 bytes. Setting this threshold to 64 would increase synchronous

send overhead for messages between 64 and 128 bytes long, although latency would

not change much, as shown on Figure 2.2. On the other hand, we cannot set this

threshold higher than 128 bytes because of limited size of LANai SRAM.

Asynchronous send overhead: In many applications, it is useful to be able to

post a send request and then proceed with computation. In this case the send buffer

cannot be reused, unless the application verifies that it is safe to do so by using another

call to the network interface to check the status of the posted request. Figure 2.3

shows that the asynchronous overhead of a long send is slightly lower than for short

sends. This is because the long send request is of fixed size and does not require data

copying, whereas on a short send the host has to copy data with memory–mapped

I/O to the LANai buffer. We note, however, that asynchronous and synchronous

send overheads for short sends are equal, since in both cases the host executes the

same code while the synchronous overhead of a long send is much higher than its

asynchronous overhead.
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Figure 2.4: VMMC bandwidth for different message sizes.

Unidirectional bandwidth: This benchmark shows (Figure 2.4) how fast one

node can push data to the network. We see that this type of bandwidth raises quickly

and reaches a maximum of about 110 MBytes/s, since there is no synchronization

involved and the sender does not need to wait for the receiver. Moreover there is no

contention in the network interface, as only one node is sending data.

Bidirectional ping–pong bandwidth: This is the traditional ping–pong bench-

mark. Figure 2.4 shows the bandwidth for varying message sizes. The highest band-

width provided by VMMC is about 100 MBytes/s. As explained, the available band-

width is limited to 110 MBytes/s, with our implementation delivering 120 MBytes/s

of this limit. Such good performance results from 1) a tight sending loop, 2) pipelin-

ing the host send DMA with the net send DMA and 3) precomputing the headers

as explained above. However, this loop also needs to be responsive to unexpected,

external events, such as the arrival of incoming data packets. In this event, we aban-

don the tight sending loop and return to the main loop of the VMMC LANai control

program.
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Bidirectional simultaneous bandwidth: This benchmark tries to capture the

behavior of VMMC in the presence of simultaneous bidirectional traffic. Both sides

start sending at the same time, they wait until they have received the message from

the peer process and then go on to the next iteration. Figure 2.4 presents the band-

width in this case. Note that this is the total bandwidth of both senders. The

maximum available bandwidth, equal to 91 MBytes/s, is lower than in the previous

case. With bidirectional traffic we cannot use the tight sending loop because packets

leave and arrive simultaneously. Instead we have to go through the main loop of our

software state machine which slightly increases the software overhead, and reduces

the bandwidth.

2.3 Reliable Communication

In communication systems, the fault model refers to the level of reliability provided.

Previous work has shown that the fault model of a communication system is an im-

portant issue that requires attention. A strong fault model simplifies substantially

application design and results in a usable system. Systems with weak fault models

can be very difficult to program, even for relatively simple applications. Ignoring

error handling in the network layers and leaving it to the applications requires sub-

stantially more effort on the programmer’s side. In general it has been argued that

the communication subsystem should provide reliable communication for most cases.

There are two approaches to reliable communication: (i) High performance sys-

tems provide reliable communication at the lowest possible level, in hardware. In

these systems the network interfaces are responsible for providing the user with reli-

able communication channels. Communication systems that are built on top of these

interfaces treat network errors as catastrophic. This approach works well as long as
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network errors are extremely rare or when the packet retransmission is handled by

the hardware (like S–Connect [66]). However, providing reliability in the physical

layer leads to expensive hardware and limits the design choices significantly. (ii) In

local and wide area networks, reliable communication is implemented in software in

some layer of the communication stack (e.g., TCP) Each approach is targeted for a

set of specific needs. In local and wide area networks the ability to tolerate higher

performance penalties and the need for non–uniform commodity hardware and cost

limitations allow and demand solutions at higher software layers. In high performance

networks, the same factors lead to very efficient, custom and highly tuned solutions

in hardware.

With the emergence of high performance commodity workstations and system area

networks it is possible to provide supercomputer performance on clusters of high–end

systems, composed completely of commodity parts. A key issue towards that di-

rection has been to provide the users with very efficient, user level communication

libraries. In these libraries, support for reliable communication does not fall in any

of the two previous categories. Although error rates in the network are very small,

errors do happen and as a result the hardware does not provide reliable transmis-

sion. For Myrinet however, errors were observed relatively often (on a daily basis)

and cannot be ignored. These new, user–level communication libraries strive for high

performance and integration with a traditional fault tolerance mechanism can com-

promise performance. Thus, the decision of where to incorporate fault tolerance is

critical for system complexity and performance.

Most high–level communication APIs provide reliable communication to the user

by implementing retransmission in one of the software layers of the protocol stack.

Stream sockets, for example, are typically built on top of TCP/IP with reliable end–

to–end connections implemented in the TCP layer. This design is suitable for wide
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area networks since network connections go through intermediate host systems and

packets may need to be stored for a long time before they are acknowledged. However,

this results in high overhead for TCP; highly tuned implementations add over a

hundred microseconds of overhead.

A system area network (SAN) is different from a local or wide area network. A

SAN typically has a small diameter (a few feet) and is used to connect computer sys-

tems to form a high–performance server. Applications on such networks of computers

require low–latency and high–bandwidth communication. A key issue that arises is

where and how to provide reliable communication in the system so that high–level

APIs can be implemented without compromising performance.

In a system area network, reliable communication can be provided at different

levels. It can be incorporated in either the user–level library that runs on the host, or

in the part of the library that runs in the network interface as firmware. We ruled out

the design choice of implementing reliable communication at the user–level library.

The main reason is that a retransmission protocol requires the sender process not to

touch its send buffer until the acknowledgment is received. The sender has either to

wait for the acknowledgment, copy the send buffer to a system buffer, or use copy–

on–write for the send buffer. The overhead of these design choices is significantly

high.

In this work we argue for providing support for reliable communication in the

network interface code of the communication library. Implementing retransmission at

this level takes advantage of the existing buffering scheme for outgoing packets on the

network interface and eliminates the need for the sender to wait for acknowledgments

or to copy send buffers. Another reason to provide reliable communication at the data

link level is that system area networks are simpler than local or wide area networks.

Wide area networks operate in a store–and–forward fashion, whereas in a system area
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network, a packet is typically routed through switches from a single sender to a single

receiver without being stored and forwarded by intermediate nodes.

2.3.1 Firmware support for reliable communication

Our scheme deals with transient network failures and provides applications with re-

liable communication at the data link layer. The goal is to tolerate CRC errors,

corrupted packets, and all errors related to the network fabric; links and switches can

be replaced on the fly.

Fault model

We distinguish failures in two orthogonal ways. First, a failure can be either a network

failure or an end failure. Network failures are related to the network interconnect.

This includes all links and switches that are used in the network. End failures are

the ones that are related to process and node failures. Second, an error can be either

transient or permanent. A failure is transient, if the failing component becomes

operational after a short amount of time. Otherwise, it is permanent. All failures

are considered transient first and, if they persist, they are categorized as permanent.

VMMC deals only with transient network failures.

The fault model adopted in VMMC is constrained both in terms of design and

implementation by many factors. Fault tolerance should not be achieved at the cost of

reduced performance. There is limited buffer space on the Myrinet network interface

(currently 1 MByte) and the processor on the network interface is a relatively slow

processor. A complicated protocol would increase the occupancy of the processor and

impact performance. The network we assume is a LAN within a building or other

facilities of comparable size. The average meantime between failures is rather big (in
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the order of days).

As mentioned VMMC deals only with transient network errors. If transient errors

become permanent, the remote node is declared unreachable, the state that is related

to the remote node is cleared and the user is notified at the next send (or other)

operation. Packets that cannot be delivered to the remote node are dropped. In this

case the user needs to reestablish the mappings in order to resume communicating

with the remote node. This means that the user does not know exactly which packets

were delivered and which not. However, if a packet is dropped, all subsequent packets

will be dropped as well. The semantics are the same as in TCP/IP.

Implementation

VMMC implements a simple retransmission protocol at the data link layer–between

network interfaces. Our scheme buffers packets on the sender side and retransmits

when necessary. Each node maintains a retransmission queue for every node in the

system. The available buffer space is managed dynamically so that no buffers need to

be reserved for each node. Each packet carries a unique (for the sender–receiver pair)

sequence number. Sequence numbers and retransmission information is maintained

on a per–node and not per–connection basis. The receiver acknowledges packets.

Each acknowledgment received by the sender, acknowledges (and frees) all previous

packets up to that sequence number. There is no buffering at the receiver. If a packet

is lost, all subsequent packets will be dropped. However, if a previously acknowledged

packet is received again, it is acknowledged. In the current implementation, there are

no negative acknowledgments for lost packets.

The retransmission scheme will always deliver packets in the presence of transient

network failures. If there are no buffers on the sending side, the senders will back

off and wait until space is available on the network interface. The receive side can
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always receive or drop packets, since the sender will retransmit if packets are not

acknowledged.

The number of buffers available at the send side affects system performance. As

mentioned above our network interface cards have 1 MByte of SRAM, which provides

more than 100, 4 KByte–buffers for buffering in the retransmission scheme. These

buffers are used dynamically so that no buffers need be reserved for each node.

Although the retransmission scheme will never fail, we should note that malicious

processes can temporarily (for a few seconds) hurt the performance of the system

by needlessly occupying buffers until the system recovers the buffers with a timeout

mechanism. This is not a matter of correctness, but rather fairness in the system.

Acknowledgments can be sent either explicitly or piggy–backed to messages that

are transferred in the opposite direction. Piggy–backing reduces traffic and over-

head at the LANai significantly, but is useful only when messages are sent in both

directions. One way traffic always needs explicit acknowledgments. Explicit acknowl-

edgment messages do not carry sequence numbers and they are not acknowledged.

If a packet is lost and the sender does not receive an acknowledgment for it, it will

timeout and retransmit the lost and all subsequent packets.

We use two methods for deciding when explicit acknowledgments need to be sent.

The first one, specifies that an explicit acknowledgment will be sent every n unac-

knowledged packets. The selection of n is very important to system performance and

scalability. In the case of one way traffic, a large n would require a lot of buffering

on the sending side. On the other hand, a small value of n generates a lot of extra

traffic; more importantly it increases the occupancy of the network interface which

must process the frequent acknowledgments.

The second method requires that the sender specify when the receiver needs to

send an acknowledgment. If there have been no piggy–backed acknowledgments,
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and the available buffer space in the sender is reduced below a threshold, then the

sender notifies the receiver with a bit in the packet header, that the receiver needs

to acknowledge the packets it received, so that buffer space can be recovered in the

sender. We implement and present results for both methods.

Ordering of packets is maintained with 16 bit sequence numbers. The system

deals with wrap around in sequence numbers. We define the boolean function more

recent MR(x, y) as:

MR(x, y) = ((x > y) ∗ (x < y + c)) + ((x < y) ∗ (x < y − c))

MR(x, y) specifies when a packet with sequence number x is strictly more recent than

a packet with sequence number y. c is a constant that depends on the amount of buffer

space available in the system and specifies the biggest possible distance between the

sequence numbers of any two packets (between a pair of nodes) that are alive in the

system at any time. A packet is considered if it has been sent and the corresponding

buffer is not yet reclaimed at the sender.

Since the LANai processor is relatively slow, it is desirable to remove costly op-

erations from the critical path. A number of implementation optimizations are used

to distribute the costs uniformly in the execution path in the LANai.

2.3.2 Performance

Table 2.1 shows the basic communication performance of VMMC with and without

support for fault tolerance 1. As mentioned previously, the frequency at which ac-
1The numbers reported in Table 2.1 for VMMC without reliable communication are for a version

of VMMC that includes some more functionality than the basic mechanisms described in the previous
section [23]. The reliable communication mechanisms have been implemented on this version of
VMMC.
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Figure 2.5: Latency breakdown for one–word messages.

knowledgments are sent is an important parameter in the system. The same Table

shows also the performance of the system for different acknowledgment frequencies.

In the current implementation, we acknowledge every sixth packet (explicitly or with

a piggy–backed message) and we use timeouts to handle boundary cases. More fre-

quent acknowledgments reduce the performance of the system because of the extra

traffic they generate and the extra processing needed at the sender of each packet.

Less frequent acknowledgments generally help, but increase buffer requirements in

the system. Piggy–backing reduces the effects of the extra communication, but is

useful only in bidirectional communication patterns. Experiments show that it in-

creases bidirectional bandwidth by more than 15%. The second approach we use

for determining when explicit acknowledgments are sent, performs the same as our

best selection for the fixed threshold method. We see that support for fault toler-

ance can be provided at low cost. Latency increases by about 2µs (from 11.1µs to

13.4µs) and bandwidth decreases by 2%-10%. The additional overhead comes from

moving messages between queues and handling acknowledgments. Figure 2.5 shows

the breakdown for one–word messages in VMMC with and without reliability. We see

that the overhead of reliable communication is mainly incurred on the receive side.
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# packets/ack NO RC 1 2 4 6 8 10 units
Latency 11.1 23.93 18.29 14.86 13.4 13.4 13.4 µs
Unidir b/w 97.61 82.08 89.97 92.11 92.63 92.81 93.01 MBytes/s
Bidir ping–pong b/w 99.39 80.62 87.37 89.54 90.05 90.26 90.39 MBytes/s
Bidir simultaneous b/w 91.87 80.30 88.42 89.54 90.77 91.05 91.10 MBytes/s

Table 2.1: Basic performance numbers with varying ack window. The default value
is one acknowledgment every six packets

2.4 Dynamic System Configuration

Another important part of a communication system is the way routing is performed.

Although a lot of work has been done in routing for multiprocessor networks, routing

for emerging SAN networks is mostly unexplored. In traditional multicomputer net-

works with fixed topologies the routing algorithm is usually embedded in the network

hardware. Each packet carries a destination address, which is enough to determine

the routing path, given the fixed topology of the network.

In networks however, where the topology is not fixed and changes dynamically,

other forms of routing are necessary. In these cases, the communication system sup-

ports some form of addressing remote nodes. In general, there are two main methods

for delivering packets to their destination. First, to have each network element know

which link each incoming packets should be sent to. These networks require that

intermediate elements are intelligent entities that can take decisions based on routing

tables and information in the packet headers. Second, to have each packet specify the

full path to the destination node upfront. Whenever the packet reaches an interme-

diate network element, its header specifies which link this packet should be directed

to. This second form of routing is known as source routing and uses simple switches

to perform routing inside the network.

In system area networks the the routing components are in the network are usually

simple and fast switches. For instance, Myrinet supports source routing, with the
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routes being specified in each packet header by the sender. However, communication

systems that are built on top of this type of networks need to be able to determine

the routes to any node in the system. This problem has two parts. First, to figure out

a graph that represents the topology of the network and second, given a topology,

to compute routes. We refer to the first problem as the mapping problem. There

has been a lot of work in computing routes with specific properties from network

topologies [73, 67, 22, 38]. One of the most important properties is that routes should

be deadlock free. In this section we present a new method for solving the mapping

problem, and we discuss how to solve the problem of deadlock–free routes. In the

following paragraphs we discuss some related work in solving the mapping problem

for user–level communication systems in SAN networks like Myrinet and then present

our solution.

The first solution to the mapping problem is given by Myricom [17]. They use

an algorithm that is implemented on the network interface and is integrated with

the communication library. This algorithm selects a node as the master node in the

system. The master node uses polling to determine the identity of each node in the

system and to figure out the topology of the network. The algorithm has to be able

to detect cycles and multiple paths to the same node. After the graph that represents

the network topology has been determined, it is sent to all nodes in the system. Each

node then computes deadlock–free routes to all other nodes using the UP*/DOWN*

algorithm [67]2. The Myricom mapping algorithm runs periodically and maps the full

network, in the presence of arbitrary traffic in the network.

A second approach is described in [62], where the topology of the network is deter-

mined with a different algorithm. Routes are again computed using the UP*/DOWN*

2The UP*/DOWN* algorithm divides the network links in two groups (UP and DOWN) and
imposes an ordering between these categories. This ordering is used to compute deadlock free
routes.
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algorithm. Their algorithm also maps the full network, but runs on the host proces-

sors (as a normal Active Messages program) and requires that there is no other traffic

in the network during the mapping phase.

Most other user–level communication systems that are implemented on top of

Myrinet use either static maps or the algorithm provided by Myricom to solve the

mapping problem. When static maps are used, the user specifies the topology of the

network beforehand. After the communication system is started, no changes in the

topology are permitted. Reconfiguring the system (changing the topology, or adding

and removing nodes) requires a system shutdown and restart. As the number of nodes

in a system increase, this solution is not adequate since it is likely that not all the

nodes will be operational all the time. Moreover, maintenance of the system requires

all the nodes to be brought down, the system to be partitioned and then part of the

system to be brought up again. Clearly, some form of dynamic determination of the

network topology is needed.

2.4.1 Firmware support for dynamic system configuration

We take a different approach in solving the mapping problem. Note that in the two

previous systems, the map of the full system is constructed each time the algorithm

runs. We use an algorithm where routes to each node in the system are determined

dynamically, on demand. The basic block in our algorithm is the Myricom approach

for polling nodes of the network for their identity. At startup in our system, each

node has no information about the topology of the network. Whenever a packet needs

to be sent to a node, the network interface firmware starts to poll the nodes in the

network, trying to find the destination of the packet. After the destination is found,

a route is constructed and stored in a cache, both in the sender and the receiver.
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The topology of the network is discovered and the routes are built dynamically, on

demand.

This approach has many advantages. Whenever there is a change in the topology

of the network, there is no need for the full network to be remapped. If a node is

added, it will be discovered the first time a packet is sent to it. If on the other hand

a node is removed, when a packet is sent, after the retransmission mechanism fails to

deliver the packet the node will be declared unreachable and all its state (including

the route) will be removed from the cache in the sender. This allows for nodes to

be moved in the network transparently. Also the topology can change in arbitrary

ways during system operation. Routes to nodes that change relative position will be

invalidated and new ones will be computed. Of course the identity of each node needs

to remain the same in the network, regardless of each location.

The algorithm deals correctly with packets from previous node or buffer incarna-

tions in the system, something not at all trivial. The data link layer synchronizes

properly the sequence numbers in abnormal cases, without worrying about packet

generations. At a higher level in the system, generation numbers are used to deliver

or drop packets depending on whether they match with the currently exported buffers.

This allows for packets that are delivered to the wrong node because of changes in the

topology, to be detected and dropped. Generation numbers and fixed node identities

are used for this.

This mapping scheme needs to be (and is) integrated with the retransmission

scheme that is used in the firmware. Sequence numbers need to be synchronized

whenever there are changes in the topology. Moreover, since routes are computed on

the fly, without the full topology of the network being available, deadlocks can occur.

Myrinet however, has a timeout mechanism for deadlock recovery (not avoidance

or detection). This mechanism is used to break deadlocks when they occur. In
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our case, we take advantage of this mechanism and the retransmission protocol of

VMMC. If a deadlock occurs the receiver will be reset and packets in transit will be

dropped. However, these packets will be retransmitted and eventually delivered to

the destination.

2.4.2 Performance

Our approach for discovering the network topology and computing routes, does not

affect the common path in the communication system and thus does not affect per-

formance when the system topology does not change.

2.5 Final VMMC Performance

In order to understand the performance of VMMC, we measured the communication

latency and bandwidth with micro–benchmarks, and analyzed VMMC with the LogP

model [20]. Figures 2.6 and 2.7 show the performance of VMMC.
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Figure 2.6: LogP numbers

We characterize the performance of our system using the five parameters of the
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LogP model: (RTT
2 , L, Or, Os, g). RTT

2 is the one–way host to host latency for a

ping–pong test. Os, Or are the host overheads of sending and receiving a message

respectively. L is the one–way network latency between network interfaces. Finally g

(gap) is the time between two successive sends and describes how fast messages can

be pipelined through the system.
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Figure 2.7: VMMC bandwidth numbers.

Besides the LogP characterization we also run the same three bandwidth tests as

in Section 2.2. Figure 2.7 shows results for these three types of bandwidth. Bidirec-

tional ping–pong bandwidth grows slower than the other two types because there is

only one message in the network at any given time, so pipelining is less effective for

short messages. For longer messages, data is transfered in 4 KBytes packets and uni-

directional bandwidth catches up with the other two tests. The maximum bandwidth

is in the range of 90-100 MBytes/s for all the tests. The 4 KBytes message bandwidth

is about 44 MBytes/s for the bidirectional ping–pong test, and about 80 MBytes/s

for the other two tests.
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2.6 Related Work

The Myrinet switching fabric has been used by several different research projects

to produce high performance message passing interfaces. These include the Myrinet

API [17] from Myricom, Active Messages [27] (AM) from the Univ. of California at

Berkeley, Fast Messages [69] (FM) from Illinois University and PM [93] from the Real

World Computing Partnership.

The Myrinet API supports multi–channel communication, message checksums,

dynamic network configuration and scatter/gather operations; however, it does not

support flow control or reliable message delivery. On our hardware platform the

Myrinet API has a latency of 63 µs for a 4 byte packet and a peak ping–pong band-

width of 30 MBytes/s for an 8 KByte messages.

In Active Messages [20] each communication is formed by a request/reply pair.

Request messages include the address of a handler function at the destination node

and a fixed size payload that is passed as an argument to the handler. Notifica-

tion is done using either waiting for response, polling or interrupts. The current

implementation of active messages (AM–II) supports multiprogramming, protected

communication, reliable message delivery and dynamic mappings. Reliable commu-

nication is provided at the library level, by using an extra copy that Active Messages

perform for each message that is sent.

Basic Interface for Parallelism (BIP) [71] is a minimal library that aims at pro-

viding raw hardware performance to its users. To achieve this, it allows direct access

to all system resources and provides data transfer only (no transfer of control). It

is intended for single–user systems, and does not support protection, multiprogram-

ming, reliable communication or support for dynamic system configuration. BIP

delivers messages in FIFO order and achieves a minimum latency of about 4.5 µs and
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a maximum bandwidth of about 125 MBytes/s.

Fast Messages (FM) 2.0 [68] is a user–level communication interface which does

not provide internode protection, reliable message deliver or dynamic mapping. FM

2.0 supports a streaming interface that allows efficient gather/scatter operations. It

also support polling as a notification mechanism, and thread safe execution. FM 2.0

is similar to AM in that each message is associated with a handler that will process

the message on the receive side. On our hardware FM has a latency of 10.7 µs for

an 8 byte packet and a peak ping–pong bandwidth of 30 MBytes/s for an 8 KByte

messages (or a maximum of about 70 MBytes/s if processors that support write

combining in the write buffer are used). The low latency is achieved by using a small

buffer size (128 bytes) and programmed I/O on the sending side. Using programmed

I/O avoids the need for pinning pages on the sender side. On the receiver side, DMA

is used to move the message data from the LANai to the receive buffers, which are

located in pinned memory. The handlers then copy the data from the receive buffers

to the user’s data structures. In contrast, VMMC avoids copying on the receiver side

by allowing the user to access data directly in the exported (pinned) memory.

PM, like AM and FM, is a user space messaging protocol. It requires gang schedul-

ing to provide protection. PM supports multiple channels, a modified ACK/NACK

flow control, and notification by either polling or interrupts. PM runs on hardware

similar to ours, where it has a latency of 7.2 µs for an 8 byte message and 118

MBytes/s peak pipelined bandwidth achieved with a transfer unit size of 8 KBytes.

PM can use transfer size bigger than a page size because it sends data only from spe-

cial pre–allocated send buffers. As a result, a user must often copy data on sender side

before transmitting it. The cost of this copy is not included in the peak bandwidth

number above and it will reduce available user–to–user bandwidth. Even ignoring the

cost of copying, when the transfer unit is limited to the page size (4 KBytes) both
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PM and VMMC have a pipelined bandwidth close to 110 MBytes/s (see Figure 2.1).

PM achieves slightly lower latency than VMMC because it allows the current sender

exclusive access to the network interface. This solution involves saving and restoring

of channel state on a context switch, an expensive operation. PM does not support

reliable communication or dynamic system configuration. Moreover, it is not clear

how gang scheduling performs with respect to the communication layer if SMP nodes

are used.

A lot of work has been done in providing reliable communication in traditional,

kernel–based, communication systems and especially TCP/IP. The Nectar system [1]

used a general purpose processor in the network interface to run the TCP/IP protocol

stack. However, this is the only work we are aware of, that argues for and incorpo-

rates reliable communication in the network interface, in a user–level communication

system for SAN networks. AM [63] support reliable communication in the user–level

library by performing one copy.

Our work is similar to the work done in the context of Autonet [80, 73, 67].

Autonet was designed as a general purpose LAN to provide an alternative to slow 10

MBit ethernet networks. Autonet supports automatic reconfiguration but does not

provide reliable transmission. Unlike Myrinet, Autonet uses smart switches (routers).

2.7 Discussion and Conclusions

This chapter discussed three basic issues in system area network: (i) how can low–

latency, high–bandwidth communication be provided with off–the–shelf components,

(ii) how can reliable communication be provided at minimal cost, (iii) how can support

for dynamic system configuration be provided practically at no cost.

Commodity systems area networks that aim at providing high–performance, usu-
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ally do not provide the user with reliable communication at the physical layer. This

leaves the burden of dealing with errors to the communication library or the applica-

tion writer. In this work we argue for providing reliable communication in user–level

communication systems, in the firmware of the network interface, at the data link

layer. This approach takes advantage of the buffering in the network interface to

eliminate extra copies. It has a very small impact on performance; about 2µs for

latency and less than 10% for all different types of bandwidth. We also present a new

solution to the mapping problem that takes advantage of the retransmission mecha-

nism in the network interface to simplify certain tasks. This solution, determines the

topology of the network dynamically on demand. It allows for changes in the configu-

ration of the system during normal operation. This is very useful for emerging system

area networks that are not as tightly coupled as previous multicomputer networks.

The benefits of this approach were demonstrated by presenting the design and

implementation of virtual memory–mapped communication (VMMC) [25, 24, 23] on

a Myrinet network of PCI–based PCs; using other existing or new communication

layers is also possible. VMMC is a communication model providing direct data trans-

fer between the sender’s and receiver’s virtual address spaces. This model eliminates

operating system involvement in communication, provides full protection, supports

user–level buffer management, zero–copy protocols, and minimizes the software over-

heads associated with communication.

The overall communication performance of the VMMC implementation, including

the retransmission mechanism and the dynamic mapping features is comparable or

better than the performance of systems that do not provide this functionality. Its

one–way latency is 13.4 µs for a small messages and it achieves an one–way bandwidth

of 80 MBytes/s for 4 KByte messages and over 90 MBytes/s for messages larger or

equal to 16 KBytes.



Chapter 3

SVM for networks of SMPs

As the workstation market moves form single processor to small–scale shared memory

multiprocessors, it is very attractive to construct larger–scale multiprocessors by con-

necting symmetric multiprocessors (SMPs) with efficient commodity networks. With

hardware–supported cache–coherent shared memory within the SMPs, the question is

what programming model to support across SMPs. A coherent shared address space

has been found to be attractive for a wide range of applications, and shared virtual

memory (SVM) protocols have been developed to provide this model in software at

page granularity across uniprocessor nodes. It is therefore attractive to extend SVM

protocols to efficiently incorporate SMP nodes, instead of using message passing both

within and across SMP nodes [61] or using a hybrid programming model with a shared

address space within SMP nodes and explicit message passing across them. The pro-

tocols should be optimized to exploit the efficient hardware sharing within an SMP

as much as possible, and invoke the less efficient software protocol across nodes as

infrequently as possible.

A key question in the communication layer is how much and what kind of hardware

support is particularly valuable in improving the performance of such systems. The

63
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most popular form of hardware support used so far is the propagation of fine–grained

writes to remote memories [16, 50, 37].

This support inspired the design of a family of new, home–based [44, 45, 100, 54]

protocols for page–based software shared virtual memory (SVM), which differ from

earlier all–software protocols not only in hardware support but also in the manner

in which they propagate changes and solve the multiple–writer problem. Essentially,

every shared page has a home node, and writes observed to a page are propagated

to the home at a fine granularity in hardware [44, 46, 54], without interrupting the

processor at the home. Shared pages are mapped write–through in the caches so

that writes can be snooped off the memory bus. When a node incurs a page fault,

the page fault handler retrieves the page from the home where it is guaranteed to

be up to date [44, 46]. Data are kept consistent according to a page–based soft-

ware consistency protocol such as lazy release consistency [52]. Thus, consistency

in maintained at page granularity, while there is some hardware support for fine–

grained communication. The SHRIMP system [16] provides both the write snooping

hardware as well as a customized network interface (NI) to support automatic up-

date. All–software versions of such home–based protocols have also been proposed

and implemented [44, 46, 45, 100, 72].

In this chapter we first present the necessary protocol extensions to support this

two level hierarchy. We use detailed, application–driven simulations to understand

how successful such a protocol might be, and in particular whether and to what

extent the use of SMP nodes improves performance over the traditional method of

using SVM across uniprocessor nodes. We examine cases where the home–based

SVM protocol across nodes is supported entirely in software, and also cases where

the propagation of modifications to the home is supported at fine grain in hardware,

with automatic, hardware propagation of writes to remote memories. We choose to
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use detailed architectural simulations since it provides many advantage at the system

design stage. It offers a lot of flexibility in specifying system and especially hardware

parameters, and detailed view of the system at all levels.

Second, we examine the use of hardware AU support in the communication layer

in the context of emerging clusters as described in 1.2. Specifically, the following

questions are addressed: (i) Given the decline of write–through capable second–level

caches—and the traffic problems they raise with SMP nodes–can hardware auto-

matic update support be provided even with write–back caches? (ii) Within the

same (home–based) protocol framework, does hardware support for automatic up-

date snooping deliver a performance benefit large enough to justify its cost, assuming

both write–through capable and write–back caches? (iii) Does this hardware support

for AU work well enough with the new commodity NIs like Myrinet, or does it re-

quire customized NIs like that in SHRIMP to achieve substantial benefits? That is,

is AU–based SVM an argument for building customized NIs?

We use detailed architectural simulation and a wide range of real applications

and computational kernels (Section 3.5.2). The simulator gives us deep visibility

into all aspects of the simulated hardware and software, including queues and buffers,

which is especially important for detailed system performance analysis. An associated

flexible visualization tool allows us to easily examine the detailed event frequencies

and contention–related bottlenecks in all parts of the node and NI on a per–node

basis, and proves very important in analyzing the observed performance effects.

After discussing new design issues for protocols that support SMP nodes and

use hardware support for automatic update in the presence of write–back caches, we

evaluate application performance in the context of emerging clusters. We analyze

how the characteristics of our ten applications and their algorithms interact with the

use of SMP nodes, to see what classes of applications do and do not benefit from
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SMP nodes, and determine the major bottlenecks that stand in the way of improved

performance.

We find that: (i) the performance of both home-based protocols (AURC and

HLRC) improves substantially with the use of SMP nodes in five of the ten appli-

cations. In three applications there is a smaller improvement (or they perform the

same as in the uniprocessor node case) and for the other two results differ across

all–software and automatic update protocols, with the latter performing worse with

SMPs than with uniprocessors; (ii) AU support for SMP nodes with write–through

caches does significantly improve performance of some irregular applications, espe-

cially when diff–related costs dilate critical sections and increase serialization, but it

can also hurt substantially in some cases; (iii) AU support with write–back caches

solves the problems caused by the increased traffic and performs best, but is very

intrusive into the underlying node; (iv) overall, the benefits of AU support are quite

limited with commodity NIs with their higher occupancies per packet, and NIs cus-

tomized for AU packet generation may be important for using AU effectively.

3.1 Lazy Release Consistency

Lazy Release Consistency (LRC) [52] is a particular implementation of release consis-

tency (RC) [36, 33, 34]. RC is a memory consistency model that guarantees memory

consistency only at synchronization points. These are marked as acquire or release

operations. In implementations of an eager variation of release consistency the up-

dates to shared data are performed globally at each release operation. LRC is a

relaxed implementation of RC which further reduces the read–write false sharing

by postponing the coherence actions from the release to the next related acquire

operation. To implement this relaxation, the LRC protocol uses time–stamps to es-
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tablish the happened–before ordering between causally–related events [52]. To reduce

the impact of write–write false sharing LRC has most commonly been used with a

software or hardware supported multiple–writer scheme. The first software–based

multiple writer scheme was used in the TreadMarks system [51, 52]. In this scheme,

every writer records any changes it makes to a shared page during each time interval.

When a processor first writes a page during a new interval it saves a copy of the

page, called a twin, before writing to it. When a release synchronization operation

ends the interval, the processor compares the current (dirty) copy of the page with

the (clean) twin to detect modifications and consequently records these in a structure

called a diff. The LRC protocol may create diffs either eagerly at the end of each

interval or on demand in a lazy manner. On an acquire operation, the requesting

processor invalidates all pages by consulting the information about modified pages;

this information is received in conjunction with the lock from the last owner of a lock.

Consequently, the next access to an invalidated page causes a page fault. In the style

of the LRC protocol used in TreadMarks [51] the page fault handler collects all the

diffs for the page from the writers and applies them locally in the proper causal order

to reconstitute the page coherently.

3.2 Home–based LRC Protocols

Home–based LRC (HLRC) protocols [44, 45, 100] are much like the protocol described

above, except that propagation of updates is managed differently. Instead of writers

retaining their diffs and the faulting processor obtaining the diffs from all the writers

upon a fault, the idea here is for writers to propagate their changes to a designated

home copy of the page before a release operation. The writes from different processors

are merged into the home copy, which is therefore always up to date according to the
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consistency model. On a page fault, the faulting processor simply obtains a copy of

the page from the home. As a result of fetching the whole page rather than diffs,

this protocol may end up fetching a greater amount of data in some cases, but it will

reduce the number of messages since the data have to be fetched from only one node.

The all–software implementation of HLRC [100] uses software write detection and

diff–based write propagation schemes similar to TreadMards [51]. Diffs are computed

at the end of each time interval for all pages updated in that interval. Once created,

diffs are eagerly transferred to the home nodes of the pages, where they are imme-

diately applied. Therefore, diffs are transient, both at the writer nodes and at the

home nodes. Writers can discard their diffs as soon as they are dispatched, greatly

reducing the memory requirements of the protocol. Home nodes apply arriving diffs

to the relevant pages as soon as they arrive, and immediately discard them too. Later,

during a page fault, following a coherence invalidation, the faulting node fetches the

correct version of a whole page from the home node.

Some recent network interfaces also provide hardware support for the propagation

of writes at fine granularity (a word or a cache line, say) to a remotely mapped page

of memory [16, 50, 37]. This facility can be used to accelerate home–based protocols

by eliminating the need for diffs, leading to a protocol called automatic update release

consistency or AURC [46]. In fact, hardware support for automatic update inspired

the design of home–based protocols. When a processor writes to pages that are

remotely mapped (i.e. writes to a page whose home memory is remote), these writes

are automatically propagated in hardware and merged into the home page, which is

thus always kept up to date. At a release, a processor simply needs to ensure that

its writes to remote pages so far have been flushed to the home. At a page fault, a

processor simply fetches the page from the home as before.

The advantages of home–based protocols can be summarized as follows: accesses
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to pages on their home nodes require no diffs and cause no network traffic even if

the pages have been written to by other processors, non–home nodes can always

bring their shared pages up–to–date with a single round–trip rather than potentially

several messages, and protocol data and messages are much smaller than under stan-

dard LRC. Studies on different platforms have indicated that home–based protocols

outperform traditional LRC implementations, at least on the platform and applica-

tions tested, and also incur much smaller memory due to the transient nature of

diffs [44, 46, 45, 100].

Having understood the basic protocol ideas, let us proceed to examining how and

how well the protocols can be used to extend a coherent shared address space in

software across SMP nodes.

3.3 Extending Home–based Protocols to SMPNodes

Implementing the HLRC protocol on SMPs (HLRC-SMP) requires several non–trivial

changes due to the interactions of hardware–coherent intra–node shared memory with

the software–coherent inter–node sharing. The main goal is to take advantage of the

hardware cache coherence within each node and design protocols that incur minimal

overhead for local operations. In this section we discuss some of the critical issues

related to the efficiency of an SVM implementation for SMPs. Section 3.4 describes

the specific choices made in our implementation.

3.3.1 Sharing models

In this subsection we present the high–level issues in designing a protocol for a system

with SMP nodes. The key issue is which data sharing model is appropriate for such

a system:
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Shared–nothing model: The uniprocessor implementations can be made to work

with SMP nodes with virtually no modifications, if the protocol treats each proces-

sor as if it were a separate node. The processors do not share any application or

protocol data and the hardware shared memory in a node is used merely as a fast

communication layer for message passing. However, such a model does not leverage

the cache–coherent shared memory provided within the SMP.

Shared–everything (thread) model: At the other extreme we consider a model

where all the processors within a given node share the same view of both the appli-

cation data and all the data structures used by the SVM system. In such a model

the node would appear to contain a single processor to the outside world. When

coherence actions are performed they apply to all the processors within the node.

For example when a processor acquires a lock from a remote node and invalidates

pages, the page invalidations are performed for all the processors in this node. This

is of course conservative, since the other processors in the node do not need to see

these invalidations yet according to the consistency model. However, acquires within

a node (local acquires) will require almost no protocol overhead (e.g., no page inval-

idations), since the updates performed locally will already be made available by the

intra–node hardware cache–coherence. Since all the processes within a node always

have the same state for any given page, one page table suffices to keep the necessary

state information for all the processes. This is akin to the thread model of compu-

tation within the node, where all threads have the same view of the shared address

space and use one page table to maintain the page state information. The first time

a thread modifies data on a shared page, a twin page is created to hold the original

version of the page. At release points, the two versions of each modified page are

compared and the modifications to data are sent in the forms of diffs to the home of
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each shared page. Thus, the propagation of diffs occurs at barrier synchronization

and remote lock acquires (which can be seen as a delayed lock release). As a result,

lock releases are very cheap, except when there is a remote lock request waiting for

this lock.

Unlike the previous model, this one does utilize the hardware cache–coherence to

share application data within the SMP and also to share a number of data structures

required by the SVM system itself. However, applying invalidations unnecessarily to

all processors in an SMP node can degrade performance significantly. In particular,

the effects of page–level false sharing in this eager invalidation scheme can be large

for irregular applications that exhibit relatively fine–grain accesses to shared data,

resulting in a large number of page faults and page fetches.

A hybrid lazy (process) model: The shared–everything model utilizes the SMP

hardware as much as possible, but it is the shared–nothing model in which coherence

information is propagated only when absolutely necessary (i.e. as lazily as possible).

To provide both these desirable features, we propose and implement a scheme with

lazy invalidations. In this scheme all processors within a node share all the application

data and a number of data structures used by the system. However, each process has

its own page–table, and a given page in the system may have different states for

different processes. Now, during a remote lock acquire, invalidations are performed

only for the acquiring process (this will help to make the acquire faster). However

a local lock acquire will now require invalidations to be performed. Thus, a local

lock acquire will be more expensive than the shared–everything scheme, but we must

design it to be much less expensive than the shared–nothing scheme. Figures 3.1

and 3.2 show how the coherence actions are performed at different times, in the case

where all the processors in the node acquire the lock.
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Figure 3.1: Eager invalidation schemes.

Similarly to the previous scheme, we perform diffs at barriers and incoming remote

lock requests, as well as lock releases when there is an outstanding remote request for

this lock. Barrier operations are similar in this and the shared–everything schemes.

3.3.2 Translation–lookaside buffer coherence

Previous studies [29] presented Translation–Lookaside Buffer (TLB) synchronization

as a major obstacle for an SVM implementation to achieve good performance on a

cluster of SMPs. TLB synchronization or TLB shootdown are terms used for the

global operation (within an SMP) of flushing the TLB of all the processors within an

SMP at various protocol operations. When exactly the TLBs of other processors need

to be invalidated depends on the operating system (and the functionality that certain

operating system calls provide) and also the protocol that is used. The designer needs

to worry about what happens when processes migrate, when the protection of pages

is modified and when data is updated with protocol operations.

At process migration, if stale TLB entries exist in another processor’s TLB, the

process that migrates may not see the most updated version of data. This can happen
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Figure 3.2: Lazy invalidation schemes.

if the TLB is treated as a non-coherent cache for the processor page table. Since the

Pentium family of processors does not support entries of multiple processes in the

same TLB, TLBs are flushed on every context–switch. Hence, process migration does

not pose a problem on this architecture.

When the protection of a page changes, depending on whether processes or threads

are used the TLBs of all processors in the node may need to be flushed. For instance,

in the eager invalidation scheme, when one processor performs a change to the page

table, all compute threads need to see the changes so the TLBs of all processors need

to be flushed (entirely or partially depending on the processor) either by the protocol

or the operating system. The designer has to take into account the specific actions

taken by the operating system and adapt the protocol to handle page invalidations

appropriately.

The cost of flushing TLBs of other processors may vary significantly depending

on whether it is performed in the operating system or in the protocol, since inefficient

user signals may have to be used in the latter case.
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3.3.3 Synchronization

Barriers may create hot spots in the network if they are not implemented carefully. In

an SMP configuration, two–level hierarchical barriers not only reduce hot spots, but

reduce the number of messages exchanged as well. The lower level is concerned with

intra–node synchronization that does not involve any messages at all, and the higher

level with inter–node synchronization, which is achieved by exchanging messages.

Hierarchical barriers in an SMP configuration match the underlying architecture well.

Hierarchical barriers can be either centralized or all–to–all. In centralized barriers,

synchronization is implemented (in the absence of hardware support) with messages

that are sent by each SMP node to a barrier master. The barrier master, gathers

the control information and distributes it to all the nodes after they have reached the

barrier. In all–to–all barriers, also called n2–barriers, each node sends synchronization

and control messages to every node in the system. The tradeoff between centralized

and all–to–all barriers is mainly the number of messages that are exchanged and the

amount of serialization introduced. Centralized barriers use fewer messages, but incur

more serialization at the barrier master.

If centralized barriers are used, another important tradeoff is the amount of pro-

cessing needed at the barrier master. The gathered control information (invalidations

and time–stamps) can either be processed locally in the barrier master first and then

sent to each node only as necessary, or it can be sent to all nodes and then the ap-

propriate information can be extracted locally. The first approach reduces the size

of messages that are sent but exhibits higher serialization at the barrier master. The

second approach uses bigger messages but exhibits higher parallelism.

Locks within an SMP node need not exchange messages. This makes local lock

acquires very cheap. Depending on the invalidation scheme used (as discussed above)
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local lock acquires can be as cheap as a few memory references.

3.3.4 Protocol handling

In all SVM implementations remote requests sent over the network need to be serviced

asynchronously. On a uniprocessor node there is little choice in this regard in the

absence of dedicated hardware support; the processor must be interrupted or it must

somehow poll periodically. However, with SMP nodes there are a number of choices.

The two basic ideas are either to dedicate a processor within the SMP to handle

network requests exclusively (by polling) or to handle the requests by interrupting

one of the computation processors.

A dedicated processor implementation helps to avoid interrupts. However, this

choice wastes a valuable resource, by reducing the number of compute processors.

Our experiments as well as other work [49, 31] show that this dedicated processor is

mostly idle, since actual protocol processing overhead is not very high.

If we do not devote a processor to protocol handling and we use the compute

processors to handle requests, then we could either statically assign one compute

processor for this purpose or we could perform a round–robin assignment as the

requests arrive. To reduce interrupts we can instruct idle compute processors to poll

for requests and interrupt a random compute processor only when there are no idle

processors [49].

On a real system some choices may be difficult or too expensive to perform due

to architectural and operating system limitations. For instance, Linux 2.0.x delivers

incoming interrupts only to processor 0, and it is not possible to distribute interrupts

among processors within an SMP.
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3.3.5 Protocol optimizations

Finally, several system aspects can influence performance substantially and change

the tradeoffs in protocol design. These include various architectural and operating

system costs, e.g., interrupts, network latency and bandwidth, etc. These issues need

to be taken into account both at the design and the implementation of a protocol.

3.4 Protocol Implementation

In this section we present several implementation issues and details of the all–software

HLRC-SMP protocol, which follows the hybrid sharing model as described above. For

the most part, these apply AURC-SMP and WBAURC-SMP as well.

3.4.1 Data structures and synchronization intervals

To illustrate the data structures, we first need to define some key terms. The time

during the actual execution of a parallel program is broken into intervals. With

uniprocessor nodes, intervals are maintained on a per–process basis. An interval in

a process’s execution is the time between two consecutive releases by the process.

These intervals are numbered in a monotonically increasing sequence. Each process

maintains a vector called the update–list, which records all the pages that have been

modified (by this process) in the current interval. Intervals are ended generally at

release points in lock acquires, releases and barriers.

When we end an interval, this update–list is placed in a data structure called the

bins. This is the key data structure used by the SMP protocol. In our SMP protocol

for the simulator we use a single column for each processor in the system. Intervals

are therefore maintained per processor. This allows for finer grain intervals than the
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case where the intervals are maintained per node.

Each SMP node contains a copy of the entire bins data structure. The entry in

a given bin (say interval 2, processor 1) will be the same in every node’s copy of the

bins data structure. However, for a particular node A, when the entry for a processor

in some other node B for a particular interval will appear in A’s bins depends on

when A does a causally related acquire from a processor in B and receives them.

Essentially the bins inform each processor which pages were modified in relation to

which synchronization operation, and in which order. In conjunction with the time–

stamps tell the processor which pages need to be invalidated at a synchronization

operation to maintain consistency. This information is also used to infer version

information about the pages, so that when pages are fetched from the home node, we

know which versions to demand.

In addition to this data structure, each process in a node uses a simple data

structure called the view vector, which can also be seen as a vector time–stamp. In

the simulator this is an array of integers with size equal to the number of processors

in the system. Essentially this is the view of the world that a process has. This vector

maintains the information regarding what portion or height of the bins for different

nodes has been seen (i.e. the invalidations corresponding to those intervals from

different nodes have been performed) by this particular process. When one process

fetches new bin information from another node on an acquire, the new information is

available to all processes in it’s SMP node. However, this and the other processes do

not act on all this information immediately. Processes only invalidate pages for their

own acquires, and only the pages (i.e. the entries in the bins) that they are required

to see, as dictated by the causal ordering of intervals. The view vectors are used to

maintain this ordering and indicate which intervals have to be seen by each process at

any point during its execution. Figure 3.3 shows how this works. Essentially, the bins
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data structure in each node, together with the view vectors maintains the execution

graph for all operations in the system.

Bins for Node 0 Bins for Node 1

for process 1

Vew vector

Vew vector

for process 0

After the lock acquire

Before the lock acquire

Vew vector

Bins for Node 1Bins for Node 1

for process 1
Vew vector

for process 0

After the lock acquireBefore the lock acquire

Figure 3.3: View synchronization during remote (left) and local (right) acquire oper-
ations.

During a remote lock acquire operation (when the requested lock is available at

a remote node), the requesting process sends over its view vector and a vector that

indicates what bins are currently present at this node. Any portions of the bins that

are not available at the requester are sent back in the form of write notices, along

with the view vector of the releaser of the lock. The requester then matches its view

vector with the lock releaser’s view vector (as it was at the time of the lock release

operation), and invalidates, for itself only, all the pages indicated in the bins that

are seen by the releaser’s view vector but not its own. This operation is illustrated

in Figure 3.3. In this example process 1 on node 1 is acquiring a lock which was

previously released by process 1 on node 0.

3.4.2 Translation–lookaside buffer coherence

In our protocol, there is no need to flush the TLBs explicitly, since this is taken care

of by the x86 architecture and the Linux operating system at context switches and
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page invalidations. The x86 architecture flushes the TLB at context switches and

Linux flushes the processor TLB when the state of a page is modified.

3.4.3 Synchronization

The algorithm that implements locks in the base HLRC-SMP protocol is used in many

other protocols as well. Every lock is statically assigned a home. When a process

needs to acquire a lock it sends a message to the home of the lock. The home forwards

the message to the last owner and the owner releases the lock to the requester. The

requests at the home and at the last owner are both handled using interrupts. The

home of each lock is thus used to maintain a distributed list of locks. The last owner

keeps the lock until another processor acquires the lock.

When the owner passes the lock along to another process it also sends along

with the lock the invalidations that the requester needs to have to maintain the

release–consistent view of the shared memory. Thus, since the base protocol uses lazy

propagation of invalidations, when the protocol handler services a remote acquire it

sends to the requester both the lock (mutual exclusion part) and the page invalidations

(coherence information).

The scheme we use for locking allows a local lock acquire operation to be com-

pletely local. All that is required is the matching of the requester’s view vector with

the releaser’s, hence there is some protocol processing with only necessary invalida-

tions taking place. As we can see in Figure 3.3, this operation involves only the

local–node’s bins, and no data transfers across nodes are involved.

We implemented both all–to–all and centralized barriers and we found that for

the systems and scale under consideration there is no substantial difference in per-

formance. The protocol processing that is performed at each processor includes syn-
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chronizing the vector with the most updated view from each processor in the system,

updating page time–stamps to the latest versions that are required, and invalidating

the necessary pages.

Synchronization within nodes does not use interrupts, which are needed only to

service remote page fetch and synchronization requests. These remote requests are

handled by a statically assigned processor in each node, as discussed earlier.

3.4.4 Protocol Handling

The scheme used for protocol handling is asynchronous processing of the incoming

requests with interrupt handlers at user–space. Since Linux 2.0.x delivers all incoming

interrupts to processor 0, this processor is used to handle the remote protocol requests.

3.4.5 Performing diffs

Performing diffs occupies a non–trivial fraction of the time spent in the SVM system.

A simple way to update home pages is to diff at every release point in the protocol.

This makes diffing synchronous to protocol processing in each process and reduces

the possibility for race conditions. However, it leads to unnecessary diffing, e.g. when

a lock is repeatedly acquired by the same processor. To reduce the amount of diffing

in the system, we implement a strategy where we diff only at a barriers and when

a lock is granted to a remote node. This lazy diffing scheme helps to significantly

reduce the cost of local lock releases. However, the scheme does introduce a certain

amount of complexity. Attempting to fetch a page for which we have outstanding

updates waiting to be diffed will result in a loss of these updates. This is avoided by

marking each modified page as dirty. The page remains dirty even after a release,

until it is diffed, which will cause all fetches of that page from the home to be safe
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page fetches as described next.

3.4.6 Page fetches

Finally, let us see how data is fetched when a more recent version of a page is needed.

The home node of a page always has the most current version of the page. However,

updates from other nodes in the system may be in flight (in the form of diffs), so it is

desirable when requesting a page to specify the version that is absolutely necessary.

To achieve this we use a system of lock time–stamps and flush time–stamps. Each page

at the home has associated with it a flush time–stamp that indicates what is the latest

interval for each node for which the updates are currently available at the home. One

may think of this vector as a version of the page. On a page fault, the requester sends

to the home a lock time–stamp, corresponding to its last lock acquire, which indicates

to the home what the flush time–stamp of the page should at least be, in order to

ensure that all relevant changes to the page by other processors are in place. If the

flush time–stamp is less than the lock time–stamp, then diffs must be on their way so

the home waits for the diffs to arrive before satisfying the page request. Essentially,

page time–stamps specify the version of data that are requested or updated. Thus,

no particular ordering, besides FIFO delivery between two processes, is required in

the network for data request and update messages from different processors; they

can arrive at any order, and they will be serviced in the right way. This means

that HLRC-SMP does not require any global ordering guarantees to be met by the

communication layer for data request and update messages.

During the page fetch operation, there is one major complication. If there are

outstanding updates to the local copy of a page (which have not been communicated

to the home via diffs) made by the requesting or some other local processor in the in
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the SMP, fetching the page in its entirety will overwrite these updates to the page.

To avoid this problem we use a dirty bit which detects this scenario. This bit is set

on the first write by any process in the SMP to that page. It is cleared when a diff is

performed on the page and there are currently no active writers to the page within the

node. When a page is observed to be dirty we perform a safe page fetch. Essentially

a safe page fetch diffs the page returned by the home with the local twin of the page

and applies these updates to the current local page as well as the current twin for

this page. This scheme updates the local twin and page with the newer version of the

data from the home without loosing any local updates. The scheme is similar to the

2–way diffing used in Cashmere–2L [91].

3.5 Evaluation Methodology

In this section we present the simulation environment that we use in in Chapters 3,

and 4 and the applications we use to evaluate system performance.

3.5.1 Simulation environment

The simulation environment we use is built on top of Augmint [81], an execution

driven simulator using the x86 instruction set and runs on x86 systems.

The simulator consists of two levels as shown in Figure 3.4. The lowest layer

implements a detailed architectural simulator for the architecture under consideration

and the higher layer implements the different SVM protocols. The applications that

are run in the simulator are the same ones that are run in the actual system.

The simulated architecture (Figure 3.5) assumes a cluster of c–processor SMPs

connected with a commodity interconnect like Myrinet [17]. Contention is modeled

at all levels except in the network links and switches themselves.
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Figure 3.4: The layers that affect the end application performance in software shared
memory.

The processor is roughly modeled after the Intel P6 processor. It has a P6–like

instruction set, and is assumed to be a 1 IPC processor. The data cache hierarchy

consists of an 8–KByte, first–level, direct–mapped, write–through cache and a 512–

KByte, second–level, two–way, set–associative cache, each with a line size of 32 Bytes.

The write buffer [90] has 26 entries, 1 cache line wide each, and a retire–at–4 policy.

Write buffer stalls are simulated. The read hit cost is one cycle if satisfied in the

write buffer and first level cache, and 10 cycles if satisfied in the second–level cache.

The memory subsystem is fully pipelined.

The memory bus is split–transaction, 64 bits wide, with a clock cycle 4x slower

than the processor clock. Arbitration takes one bus cycle, and the priorities are,

in decreasing order: second level cache, write buffer, memory, incoming path of the

network interface, outgoing path of network interface. The I/O bus is 32 bits wide

and has a clock speed half that of the memory bus. The relative bus bandwidths and

processor speed match modern systems such as the one we use in the real implemen-

tation. If we assume that the processor has a clock of 200MHz, the memory and I/O

buses are 400 MBytes/s and 100 MBytes/s respectively.

Each network interface (NI) has two 1 MByte memory queues for incoming and
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outgoing packets. Network links operate at processor speed and are 16 bits wide.

We assume a fast messaging system [24] that supports explicit messages. Initiating a

message (host overhead) takes on the order of hundreds of I/O bus cycles. A snooping

device on the memory bus forwards AU traffic to the NI [16]. If the network queues

fill, the NI interrupts the main processor and delays it for a fixed number of cycles

to allow queues to drain. The NI sets up network packets, which incurs a cost per

packet (about 1000 host processor cycles). Packets are delivered directly to memory,

without processor intervention at the receive side. The packet size in the network is

256 bytes for DMA transfers and 4 bytes (1 word) for AU transfers. AU writes within

a cache line are combined in the NI to reduce the number of packets.

Similarly to what happens in Linux, incoming interrupts are delivered to processor
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0 in each node. More complicated schemes (i.e. round robin, random assignment)

that result in better load balance in interrupt handling can be used if the operating

system provides the necessary support. These schemes however, may increase the

cost of delivering interrupts. Issuing an interprocessor interrupt costs 500 processor

cycles, and invoking the handler is another 500 cycles. This is aggressive compared

to what current operating systems provide, but is implementable [92] and prevents

interrupt cost from swamping out the effects of other system parameters [12].

The page size is 4 KBytes, and the cost to access the TLB from a handler running

in the kernel is 50 processor cycles. Each protocol handler is charged a cost depending

on the work it does. The cost of creating and applying a diff in HLRC-SMP is

computed by adding 10 cycles for every word that needs to be compared and 10

additional cycles for each word included in the diff.

In setting the simulator parameters our main goal was not so much to exactly

match the absolute values of the parameters in real systems but to maintain the

important relations among them. Since the processor is less aggressive than the

latest generation of processors (single issue at 200MHz versus multiple issue at 200

or more MHz), we scaled down the values that affect the performance of the memory

subsystem and the NI as well, and we use slower memory and I/O buses.

While we try to be very close to a realistic system in our simulations, we sometimes

set parameters to avoid certain artifactual limitations of the real system. For instance

the interrupt cost in the simulator is lower than on todays systems. Moreover the

simulator does not deal with interrupt handler scheduling artifacts that arise in the

real implementation. This approach allows for fewer artifacts in the evaluation, but it

does lead to somewhat larger speedups than in the implementation (the breakdowns

of execution time into various components validate quite well given these differences,

Section 6.1). The problem sizes that are simulated, while realistic for each application,
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are at the small end of what might be run in practice, and this needs to be taken into

account when conclusions are drawn.

The programming model provided by the simulator is the ANL macros. The

simulator performs first touch allocation for shared data pages. However, to avoid

improper data allocation, shared data are allocated in each application in accordance

with SPLASH-2 [97] guidelines. Statistics are similarly reset in accordance with

SPLASH-2 guidelines.

The simulator provides detailed statistics about all events in hardware, as well as

statistics that help identify contention in the various components of the system. For

instance, the simulator can report packet wait times to various queues in the system,

per packet type. One limitation of the simulator is that protocol handlers can not be

simulated since the simulator itself is not multi–threaded. Handlers are ascribed a cost

depending on the number of instructions they execute. A flexible visualization tool

for these detailed statistics (frequencies, times, and contention) proved very valuable

in analyzing the performance effects we discuss.

3.5.2 Applications

In our evaluation we use the SPLASH-2 [97, 46] application suite. We will now briefly

describe the basic characteristics of each application. The applications can be divided

in two groups, regular and irregular.

Regular applications

The applications in this category are FFT, LU and Ocean. Their common character-

istic is that they are optimized to be single–writer applications; a given word of data

is written only by the processor to which it is assigned. Given appropriate data struc-
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tures they are single–writer at page granularity as well, and pages can be allocated

among nodes such that writes to shared data are mostly local. The applications have

different inherent and induced communication patterns [46, 97], which affect their

performance and the impact on SMP nodes.

FFT [2, 98]: The FFT kernel is a complex 1–D version of the radix–
√

n six–step

FFT algorithm, which is optimized to minimize interprocessor communication. The

data set consists of the n complex data points to be transformed and another n

complex data points referred to as the roots of unity. Both sets of data are organized

as matrices, which are partitioned so that every processor is assigned a contiguous

set of
√

n/p rows that are allocated in its local memory. Communication occurs in

three matrix transpose steps, which require all–to–all interprocessor communication.

Every processor transposes a contiguous sub–matrix of
√

n/p–by–
√

n/p elements from

every other processor to itself—thus reading remote data and writing local data—and

transposes one sub–matrix locally. The transposes are blocked to exploit cache line

reuse. To avoid memory hot–spotting, sub–matrices are communicated in a staggered

fashion, with processor i first transposing a sub–matrix from processor i+1, then one

from processor i + 2, etc.

LU: The LU kernel factors a dense matrix into the product of a lower triangular

and an upper triangular matrix. The dense n–by–n matrix A is divided into an

N–by–N array of B–by–B blocks (n = NB) to exploit temporal locality on sub–

matrix elements. To reduce communication, block ownership is assigned using a 2–D

scatter decomposition, with blocks being updated by the processors that own them.

The block size B should be large enough to keep the cache miss rate low, and small

enough to maintain good load balance. Fairly small block sizes (B=8 or B=16)
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strike a good balance in practice. Elements within a block are allocated contiguously

to improve spatial locality benefits, and blocks are allocated locally to processors

that own them [98]. We use two versions of LU that differ in their organization of the

matrix data structure. The contiguous version of LU uses a four–dimensional array

to represent the two–dimensional matrix, so that a block is contiguous in the virtual

address space. It then allocates on each page the data of only one processor. The

non-contiguous version uses a two–dimensional array to represent the matrix, so that

successive sub–rows of a block are not contiguous with one another in the address

space. In this version, data written by multiple processors span a page. LU exhibits

a very small communication to computation ratio but is inherently imbalanced.

Ocean [18, 84]: The Ocean application studies large–scale ocean movements based

on eddy and boundary currents. It partitions the grids into square or row sub–grids

rather than groups of columns to improve the communication to computation ratio.

Each 2–D grid is represented as a 4–D array in the contiguous version, with all sub–

grids allocated contiguously and locally in the nodes that own them. The equation

solver used is a red–black, W–cycle multi–grid solver. The communication pattern

in the Ocean simulation application is largely nearest–neighbor and iterative on a

regular grid. We use both the contiguous (4–D array) and non-contiguous (2–D

array) versions of Ocean. Also in the non–contiguous version we use either square

sub–grids or sub-grids that consist of contiguous rows (Ocean-rowwise).

Irregular applications

The irregular applications in our suite are Barnes, a hierarchical N–body simulation;

Radix, an integer sorting program; Raytrace, a ray tracing application from computer

graphics; Volrend, a volume rendering application; and Water, a molecular dynamics
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simulation of water molecules in liquid state.

Barnes [3, 40, 86]: The Barnes application simulates the interaction of a sys-

tem of bodies (galaxies or particles, for example) in three dimensions over a number

of time–steps, using the Barnes–Hut hierarchical N–body method. It represents the

computational domain as an octree with leaves containing information about the bod-

ies and internal nodes representing space cells. Most of the time is spent in partial

traversals of the octree (one traversal per body) to compute the forces on individual

bodies. The communication patterns are dependent on the particle distribution and

are quite unstructured. No attempt is made at intelligent distribution of body data

in main memory, since this is difficult at page granularity and not very important

to performance. Access patterns are irregular and fine–grained. We use two ver-

sions of Barnes, which differ in how the shared octree is built and managed across

time–steps. The first version (Barnes-rebuild) builds the tree from scratch after each

computation phase. The second version, Barnes-spatial [47], is optimized for SVM

implementations—in which synchronization is expensive—and it avoids locking as

much as possible. It uses a different tree–building algorithm, where each processor

first builds its own partial tree, and all partial trees are merged to the global tree

after each computation phase.

Radix [30]: The integer radix sort kernel is based on the method described in [13].

The algorithm is iterative, performing one iteration for each radix r digit of the keys.

In each iteration, a processor passes over its assigned keys and generates a local his-

togram. The local histograms are then accumulated into a global histogram. Finally,

each processor uses the global histogram to permute its keys into a new array for the

next iteration. This permutation step requires all–to–all, irregular communication.
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The permutation is inherently a sender–determined one, so keys are communicated

through scattered, irregular writes to remotely allocated data [42, 98]. We use the

original version of Radix as well as a modified version (Radix-local) that exhibits less

scattered accesses to remote memory.

Raytrace [83]: This application renders a three–dimensional scene using ray trac-

ing. A hierarchical uniform grid (similar to an octree) is used to represent the scene,

and early ray termination and anti–aliasing are implemented, although anti–aliasing

is not used in this study. A ray is traced through each pixel in the image plane,

and reflects in unpredictable ways off the objects it strikes. Each contact generates

multiple rays, and the recursion results in a ray tree per pixel. The image plane is

partitioned among processors in contiguous blocks of pixel groups, and distributed

task queues are used with task stealing for load balancing. The major data struc-

tures represent rays, ray trees, the hierarchical uniform grid, task queues, and the

primitives that describe the scene. The data access patterns are highly unpredictable

in this application. The version we use is modified from the SPLASH–2 version [97]

to run more efficiently on SVM systems. A global lock that was not necessary was

removed, and task queues are implemented better for SVM and SMPs [47]. Inher-

ent communication is small. We present results only for the SMP protocols due to

simulation cycle limitations.

Volrend [65]: This application renders a three–dimensional volume using a ray

casting technique. The volume is represented as a cube of voxels (volume elements),

and an octree data structure is used to traverse the volume quickly. The program

renders several frames from changing viewpoints, and early ray termination and adap-

tive pixel sampling are implemented, although adaptive pixel sampling is not used in
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this study. A ray is shot through each pixel in every frame, but rays do not reflect.

Instead, rays are sampled along their linear paths using interpolation to compute a

color for the corresponding pixel. The partitioning and task queues are similar to

those in Raytrace. The main data structures are the voxels, octree, and pixels. Data

accesses are input–dependent and irregular, and no attempt is made at intelligent

data distribution. The version we use [47] is slightly modified from the SPLASH–2

version [97]; task are stolen first from processors in the local node and them from

remote nodes. Inherent communication volume in Volrend is small.

Water [85]: This application evaluates forces and potentials that occur over time

in a system of water molecules. The forces and potentials are computed every time–

step, and a predictor–corrector method is used to integrate the motion of the water

molecules over time. We use two versions of Water, Water-nsquared and Water-

spatial. The first uses an O(n2) algorithm to compute the forces, while the second

computes the forces approximately using a fixed cutoff radius, resulting in an O(n)

algorithm. Water-nsquared can be categorized as a regular application, but we put

it here to ease the comparison with Water-spatial. In both versions, updates are

accumulated locally between iterations and performed at once at the end of each

iteration. The inherent communication to computation ratio is small.

3.5.3 Application statistics

Tables 3.1, and 3.2 and Figures 3.6–3.10 can be used to characterize the applications.

Table 3.2 presents counts of protocol events for each application, for 1, 4 and 8

processors per node (16 processors total in all cases). From these statistics we see that

the applications exhibit very different behavior with respect to the communication

subsystem, covering a wide range of application behaviors. We can use these statistics
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Figure 3.6: Number of messages sent per processor for each application for 1 (left), 4
(middle) and 8 (right) processors per node, for a total of 16 processors.

to categorize the applications in terms of the communication they exhibit. Both the

number of messages and MBytes of data exchanged are important to performance;

figure 3.10 shows for each application the geometric mean of the normalized value for

the numbers of messages and the amount of traffic. The normalization is done per

processor per–107 cycles of application compute time and then the results are averages

across all processors for each application. If we use this geometric mean, which

captures multiplicative effects, as a metric, then we can divide the applications in three

groups. In the first group belong Barnes-rebuild, FFT and Radix that exhibit a lot of

communication. In the second group belong Water-nsquared and Volrend that exhibit

less communication and in the third group the rest of the applications, LU, Ocean,

Water-spatial, Raytrace and Barnes-spatial that exhibit very little communication.

It is important to note that this categorization holds for the configurations with four

and eight processors per node. In the configuration with uniprocessor nodes, Ocean

also belongs in the category of applications that exhibit a lot of communication.
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Figure 3.7: Amount of data sent per processor for each application for 1 (left), 4
(middle) and 8 (right) processors per node, for a total of 16 processors.

In Ocean the nearest neighbor communication pattern results in high communication

volume when there is one processor per node and all communication for shared data is

external to the node, and in low communication volumes with four or eight processors

per node, with most of the communication being local in each node.

Appl. Prob. Page Faults Page Fetches Local Locks Remote Locks Bar
Size 1 4 8 1 4 8 1 4 8 1 4 8 1,4,8

FFT 20 2082 1320 1417 2062 876 480 0 0 0 0 0 0 6
LU-cont 512 283 197 167 250 122 41 0 1 1 1 0 0 67
Ocean-cont 514 4467 811 713 4463 172 50 0 5 9 15 10 6 90
Water-nsq 512 399 127 46 393 110 42 0 694 911 1171 477 260 19
Water-spa 512 514 113 48 492 93 32 0 10 14 21 11 7 22
Radix 1K 2212 877 1043 2158 476 142 1 5 35 48 44 14 11
Volrend head 1044 432 338 1041 288 64 0 288 429 441 173 39 15
Raytrace car 2742 783 208 2742 781 207 1 68 121 149 100 41 3
Barnes-reb 8K 1905 934 501 1874 824 364 1 308 648 1152 850 498 13
Barnes-spa 8K 404 88 64 388 83 29 0 1 2 2 1 0 15

Table 3.1: Number of page faults, page fetches, local and remote lock acquires and
barriers per processor for each application for 1, 4 and 8 processors per node.
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Figure 3.8: Normalized number of messages sent per processor for each application
for 1 processor per node, for a total of 16 processors.

3.5.4 Metrics

While speedup is an important metric, factors unrelated to the SVM protocol can

cause speedups to be high even when the protocol itself is not well suited to the

application. For example, a sequential execution can perform very poorly due to

the working set not fitting in the cache, a problem that may go away in a parallel

execution if the application is such that the important working set diminishes as the

number of processors is increased, and thus leads to very high speedups. We will

see an example of this in the Ocean application. To understand how well protocols

themselves perform, we use both speedups and a metric we call protocol efficiency.

We define protocol efficiency for a given application and protocol for N processors

as:
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Figure 3.9: Normalized amount of data sent per processor for each application for 1
processor per node, for a total of 16 processors.

fN =
∑

0≤i≤N (Ci + Si)
∑

0≤i≤N Ei

,

where Ei, Ci, Si are the elapsed, compute and cache stall time of the ith processor

in the parallel execution. Obviously fN ∈ [0, 1]. Note that the costs in the sequential

execution are not directly involved in this definition. Assuming that a protocol is

responsible for all overheads except the local cache stall time, this definition penalizes

a protocol for every cost incurred. Thus, a protocol that injects overheads, besides

the local cache stall time, in the elapsed time E, will have a lower efficiency factor

than let’s say an ideal protocol where the only overhead would be the local cache stall

time (for which the efficiency factor would be fN = 1).
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Figure 3.10: Geometric mean of the Number of messages and MBytes sent per proces-
sor per–107 compute cycles for each application for 1 (left), 4 (middle) and 8 (right)
processors per node.

3.6 Presentation of Results

We present performance data in two main forms: tables with speedups and protocol

efficiency factors in each section, and bar–graphs with per–processor breakdowns of

execution time for the most interesting cases (Figures 3.15–3.14).

In the bar graphs the execution cost is divided into the following components.

Thread Compute Time is essentially a count of the instructions executed by each

thread. CPU Stall Time is the time the CPU is stalled on local memory references.

Thread Data Wait Time (or page fetch time) is the time each thread is waiting for

data to arrive from a remote node (page fetches). Thread Lock Time and Thread

Barrier Time are the times spent in synchronization events, including idle wait time

and operation overhead. I/O Stall Time is the time the processor spends initiating

page and message transfers and waiting for the network interface queues to drain.

The last component, Handler Compute Time, is the time spent in protocol handlers.

Some of this cost is also included in other costs, for instance Thread Data Wait Time.
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Appl. Page Faults Page Fetches Local Locks Remote Locks Bar
1 4 8 1 4 8 1 4 8 1 4 8 1,4,8

FFT 397.1 251.9 270.3 393.3 167.2 91.6 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.1
LU-cont 81.4 56.6 48.1 71.8 34.9 11.9 0.0 0.2 0.3 0.3 0.1 0.0 19.2
Ocean-cont 647.6 117.3 103.2 647.0 24.9 7.2 0.0 0.8 1.3 2.2 1.4 0.9 13.1
Water-nsq 69.2 22.1 8.0 68.3 19.0 7.3 0.0 120.4 158.1 203.2 82.9 45.1 3.3
Water-spa 97.9 21.4 9.2 93.8 17.7 6.0 0.0 1.8 2.6 3.9 2.2 1.4 4.2
Radix 208.8 82.7 98.4 203.7 44.9 13.4 0.1 0.4 3.3 4.5 4.1 1.3 1.0
Volrend 105.1 44.1 34.5 104.8 29.4 6.5 0.0 29.3 43.8 44.3 17.6 4.0 1.6
Raytrace 89.8 25.6 6.8 89.8 25.6 6.8 0.0 2.2 4.0 4.9 3.3 1.3 0.1
Barnes-reb 211.2 103.0 55.5 207.7 90.9 40.3 0.1 33.9 71.8 127.7 93.8 55.2 1.4
Barnes-spa 48.1 10.4 7.7 46.2 9.9 3.5 0.0 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.1 0.0 1.8

Table 3.2: Normalized number of page faults, page fetches, local and remote lock
acquires and barriers per–107 cycles per processor for each application for 1, 4 and 8
processors per node.

To simplify the discussion, we now clarify a couple of issues up front. Thread Data

Wait Time can be large either because many pages need to be fetched (frequency) or

because the cost per page fetch is high due to contention. Imbalances in data wait

time also stem from imbalances in either of these factors, and we will indicate which

dominates. Lock and barrier synchronization times also have two components: the

time spent waiting (for another processor to release the lock or for all processors to

reach the barrier) and the time spent exchanging messages and doing protocol work

(e.g., after the last processor arrives at the barrier). We will separate these out,

calling the former wait time and the latter protocol cost. As we saw in Section 3.5,

wait time for locks is often increased greatly in SVM systems due to page misses

occurring frequently inside critical sections and increasing serialization [46], as well

as to increased protocol activity at locks, which has the same effect. This makes locks

much more expensive for SVM systems than for hardware–coherent systems.

The performance (cost) numbers that appear in the text are in the form of triplets

of percentages or absolute values. For example, if we say that the data wait time has

a cost of (10%, 45% 110%), we mean that the minimum data wait over all processors
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is 10% of the minimum compute time among all processors, the average 45% and

the maximum 110%. Absolute values (i.e. page fetch cost in cycles, etc.) are also

presented.

3.7 Uniprocessor vs. SMP Nodes

In this section we present our results that address the issues raised in the introduction

with respect to extending HLRC and AURC to support SMP nodes (HLRC-SMP,

AURC-SMP). We compare two system configurations for the two different protocols.

The first system has uniprocessor nodes, whereas the second uses SMP nodes. In

all configurations the speed of the memory and I/O buses is set to 400 MBytes/s

and 100 MBytes/s respectively, and we assume a 200MHz processor. As mentioned

in Chapter 3.5, these values result in a realistic commodity configuration, given the

relative performance of the different components. Note that the bandwidths are the

same whether the nodes are uniprocessors or multiprocessors. Tables 3.3 and 3.4

present these results.

Tables 3.5–3.8 give more detailed statistics for each application. They compare

AURC and AURC-SMP, and HLRC and HLRC-SMP in more detail. For each ap-

plication there are two columns. The first column presents the average percentage

cost of each component of the execution time with respect to the thread compute

time for the base case. The second column presents the change from the base case for

the other protocol. In these tables Barriers refers to the total barrier cost, whereas

Barrier Wait refers to the component of this cost until all processors reach the barrier

(due to imbalances). Similarly Locks refers to the total lock cost and Lock Wait to

the component up the point where the lock is released and can be granted to the

next processor. Finally PFetch Time is the average cost of a page fault. Important
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Application Problem Speedups
Size AURC AURC-SMP HLRC HLRC-SMP

FFT 18 5.24 6.20 4.43 5.74
FFT 20 8.53 8.29 7.73 8.28
LU-contiguous 512 10.78 12.42 10.16 12.25
Ocean-contiguous 258 6.10 16.86 5.43 15.23
Ocean-contiguous 514 6.52 12.83 6.12 12.80
Barnes-rebuild 16K 5.30 6.24 2.45 3.82
Barnes-spatial 8K 12.94 12.81 11.69 12.19
Barnes-spatial 16K 13.30 12.95 10.94 11.52
Radix 1M 2.82 1.25 0.63 3.41
Raytrace car 6.38 11.82 14.06 14.79
Volrend head 9.14 11.95 7.86 8.81
Water-nsquared 512 9.09 9.71 8.56 8.84
Water-spatial 512 7.89 8.52 7.41 10.05

Table 3.3: Speedups for the uniprocessor and the SMP node configurations.

statistics are highlighted in the analysis of each application as well.

From Table 3.3 we can divide the applications into different classes in terms of

their behavior in going from uniprocessor to SMP nodes.

3.7.1 First class

The first class is applications for which both protocols improve with SMPs. These

applications are LU, Ocean-contiguous, Barnes-rebuild, Volrend and Water-spatial.

We differentiate the behavior of these applications into three subgroups.

First group

The first group consists of only Ocean (Figure 3.11), which improves dramatically be-

cause of the localized, near–neighbor pattern of communication and the high amount

of barrier synchronization.
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Application Problem Efficiency Factors (%)
Size AURC AURC-SMP HLRC HLRC-SMP

FFT 18 36 42 26 40
FFT 20 57 65 45 59
LU-contiguous 512 58 68 53 66
Ocean-contiguous 258 21 51 19 47
Ocean-contiguous 514 33 82 29 79
Barnes-rebuild 16K 33 39 15 24
Barnes-spatial 8K 86 83 74 80
Barnes-spatial 16K 89 84 70 76
Radix 1M 17 8 4 21
Raytrace car 39 72 86 90
Volrend head 58 76 50 56
Water-nsquared 512 58 62 55 57
Water-spatial 512 51 55 46 63

Table 3.4: Efficiency factors (as %) for the uniprocessor and the SMP configurations.

Ocean (Figure 3.11): In both AURC-SMP and HLRC-SMP data wait times are

reduced significantly, compared to the uniprocessor configuration. The average page

fetch cost however, is increased by about 100% and 30% in AURC-SMP and HLRC-

SMP, respectively, because of the larger contention in the memory bus and network

interface. The reduction in data wait time comes from the sharing pattern in Ocean.

The communication pattern is nearest neighbor, so if the processes assigned to an
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Figure 3.11: Cost breakdown for Ocean-contiguous (514x514) for AURC and HLRC.
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Cost Breakdown FFT LU-cont Ocean-cont Water-nsq
Protocol 9% -2% 1% 0% 12% -11% 5% -3%
I/O Wait 12% -8% 2% -1% 16% -16% 6% -4%
Barriers 29% 2% 91% -33% 441% -373% 24% -3%
Locks 0% 0% 0% 0% 1% 1% 41% 1%
Data Wait 109% -26% 17% -6% 139% -131% 16% -11%
CPU Stall 89% 34% 42% 3% 203% 75% 15% 0%
Compute 100% 0% 114% 0% 100% 0% 104% 0%
Barrier Wait 24% 4% 60% -5% 344% -304% 18% 2%
Lock Wait 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 1% 17% 11%
PFetch time 21625 28443 20695 9417 20069 20156 23765 11311
# PFetches 2705 -1793 258 -135 4591 -4434 394 -298
# Local Locks 0 0 0 0 0 5 0 748
# Remote Locks 0 0 0 0 15 -6 1170 -748

Table 3.5: Changes in Protocol Costs from AURC to AURC-SMP for the regular
applications.

SMP node are adjacent in the grid then much of the sharing will be contained lo-

cally. The number of page fetches is greatly reduced, and performance improves even

though the cost per–page fetch goes up due to contention at the bus and the node–

to–network interfaces. In Ocean-contiguous the data accessed by each processor are

mostly allocated in the local SMP node. The lower data wait time results in lower

synchronization time.

We see that AURC improves significantly by using SMPs. If we look at the

efficiency factor of AURC for Ocean-contiguous, we see that it is very low for the

uniprocessor node case, and much better for the SMP case. This is because the

relatively good speedup in Ocean-contiguous in the uniprocessor case comes mainly

from cache effects. The application, in terms of the protocol overheads, performs very

poorly, which gives a low efficiency factor. In the SMP case, the protocol overheads

reduce dramatically, and this is captured by the efficiency factors.

AURC-SMP gives a speedup of around 16. As was mentioned before, the super–
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Cost Breakdown Barnes-rebuild Radix Volrend Water-spatial
Protocol 8% -3% 4% -2% 7% -4% 2% -1%
I/O Wait 6% -2% 6% -4% 6% -4% 2% -2%
Barriers 28% -11% 171% 296% 2% -1% 67% -10%
Locks 162% -26% 20% 243% 61% -35% 15% 3%
Data Wait 32% -11% 336% 279% 36% -25% 29% -9%
CPU Stall 12% 0% 10% 1% 17% -1% 17% -1%
Compute 100% 0% 100% 0% 133% -8% 103% 0%
Barrier Wait 26% -10% 164% 282% 1% -1% 57% -9%
Lock Wait 150% -24% 14% 75% 53% -31% 14% 3%
PFetch time 20850 8232 172213 1140274 24025 4480 28062 59742
# PFetches 3243 -1740 2082 -1565 1136 -808 511 -399
# Local Locks 1 511 1 7 0 223 0 6
# Remote Locks 2226 -514 47 -7 430 -200 19 -5

Table 3.6: Changes in Protocol Costs from AURC to AURC-SMP for the irregular
applications.

linear speedup is due to cache effects. More precisely, the sequential run suffers from

very high local stall time (2-3 times the compute time). The parallel application

takes advantage of the smaller working set size in each processor, and the stall time

is reduced substantially.

Cache effects are noticeable in the parallel execution for the larger problem size

as well. The working set does not fit in the cache of each processor, and the stall

time is increased substantially. Since multiple processors share the same memory bus,

there is a great deal of contention in the system. The application spends most of the

time in waiting for local memory operations, with a CPU stall time of (268%, 261%,

296%). Thus, speedups are much lower for the SMP node case. Protocol efficiencies

increase however. The main reason is that relative protocol overheads are reduced in

the larger problem size and poorer performance comes from cache effects.
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Cost Breakdown FFT LU-cont Ocean-cont Water-nsq
Protocol 57% -31% 11% -6% 82% -79% 5% 0%
I/O Wait 11% -7% 2% -1% 16% -16% 8% -4%
Barriers 42% -10% 100% -39% 426% -355% 23% 3%
Locks 0% 0% 1% -1% 2% 0% 57% -2%
Data Wait 153% -49% 29% -14% 231% -222% 13% -7%
CPU Stall 63% 39% 37% 4% 181% 94% 15% 0%
Compute 100% 0% 114% 0% 100% 0% 104% 0%
Barrier Wait 28% 1% 70% -12% 364% -319% 20% 5%
Lock Wait 0% 0% 1% -1% 1% 1% 18% 7%
PFetch time 32395 27367 31978 6890 33270 10448 19687 18655
# PFetches 2541 -1569 285 -162 4647 -4492 382 -282
# Local Locks 0 0 0 0 0 5 0 725
# Remote Locks 0 0 0 0 15 -6 1170 -725

Table 3.7: Changes in Protocol Costs from HLRC to HLRC-SMP for the regular
applications.

Second group

In the second group are LU and Barnes-rebuild (Figure 3.12), where the improvement

comes again from sharing of data and lower synchronization costs as well, but at a

much smaller degree than Ocean. These are applications for which clustering helps

in data sharing and prefetching, but less dramatically than in in Ocean. Cheaper

synchronization also makes a noticeable difference.

LU: The improvement in performance compared to the uniprocessor configuration

comes from cheaper synchronization, namely hierarchical barriers, and sharing of data

in each node, which results in lower data wait times. For instance, the barrier cost is

reduced by 33% in AURC-SMP and by 39% in HLRC-SMP. Similarly, the reduction

in data wait time is 6% and 14% respectively.
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Cost Breakdown Barnes-rebuild Radix Volrend Water-spatial
Protocol 8% 4% 5% 2% 7% 2% 13% -9%
I/O Wait 8% -3% 1233% -1231% 9% -4% 3% -3%
Barriers 235% -169% 2142% -1849% 2% -1% 66% -32%
Locks 337% -76% 9% -7% 118% -15% 30% -9%
Data Wait 50% -21% 588% -469% 30% -12% 36% -26%
CPU Stall 13% -1% 10% 1% 18% 1% 10% 3%
Compute 100% 0% 100% 0% 143% 6% 103% 0%
Barrier Wait 181% -116% 2012% -1741% 1% 0% 57% -25%
Lock Wait 289% -62% 2% -1% 79% -4% 26% -7%
PFetch time 28459 11698 298878 -38977 20077 17310 34089 5742
# PFetches 3298 -1778 2056 -1584 1033 -699 543 -408
# Local Locks 1 528 1 6 0 192 0 7
# Remote Locks 2228 -531 47 -6 438 -188 17 -4

Table 3.8: Changes in Protocol Costs from HLRC to HLRC-SMP for the irregular
applications.

Barnes-rebuild (Figure 3.12): Barnes-rebuild performs quite poorly under both

protocols due to extremely high lock costs. In the SMP case improvements in data

wait time due to sharing and prefetching, and in lock times due to local acquires, are

relatively small. Overall performance improves, but not by much. In HLRC-SMP

nodes, data wait time is smaller and more balanced, but lock acquire costs, which

dominate performance, remain expensive (163%, 261%, 312%), and imbalanced. The
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Figure 3.12: Cost breakdown for Barnes-rebuild for AURC and HLRC.
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reduction in the number of remotely acquired locks due to the use of SMP nodes is

not very large.

Third group

The third group in this class contains applications where there is an improvement

but of a different degree for AURC-SMP and HLRC-SMP. These are Volrend (Fig-

ure 3.13), and Water-spatial (Figure 3.14).
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Figure 3.13: Cost breakdown for Volrend for AURC and HLRC.

Volrend (Figure 3.13): Volrend uses a task stealing mechanism to achieve load

balancing. This mechanism uses locks to perform atomic operations on the task

queue. Using SMPs results in an improvement in all protocol costs without intro-

ducing additional problems. In AURC-SMP page fetches are reduced by about 60%

due to sharing and prefetching. Moreover, lock time is reduced by about 50% and

computation is not as imbalanced, since the task stealing method takes advantage

of the multiple nodes per SMP (it tries to steal from local processors first, convert-

ing remote locks and communication to inexpensive local locks and communication).

HLRC-SMP improves somewhat but not as much as AURC-SMP. The main reason

is that lock imbalances are still present because remote locks are more expensive in
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HLRC due to the cost of diffs, and the distribution of local versus remote locks in

each processor is somewhat more uneven in HLRC, which leads to higher imbalances.
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Figure 3.14: Cost breakdown for Water-spatial for AURC and HLRC.

Water-spatial (Figure 3.14): In AURC-SMP performance improves slightly com-

pared to AURC. Total data wait time is reduced, but it is not balanced among pro-

cessors. The simulator shows that the reason for the imbalance is contention in the

outgoing queue in some network interfaces because of automatic update traffic, which

slows the progress of outgoing requests. The net improvement in performance is small.

In HLRC-SMP the picture changes. HLRC-SMP performs considerably better

than HLRC. Data wait time decreases considerably because of sharing and prefetch-

ing. Also synchronization costs are much lower. Unlike AURC-SMP, though, protocol

overheads remain balanced and the improvement in performance is larger. There is

practically no contention in the outgoing queue, and request messages are sent out

immediately for all the processors.

3.7.2 Second class

The second class of applications consists of FFT (Figure 3.15), Barnes-spatial (Fig-

ure 3.16), and Water-nsquared. These applications do not benefit (or benefit little)
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from the use of SMP nodes with either protocol.
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Figure 3.15: Cost breakdown for the 1M FFT for AURC and HLRC.

FFT (Figure 3.15): Since communication is all–to–all rather than localized in the

matrix transpose in FFT, the clustering accomplished by using SMP nodes reduces

the amount of inherent remote communication by roughly a factor of k/p, where k is

the number of processors in an SMP node, and n is the total number of processors.

However, in the SMP configuration we find that page fetches are reduced dramatically

for the small problem size compared to the uniprocessor node case. This is because

the problem size is such that the data that need to be fetched by different processors

lie on the same page. Using multiple processors in each node thus results in sub-

stantial prefetching and in a reduction in data wait time. However, data wait time

is imbalanced among processors within a node because the number of page fetches

differs among them, so the overall reduction does not translate to a large improve-

ment in performance. Barrier synchronization time is high due to this imbalance, and

protocol efficiency low.

For the larger problem size, speedups and efficiency factors are somewhat better

in all cases because less of the data that are fetched on a page are wasted. In both

AURC-SMP and HLRC-SMP data wait time once again improves because of sharing
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and prefetching, but imbalances in the data wait time limit the effect on performance.

Moreover, with the larger working sets, local memory stall time is considerably higher

than in the uniprocessor node configuration due to contention on the memory bus.

For instance, in AURC-SMP local stall time is (112%, 115%, 129%) as opposed to

(87%, 84%, 93%) in AURC. (i.e., 112% minimum across processors, 115% average,

and 129% maximum, and so on).
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Figure 3.16: Cost breakdown for Barnes-spatial for AURC and HLRC.

Barnes-spatial (Figure 3.16): As in the uniprocessor configuration, Barnes-spatial

performs very well under all protocols in the SMP case as well. Clustering does not

help much. The reason is that while the barriers that this application uses often in

tree building (instead of locks) are cheaper, data wait time is still imbalanced due to

different number of page fetches among processors. This shows up as synchronization

wait time, and the benefits from clustering are negligible.

Water-nsquared: Here there is a large overall reduction in inter–node communi-

cation in the SMP configuration due to prefetching, but as in FFT imbalances are

created in the numbers of page fetches among processors within an SMP. The same

is true for lock accesses. Thus, despite the large overall reduction in communication,

the improvement in performance is small.
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In the applications in this second class, using SMP nodes does reduce aggregate

communication and synchronization costs substantially due to sharing and prefetch-

ing, but the increases often do not translate to large performance increases because

the reductions are imbalanced on a per–processor basis within the nodes.

3.7.3 Third class

In the third class of applications are Radix and Raytrace (Figure 3.17). These exhibit

different relative behavior under different protocols.

Radix: All protocols perform very poorly with Radix. Among the AURC protocols,

AURC-SMP performs worse than AURC. The amount of data sent as replies to page

requests decreases to about one fourth in the SMP configuration, as with FFT, yet

performance is much worse because AU traffic per processor is about the same as

in AURC, while bus and network interface bandwidth are now shared. This creates

contention in all components of the path between the sender and the receiver, delaying

not only AU messages but also and request/control messages that get stuck behind

them, as can be seen from the simulator. Consequently, all forms of communication

and synchronization are slowed down. For instance the average page fetch cost is huge,

(466935, 1312487, 1942957) cycles. Protocol efficiency is very low for AURC-SMP.

HLRC-SMP performs much better than HLRC. HLRC-SMP does not suffer from

increased traffic as much as AURC-SMP, since there is no automatic update traffic.

Messages are delivered faster, and fetch time, lock time and barrier costs are much

smaller, so performance improves. However, SVM protocols cannot handle the bursty,

scattered, remote–write communication of Radix, and do not do well overall.
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Figure 3.17: Cost breakdown for Raytrace for AURC and HLRC.

Raytrace (Figure 3.17): In Raytrace, AURC benefits greatly from sharing, whereas

the improvement for HLRC is very small. The reason for the improvement in AURC

is the small automatic update messages that are used to update data. When SMP

nodes are used, the number of messages is reduced substantially (the amount of data

is reduced by a factor of 4 with 4–way SMPs), and as a result the contention problem

is much less severe than the uniprocessor node case. In HLRC the number of messages

is not a problem since coalesced, large messages (diffs) are used to update the home

nodes. Thus the performance of HLRC is much better than AURC and the benefit

of using SMP nodes is much smaller.

3.8 Hardware Support for Automatic Update on

SMPs

As mentioned above, some recent network interfaces also provide hardware support

for the propagation of writes at fine granularity (a word or a cache line, say) to a

remotely mapped page of memory [16, 50, 37]. This facility can be used to accelerate

home–based protocols by eliminating the need for diffs, leading to a protocol called

automatic update release consistency or AURC [46]. AURC [44] is the version of
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HLRC that utilizes hardware support for automatic update in the SHRIMP multi-

computer to alleviate certain protocol bottlenecks. The extensions described above

for HLRC apply also to AURC and result in AURC-SMP. However, AURC-SMP suf-

fers in several aspects, mainly because it requires write–through caching. Each write

to local memory needs to be seen from the network interface, and thus all local writes

to mapped regions of memory have to appear on the memory bus. This leads to the

requirement for write–through caching for mapped regions, that increases the traffic

in the memory bus and the network.

Write–back AURC-SMP (WBAURC-SMP) is a new protocol that provides AU

support with write–back caches. WBAURC-SMP addresses two problems with AURC-

SMP: (i) AURC-SMP may not be even implementable on newer systems which do

not support write–through caches. (ii) Since AURC-SMP maps shared pages write–

through, it can unduly stress the memory and I/O buses, especially with SMP nodes 1.

The problem with write–back caches for AU support is that not all writes are

visible to the memory bus snooper to be propagated to the home. In WBAURC-SMP

changes are propagated to remote homes either when modified lines are replaced or by

flushing modified cache lines at release time 2. In addition to snooping hardware, extra

hardware support is needed to identify which words were modified in each cache line

and only propagate those words. Otherwise, if entire cache lines are propagated, valid

words at the home from more recent writes to other parts of the cache line could be

overwritten by older values due to false sharing. One possible implementation, which

we assume, is to add a dirty bit per word to the second level cache. Caches can either

flush only the dirty words, or an external agent on the bus can snoop the evicted
1Pages in the home nodes can either be mapped write–through, as assumed in [44], or can be

mapped write–back since coherent DMA will provide the latest data to an incoming page fetch
request; we assume the latter here since it performs better especially with SMPs.

2If the processor architecture does not allow flushes at user level, this may have to be done
through a system call.
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cache lines and propagate only the dirty words. Other possibilities include having the

memory controller perform diffs in hardware on cache lines as they are written back

to local memory, to detect the modified words. The basic issues in all these cases

is the amount of traffic that appears on the memory bus and the implementation

complexity and cost.

This section presents our results for AU support. We present results for AURC-

SMP, HLRC-SMP and WBAURC-SMP on a system with four, four–way SMP nodes

for a total of 16 processors. All protocols use time–stamps to maintain ordering of

events and they are home–based. The key difference between them is the method

used for propagating modified data to the home. As mentioned before, AURC-SMP

uses an AU mechanism, HLRC-SMP is the all–software version and WBAURC-SMP

is the improved AURC-SMP version, where caches do not need to be configure as

write–through.

We first assume that a commodity NI like Myrinet (with AU support) is used.

To address the question of whether AU is valuable only with customized NIs, we

also discuss how the results change when an NI, customized for efficient AU propa-

gation is used. We present overall performance data in two main forms: tables with

speedups and protocol efficiencies, and per–processor bar–graphs with execution time

breakdowns for the most interesting cases (Figures 3.18–3.22).

For the regular applications, FFT, LU, and Ocean, all three protocols perform

very similarly for the better (contiguous) versions and very poorly for the others

(Table 3.9). The contiguous versions are essentially single writer applications at page

granularity as discussed earlier. With proper data placement, they do not exercise

the multiple writer features that distinguish these protocols. There is essentially no

update or write through traffic, and no diffs. The irregular applications are more

interesting.
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Application Problem Speedups Efficiency Factors (%)
Size AURC HLRC WBAURC AURC HLRC WB

SMP SMP SMP SMP SMP AURC
SMP

FFT 18 6.20 5.74 5.99 42 40 45
FFT 20 8.29 8.28 8.29 65 59 65
LU-contiguous 512 12.42 12.25 12.39 68 66 68
Ocean-contiguous 258 16.86 15.23 15.33 51 47 49
Ocean-contiguous 514 12.83 12.80 13.17 82 79 81
Barnes-rebuild 16K 6.24 3.82 6.08 39 24 38
Barnes-spatial 8K 12.81 12.19 13.28 83 80 84
Barnes-spatial 16K 12.95 11.52 13.56 84 76 85
Radix 1M 1.25 3.41 3.72 8 21 23
Raytrace car 11.82 14.79 10.80 72 90 66
Volrend head 11.95 8.81 11.86 76 56 77
Water-nsquared 512 9.71 8.84 9.73 62 57 63
Water-spatial 512 8.52 10.05 10.48 55 63 67

Table 3.9: Speedups and efficiency factors (as %) for the SMP configuration.

Barnes-rebuild (Figure 3.18): Barnes-rebuild has an efficiency of less than 40%

in all three protocols due to extremely high lock wait time 3. Most of this time is

spent in waiting to acquire the locks and not in protocol processing. This effect is

exaggerated due to the dilation of critical sections because of page faults occurring

in them, as discussed in Section 3.6. HLRC-SMP performs worse by a factor of

two compared to AURC-SMP, mainly because of the much higher lock wait time:

diff generation and application happen at synchronization time as well, increasing

serialization at locks. WBAURC-SMP performs similarly to AURC-SMP, since traffic

is not a major issue.

Barnes-spatial (Figure 3.19): By eliminating the locks, Barnes-spatial performs

very well under all protocols (Table 3.9). The main overhead is barrier cost. HLRC-
3Locks are introduced to label point to point flag synchronization. When they are replaced by

separate acquire and release primitives, the wait time is spent at those instead
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Figure 3.18: Cost breakdown for Barnes-rebuild for HLRC-SMP, AURC-SMP and
WBAURC-SMP.
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Figure 3.19: Cost breakdown for Barnes-spatial for HLRC-SMP, AURC-SMP and
WBAURC-SMP.

SMP is somewhat worse because of the increased barrier cost due to diff computation

and application. Restructuring the application not only increases performance greatly

under all protocols, but also diminishes the differences among them.

Radix: AURC-SMP performs very poorly with Radix with a speedup of 1.25. The

reason for the very low performance is high data wait and synchronization times.

Contention created by high AU traffic due to remote writes results in high page fault

costs. The number of page faults is similar across processors but the costs vary

significantly (from about 450K to 1900K cycles per–page fetch) and are higher than

the uncontended page fetch cost due to contention (the uncontended page fetch cost
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is about 15K cycles). Moreover, the simulator shows that control messages in the

outgoing and incoming network queues are delayed for the same reason. Most of the

synchronization time is wait time due to imbalances and not the protocol overhead

itself, although the imbalances are not in computation but are caused by contention.

A lot of traffic is incurred just before barriers, further increasing their cost.

HLRC-SMP performs better than AURC-SMP (speedup is 3.41) because of the

smaller number of messages. Updates to shared data in HLRC-SMP occur not at

every write but at a release, which results in fewer and larger messages. The messages

are delivered faster due to less contention, so fetch time, lock time and barrier costs

are much smaller and performance improves.

WBAURC-SMP does not have the increased traffic problems of AURC-SMP and

thus regains the loss in speedup, improving it from 1.25 to 3.72. Data wait times and

barrier costs are reduced. However, imbalances are still present in data wait times.

In general, scattered remote writes and high communication make Radix a difficult

application for SVM systems, particularly for AURC-SMP due to increased write–

through AU traffic. As in other applications, WBAURC-SMP is the best performing

protocol. To reduce scattering of writes and hence traffic and contention, we tried

a version of Radix that first gathers the changes locally in a copy buffer and then

propagates them to the remote nodes. This improved performance on 16 processors

by a factor of 1.5-2 across protocols.

Raytrace (Figure 3.20): All protocols perform very well for this application.

HLRC-SMP performs better than AURC-SMP and WBAURC-SMP because of the

smaller and better balanced data wait time. Although the total traffic is similar in

all protocols, HLRC-SMP uses fewer, bigger messages for the update mechanism and

the simulator shows that this reduces contention in the network queues. This is the
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Figure 3.20: Cost breakdown for Raytrace for HLRC-SMP, AURC-SMP and
WBAURC-SMP.

only application where WBAURC-SMP performs worse than HLRC-SMP.
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Figure 3.21: Cost breakdown for Volrend for HLRC-SMP, AURC-SMP and
WBAURC-SMP.

Volrend (Figure 3.21): Data traffic and wait time are not very substantial in

Volrend. AURC-SMP does very well. The only problem is created from imbalances

in the compute time and high lock wait time due to the high overhead of task steal-

ing [47]. Locks in Volrend protect task queue entries and hence migratory data. For

all protocols, many processors contend for the same, relatively small number of locks,

and requests for locks are often stuck waiting in queues for other messages to be de-

livered first or for protocol handlers to run. First, contention occurs at the homes of
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the locks, especially since they are not assigned in a clever way for locality. Second,

forwarded lock requests are queued at the owner, waiting for earlier messages or for

the current lock to actually arrive there. Third, page faults that occur within critical

sections often have to be satisfied remotely (especially when the locks and protected

data are migratory), dilating the critical section [46, 47]. Observed lock wait times

are at least an order of magnitude longer than the uncontended time for accessing an

owned lock, and the times are imbalanced due to the different numbers of local and

remote locks acquired by each processor. These times are much larger than in Barnes,

where the problem is not so much the contention at locks as the sheer number of locks

executed. In HLRC-SMP in particular, the migratory locks in Volrend also causes

a lot of diffing and diff transfers, further slowing down acquires as well as releases.

This last increase in lock time and serialization is alleviated with AU-based methods,

which do not require diffs; together with the lack of need for interrupts on write prop-

agations, this leads to much better performance. The behavior of WBAURC-SMP is

similar to AURC-SMP.

Water-nsquared: All protocols perform well with Water-nsquared since traffic is

low and much of the application is single-writer. Protocol overheads are low and

balanced once again. HLRC-SMP is somewhat worse than the other two protocols

due to more expensive locks. Improving locks would be the best way to improve

Water-nsquared performance.

Water-spatial (Figure 3.22): AURC-SMP performs at about 50% parallel effi-

ciency with Water-spatial. However, AU traffic creates contention in the outgoing

network queues. The simulator shows that this slows down outgoing page requests,

which get stuck behind AU traffic, and results in imbalances in data wait times. In
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Figure 3.22: Cost breakdown for Water-spatial for HLRC-SMP, AURC-SMP and
WBAURC-SMP.

HLRC-SMP, unlike AURC-SMP, protocol overheads are balanced and performance

is considerably higher. There is no contention in the outgoing network queues and

request messages are sent out immediately for all the processors. Data wait time is

considerably smaller, (min 3%, avg 10%, max 19%) in HLRC-SMP as opposed to

(min 6%, avg 20%, max 45%) for AURC-SMP. WBAURC-SMP performs best by a

significant amount. It does not suffer from AURC-SMP’s contention–induced load

balancing problems.

Summary: For regular applications, hardware support for AU is not particularly

useful. The nature of these applications is such that structuring them well causes the

additional hardware support to not be used, and not structuring them well will result

in poor performance regardless of the protocol.

With irregular applications AURC-SMP helps substantially over HLRC-SMP in

cases where the lock cost is the main problem (Barnes-rebuild, Volrend and Water-

nsquared). Since lock cost is higher for HLRC-SMP due to diffs, serialization effects

in lock acquisition result in worse performance (e.g., when task stealing or migratory

patterns are used). On the other hand AURC-SMP does worse than the all-software

HLRC-SMP for applications where AU or other traffic is the problem (Radix, Ray-
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trace and Water-spatial). In these cases, imbalances in communication and synchro-

nization times created by contention are worse in AURC-SMP due to the increased

traffic. Traffic is not only a problem for data transfers, but control messages (e.g.,

requests) get stuck behind data messages (e.g., AU) even when inherent data traffic

is not very high, suggesting that separate queues for data and control messages or

different priorities might be useful. Where traffic was a problem for AU we exper-

imented with higher bandwidth buses, but these did not help very much. The real

problem was that a few messages of a latency–critical type (e.g., page requests or syn-

chronization messages) were stuck behind less critical AU packets. WBAURC-SMP

is always closest to or better than the best performing of the other two protocols.

In all other cases the differences among protocols are not very large, at least with

these commodity network interfaces. An interesting observation is that improvements

to the applications usually tend to increase performance much more than automatic

update support, and these improvements tend to reduce the differences in protocol

performance.

We also compared the protocols under consideration in a system with uniprocessor

nodes. We find that the conclusions from the SMP node configuration hold in this

case as well.

3.8.1 Customized network interfaces

We also examined the impact of customized network interfaces like the one in SHRIMP [16]

on AU based protocols. A customized NI allows for much shorter packet preparation

overheads since it consists of a dedicated state machine instead of a more general

purpose processor on commodity oriented interfaces. Customized NIs incur lower oc-

cupancy and they result in higher benefits for protocols that make use of automatic
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update support, which tend to transfer more packets. The occupancy for customized

NIs is set to about 100 cycles as opposed to about 1000 for the commodity NIs.

The results show that the performance of AURC-SMP improves for the two ap-

plications, Radix and Water-spatial, where raw AU traffic creates contention in the

network queues. The speedup for Radix is improved by a factor of more than 2,

since contention between AU and page traffic is reduced, and the effect of contention

between AU and requests in Water-spatial disappears. For Radix, WBAURC-SMP

improves for the same cases and the result is a speedup of more than 9 for WBAURC-

SMP. Also the speedup of Raytrace improves to almost 13.5 in both AURC-SMP and

WBAURC-SMP. The performance improvement in the other applications, which do

not suffer from very high AU traffic, is marginal. Customized NIs can thus make

AU-based SVM more attractive for some applications.

3.9 Related Work

The major advantages and disadvantages of a shared address space programming

abstraction compared to explicit message passing are described in [21] (Chapter 3)

and [82] and are not covered here. Several papers have discussed the design and

performance of shared virtual memory for SMPs [19, 49, 29, 76, 91] for different

protocols. We focus here mostly on studies that propose or evaluate the use of SMP

nodes and hardware support.

A messaging passing programming abstraction extended to support the two level

hierarchy in a network of SMPs is presented in [61], where the authors find that

achieving performance benefits on this architecture is not straight–forward; the mis-

match between the native shared memory and the imposed message passing abstrac-

tions within the SMP nodes entails many issues that require careful consideration.
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Moreover, to achieve good performance compared to a network of uniprocessors, ap-

plication issues like data layout have to be dealt with in ways similar to SVM systems.

AURC and LRC have been compared in [44, 46] and HLRC and LRC have been

compared for some applications on the Intel Paragon in [100]. SVM on SMPs is

argued to be a promising direction in [19]. In [49] the authors find that a reserved

protocol processor in not required. Earlier versions of this work through simulations

can be found in [8, 9].

The SoftFLASH system [29] has goals similar to ours, but uses a single–writer

protocol (modeled after the FLASH protocol). The protocol is not as aggressive as

other multiple–writer lazy SVM protocols. The system exhibits very high latency and

expensive TLB synchronization. The use of 16 KBytes pages in SoftFLASH increases

false–sharing and causes fragmentation that result in greater bandwidth needs. We

use a multiple–writer home–based protocol based on lazy release consistency (LRC).

The network interface we use provides lower latency and higher bandwidth. We use

4 KBytes pages and the safe page fetch helps us avoid the TLB synchronization

problem.

The Multigrain Shared Memory System (MGS) [99] built on top of the MIT

Alewife machine uses a protocol very similar to the SoftFLASH system. The system

is implemented by partitioning the Alewife machine, so each node is a distributed

rather than centralized shared memory multiprocessor, and the number of external

network connections from the node (and hence bandwidth) scales linearly with the

number of processors in it. The processors in Alewife are very slow.

The Cashmere–2L system [91] at Rochester is the closest to our system. It uses a

multi–writer, directory–based scheme that is an eager variant of release consistency.

This is unlike our lazy, vector time–stamp based scheme. The platform is a cluster of

Alpha SMPs connected by the Memory Channel network. The protocol takes great
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advantage of particular features found on the Memory Channel network interface that

are not found in other interfaces (such as Myrinet).

The Shasta system [77] performs the coherence in software at cache–line granular-

ity by instrumenting the executable to insert access control operations before shared

loads and stores. This idea was first implemented in the Blizzard–S system [79].

There is currently an implementation of Shasta that runs on a cluster of Alpha SMP

nodes [76]. This implementation shows promising performance. However, it is not

page–based shared virtual memory. It has control–data structure requirements that

are dependent on the number of processors which may lead to scalability problems for

large number of processors. Also, it relies on code instrumentation to detect accesses

to share data.

The problem of write through caches is mentioned but not dealt with in an earlier

work [55], in the context of different SVM protocols and uniprocessor systems. [8]

is a preliminary version of this work. For this work, we use a much more detailed

simulation environment and improved implementations of the protocols.

Erlichson et al. [29] conclude that the transition from uniprocessor to multipro-

cessor nodes is nontrivial, and performance can be seriously affected unless great care

is taken. The protocol and system they assume is very different and less aggressive

than ours.

Bianchini et al. in [7] propose diffing in hardware as another form of hardware

support for SVM. They assume write through caches and uniprocessor nodes. A ded-

icated protocol processor performs diffs on–the–fly and offloads overheads from the

computation processor. Their simulations conclude that using the coprocessor can

double the performance of the TreadMarks LRC system [51] on a 16–node configura-

tion. Results for using a coprocessor for diff computation and application for HLRC

on the Intel Paragon are far less optimistic [100].
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Holt et al. present a metric similar to protocol efficiency [41]. They use it to

characterize the performance of applications on a hardware cache coherent machine.

Our results for AURC on uniprocessor systems are consistent with the results obtained

in [46].

3.10 Discussion and Conclusions

This chapter has described an SVM system for SMP nodes, which attempts to use

the hardware sharing within the SMP as much as possible and reduce the frequency

of software protocol involvement, and we have tried to understand its performance,

particularly in comparison with the baseline SVM protocol across uniprocessors.

We find that for the same total processor count, using SMP nodes improves per-

formance for both the all–software HLRC protocol and the AURC protocol that uses

hardware remote write support, particularly when the protocols and applications are

designed and used properly. This is despite the fact that the traffic pressure on the

memory and I/O buses tends to increase. In some cases imbalances are introduced

because of increased contention, and overall benefits are reduced. However, the re-

duction in the number of remote page fetches and in synchronization cost tends to

overshadow the increased contention, resulting in a small improvement in some ap-

plications and a substantial improvement in others. Preliminary experiments show

that even when performance degrades due to contention on the I/O bus (which in-

terfaces to the network), it can be alleviated by increasing I/O bus bandwidth with

the number of processors in an SMP node.

Out of ten applications, both protocols improve substantially with the use of

SMPs in five of them, in three there is a smaller improvement (or they perform the

same as in the uniprocessor node case), and for the other two results differ for each
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protocol with AURC-SMP performing worse than AURC for one application. For

two out of the three regular applications performance improves significantly with

SMP nodes for both protocols. An exception to this is FFT, with its all–to–all

communication, which exhibits no significant improvement. Among the irregular

applications, Barnes-rebuild, Volrend, and Water-spatial benefit in both protocols,

Barnes-spatial and Water-nsquared do not exhibit any significant improvement, and

the last two applications, Radix and Raytrace, behave differently under each protocol.

Radix improves with HLRC-SMP but performs worse with AURC-SMP, and Raytrace

improves with AURC-SMP and exhibits no improvement with HLRC-SMP. In many

cases there is a large reduction in the number of remote (cross–node) page fetches

due to the use of SMP nodes, even larger than expected from inherent interprocess

communication patterns, due to the interactions with page granularity. However,

performance does not increase as much as expected even in these cases, because

the reduction is uneven across processors so there is significant load imbalance in

communication costs.

We have also examined the effectiveness of automatic update support for shared

virtual memory on modern systems. We first discussed how the original AURC proto-

col, which relies on write–through second–level caches, can be extended to work with

modern systems that have write–back caches (WBAURC-SMP). Then we compared

the performance of the three protocols, HLRC-SMP, AURC-SMP and WBAURC-

SMP, on a system with commodity network interfaces. WBAURC-SMP solves the

performance problems that arise with AURC-SMP due to the increased traffic in SMP

systems and yields better performance than both AURC-SMP and an all–software

HLRC-SMP for a range of irregular applications.

For many regular applications, hardware support for AU is not particularly useful.

The nature of these applications is such that if they are structured well there is little
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need for diffing or write propagation, and if not then they perform poorly with all

protocols.

The main advantage of AURC-SMP and WBAURC-SMP over HLRC-SMP is that,

the hardware assisted protocols avoid diff computation and application. This protocol

processing overhead is especially damaging to HLRC-SMP because it is incurred at

synchronization points, where it can have a cascading effect on serialization. This

shows up substantially in applications with either a lot of locking (e.g., Barnes-rebuild)

or with a few locks that are heavily contended (e.g., Volrend due to task queues and

Water-nsquared in the force updates). In the latter, lock requests have to wait a while

in incoming queues while previous lock or other requests are being serviced (whether

locally at the previous owner or remotely). AURC-SMP and WBAURC-SMP are

substantially advantageous in these cases even with commodity NIs.

On the other hand, AURC-SMP can lead to a lot of AU traffic when the homes of

pages being written are not local. It performs worse than HLRC-SMP in applications

that cause a lot of raw AU and data traffic (e.g., Radix) and in which the AU traffic in

queues slows down important request or control messages that are in the critical path.

Separate queues and/or priorities for different types of messages might be useful here.

AURC-SMP is also less robust in performance to poor placement of pages across

memories. A potential disadvantage of WBAURC-SMP is that it occupies system

resources with AU traffic over a larger amount of time. Overall, WBAURC-SMP is

always close to the best performing protocol (with the exception of Raytrace) since

it combines the advantages of both.

The use of lower–occupancy, customized rather than commodity NIs improves

AURC-SMP and WBAURC-SMP performance substantially for the latter class of

applications in which outgoing AU traffic is a problem; namely, Radix and to some

extent Water-spatial. Barnes and Volrend for instance are hardly affected, since the
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problem there is lock cost exacerbated by page misses within critical sections, not

raw traffic. Applications that suffer due to control messages getting stuck in queues

behind outgoing or incoming AU packets are also not helped as much.

Our analysis identifies several key outstanding problems for home–based SVM

systems, whether or not AU–based approaches are used; i.e. even successful use of

AU does not alleviate them fully. Several of these have been observed in earlier

research. In the communication layer, critical control messages like requests get

stuck behind other messages in queues. Interrupts are expensive and can increase

this queuing effect [12]. Possible solutions to these problems are to use priorities or

separate queues for different message types, and to use a smart network interface

to perform some of the data movement and synchronization functions instead of

interrupting the processor [11]. In the protocol layer, the homes of locks and pages

are often not assigned well in irregular applications, which can hurt performance

quite a bit due to serialization and request queuing in some cases (e.g., Volrend).

And highly contended locks that protect migratory data pose a problem, which can

perhaps be solved by using different protocols when this pattern is detected. Protocol

overheads and contention due to diffing at barriers also requires addressing. Finally,

the application layer can have dramatic performance effects that exceed those of

all other layers, as seen in Barnes in this chapter and more generally in an earlier

study [47].



Chapter 4

SVM perfromance Bottlenecks

We saw in Chapter 3 that using SMP nodes improves the performance of SVM.

However, it is not clear how much better one can do by improving the either the

SVM protocols or the communication architecture. In this and the next chapters we

will address these issuses.

This Chapter investigates the importance of communication architecture param-

eters on application performance and reveals the most important system bottlenecks

with respect to the communication architecture. There has been a lot of effort in

providing cost–effective SVM systems by employing software only solutions on clus-

ters of high–end workstations coupled with high–bandwidth, low–latency commodity

networks. Much of the work so far has focused on improving protocols, and there has

been some work on restructuring applications to perform better on SVM systems.

The result of this progress has been the promise for good performance on a range

of applications at least in the 16–32 processor range. New system area networks

and network interfaces provide significantly lower overhead, lower latency and higher

bandwidth communication in clusters, inexpensive SMPs have become common as

the nodes of these clusters, and SVM protocols are now quite mature. With this

127
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progress, it is now useful to examine what are the important system bottlenecks that

stand in the way of effective parallel performance; in particular, which parameters

of the communication architecture are most important to improve further relative to

processor speed, which ones are already adequate on modern systems for most ap-

plications, and how will this change with technology in the future. Such information

can assist system designers in determining where to focus their energies in improving

performance, and users in determining what system characteristics are appropriate

for their applications.

We find that the most important system cost to improve is the overhead of generat-

ing and delivering interrupts. Improving network interface (and I/O bus) bandwidth

relative to processor speed helps some bandwidth–bound applications, but currently

available ratios of bandwidth to processor speed are already adequate for many others.

Surprisingly, neither the processor overhead for handling messages nor the occupancy

of the communication interface in preparing and pushing packets through the network

appear to require much improvement.

4.1 Methodology

Chapter 3.5 presents the details of the architectural simulator. In this section we

focus on the methodology used in this study.

As mentioned earlier, we focus on the following performance parameters of the

communication architecture: host overhead, I/O bus bandwidth, network interface

occupancy, and interrupt cost. We do not examine network link latency, since it

is a small and usually constant part of the end–to–end latency, in system area net-

works (SAN). These parameters describe the basic features of the communication

subsystem. The rest of the parameters in the system, for example cache and memory
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configuration, total number of processors, etc. remain constant.

When a message is exchanged between two hosts, it is put in a post queue at the

network interface. In an asynchronous send operation, which we assume, the sender

is free to continue with useful work. The network interface processes the request,

prepares packets, and queues them in an outgoing network queue, incurring an occu-

pancy per packet. After transmission, each packet enters an incoming network queue

at the receiver, where it is processed by the network interface and then deposited

directly in host memory without causing an interrupt [16, 24]. Thus, the interrupt

cost is an overhead related not so much to data transfer but to processing requests.

While we examine a range of values for each parameter, in varying a parameter

we usually keep the others fixed at the set of achievable values (see Section 1.3).

Recall that these are the values we might consider achievable currently, on systems

that provide optimized operating system support for interrupts. We choose relatively

aggressive fixed values so that the effects of the parameter being varied are observed.

In more detail:

• Host Overhead is the time the host processor itself is busy sending a message.

The range of this parameter is from a few cycles to post a send in systems that

support asynchronous sends, up to the time needed to transfer the message

data from the host memory to the network interface when synchronous sends

are used. If asynchronous sends are available, an achievable value for the host

overhead is a few hundred processor cycles. Recall that there is no processor

overhead for a data transfer at the destination end. The range of values we

consider is between 0 (or almost 0) processor cycles and 10000 processor cycles

(about 50µs with a 5ns processor clock). Systems that support asynchronous

sends will probably be closer to the smaller values and systems with synchronous
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sends will be closer to the higher values depending on the message size. The

achievable value we use is an overhead of 600 processor cycles per message.

• The I/O Bus Bandwidth determines the host to network bandwidth (relative

to processor speed). In contemporary systems this is the limiting hardware

component for the available node–to–network bandwidth; network links and

memory buses tend to be much faster. The range of values for the I/O bus

bandwidth is from 0.25 MBytes per–processor clock MHz up to 2 MBytes per–

processor clock MHz (or 50 MBytes/s to 400 MBytes/s assuming a 200 MHz

processor clock). The achievable value is 0.5 MBytes/MHz, or 100 MBytes/s

assuming a 200 MHz processor clock.

• Network Interface Occupancy is the time spent on the network interface prepar-

ing each packet. Network interfaces employ either custom state machines or

network processors (general purpose or custom designs) to perform this pro-

cessing. Thus, processing costs on the network interface vary widely. We vary

the occupancy of the network interface from almost 0 to 10000 processor cycles

(about 50µs with a 5ns processor clock) per packet. The achievable value we

use is 1000 main processor cycles, or about 5µs assuming a 200 MHz processor

clock. This value is realistic for the currently available programmable NIs, given

that the programmable communication assist on the NI is usually much slower

than the main processor.

• Interrupt cost is the cost to issue an interrupt between two processors in the

same SMP node, or the cost to interrupt a processor from the network inter-

face. It includes the cost of context switches and operating system processing.

Although the interrupt cost is not a parameter of the communication subsys-

tem, it is an important aspect of SVM systems. Interrupt cost depends on the
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operating system used; it can vary greatly from system to system, affecting the

performance portability of SVM across different platforms. We therefore vary

the interrupt cost from free interrupts (0 processor cycles) to 50000 processor

cycles for both issuing and delivering an interrupt (total 100000 processor cy-

cles or 500 µs with a 5ns processor clock). The achievable value we use is 500

processor cycles, which results in a cost of 1000 cycles for a null interrupt. This

choice is significantly more aggressive than what current operating systems pro-

vide. However it is achievable with fast interrupt technology [92]. We use it

as the achievable value when varying other parameters to ensure that interrupt

cost does not swamp out the effects of varying those parameters.

To capture the effects of each parameter separately, we keep the other parameters

fixed at their achievable values. Where necessary, we also perform additional guided

simulations to further clarify the results.

In addition to the results obtained by varying parameters and the results obtained

for the achievable parameter values, an interesting result is the speedup obtained by

using the best value in our range for each parameter. This limits the performance

that can be obtained by improving the communication architecture within our range

of parameters. The parameter values for the best configuration are: host overhead

is 0 processor cycles, I/O bus bandwidth is equal to the memory bus bandwidth,

network interface occupancy per packet is 200 processor cycles and total interrupt

cost is 0 processor cycles. In this best configuration, contention is still modeled since

the values for the other system parameters are still nonzero. Table 4.1 summarizes

the values of each parameter. With a 200 MHz processor, the achievable set of

values discussed above assumes the parameter values: host overhead is 600 processor

cycles, memory bus bandwidth is 400 MBytes/s, I/O bus bandwidth is 100 MBytes/s,
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network interface occupancy per packet is 1000 processor cycles and total interrupt

cost is 1000 processor cycles.

Parameter Range Achievable Best
Host Overhead (cycles) 0-10000 600 ∼0
I/O Bus Bandwidth (MBytes/MHz) 0.25-2 0.5 2
NI Occupancy (cycles) 0-10000 1000 200
Interrupt Cost(cycles) 0-50000 500 ∼0

Table 4.1: Ranges and achievable and best values of the communication parameters
under consideration.

4.2 Effects of Communication Parameters

Application Host Ovrhd NI Occup I/O b/w Intrpt Cost Page Size Procs/Node

FFT 22.6% 11.9% 40.8% 86.6% 72.6% 13.8%
LU-cont 17.9% 7.5% 15.9% 70.8% 34.4% -35.3%
Ocean-cont 4.5% 2.8% 6.5% 35.2% 19.6% 63.2%
Water-nsq 32.4% 16.6% 10.8% 83.2% 62.2% -87.1%
Water-spa 23.7% 8.5% 8.9% 67.9% 51.0% -87.5%
Radix 35.8% -31.8% 77.6% 58.7% -368.2% -699.4%
Volrend 34.7% 12.8% 15.7% 91.3% 63.9% -68.1%
Raytrace 8.2% 2.9% 8.9% 52.3% 9.1% -16.1%
Barnes-reb 40.7% 21.8% 44.8% 80.3% 71.5% -383.4%
Barnes-spa 4.4% -0.6% 27.5% 59.0% -109.6% -49.4%

Table 4.2: Maximum Slowdowns with respect to the various communication param-
eters for the range of values with which we experiment. Negative numbers indicate
speedups.

In this section we present the effects of each parameter on the performance of an all–

software HLRC-SMP protocol for a range of values. Table 4.2 presents the maximum

slowdowns for each application for the parameters under consideration. The maxi-

mum slowdown is computed from the speedups for the smallest and biggest values

considered for each parameter, keeping all other parameters at their achievable values.
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Negative numbers indicate speedups. The rest of this section discusses the parameters

one by one. For each parameter we also identify the application characteristics that

most closely predict the effect of that parameter. The next section will take a differ-

ent cut, looking at the bottlenecks on a per–application rather than per–parameter

basis. At the end of this section we also present results for AURC-SMP.
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Figure 4.1: Effects of host overhead on application performance. The data points
for each application correspond to a host overhead of 0, 600, 1000, 5000, and 10000
processor cycles.

Host overhead: Figure 4.1 shows that the slowdown due to the host overhead

is generally low, especially for realistic values of asynchronous message overheads.

However, it varies among applications from less than 10% for Barnes-spatial, Ocean-

contiguous and Raytrace to more than 35% for Volrend, Radix and Barnes-rebuild

across the entire range of values. In general, applications that send more messages

exhibit a higher dependency on the host overhead. This can be seen in Figure 4.2,

which shows two curves. One is the slowdown of each application between the smallest

and highest host overheads that we simulate, normalized to the biggest of these
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Figure 4.2: Relation between slowdown due to Host Overhead and Number of Mes-
sages sent.

slowdowns. The second curve is the number of messages sent by each processor per–

106 compute cycles, normalized to the biggest of these numbers of messages. Note that

with asynchronous messages, host overheads will be on the low side of our range, so

we can conclude that host overhead for sending messages is not a major performance

factor for coarse grain SVM systems and is unlikely to become so in the near future.

Network interface occupancy: Figure 4.3 shows that network interface occu-

pancy has even a smaller effect than host overhead on performance, for realistic

occupancies. Most applications are insensitive to it, with the exception of a couple of

applications that send a large number of messages. For these applications, slowdowns

of up to 22% are observed at the highest occupancy values. The speedup observed

for Radix is in reality caused by timing issues (contention is the bottleneck in Radix).
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Figure 4.3: Effects of network interface occupancy on application performance. The
data points for each application correspond to a network occupancy of 50, 250, 500,
1000, 2000, and 10000 processor cycles.

I/O bus bandwidth: Figure 4.4 shows the effect of I/O bandwidth on application

performance. Reducing the bandwidth results in slowdowns of up to 82%, with 4

out of 11 applications exhibiting slowdowns of more than 40%. However, many other

applications are not so dependent on bandwidth, and only FFT, Radix, and Barnes-

rebuild benefit much from increasing the I/O bus bandwidth beyond the achievable

relationships to processor speed today. Of course, this does not mean that it is not

important to worry about improving bandwidth. As processor speed increases, if

bandwidth trends do not keep up, we will quickly find ourselves at the relationship

reflected by the lower bandwidth case we examine (or even worse). What it does

mean is that if bandwidth keeps up with processor speed, it is not likely to be the

major limitation on SVM systems for applications.

Figure 4.5 shows the dependency between bandwidth and the number of bytes sent

per processor for each application. As before, units are normalized to the maximum

of the numbers presented for each curve. Applications that exchange a lot of data,
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Figure 4.4: Effects of I/O bandwidth on application performance. The data points
for each application correspond to an I/O bandwidth of 2, 1, 0.5 and 0.25 MBytes
per–processor clock MHz, or 400, 200, 100, and 50 MBytes/s assuming a 200 MHz
processor.

not necessarily a lot of messages, need higher bandwidth.

Interrupt cost: Figure 4.6 shows that interrupt cost is a very important param-

eter in the system. Unlike bandwidth, it affects the performance of all applications

dramatically, and in many cases a relatively small increase in interrupt cost leads to

a big performance degradation. For most applications, interrupt costs of up to about

2000 processor cycles for each of initiation and delivery do not seem to hurt much.

However, commercial systems typically have much higher interrupt costs. Increasing

the interrupt cost beyond this point begins to hurt sharply. All applications have a

slowdown of more than 50% when the interrupt cost varies from 0 to 50000 proces-

sor cycles (except Ocean-contiguous that exhibits an anomaly since the way pages

are distributed among processors changes with interrupt cost). This suggests that

architectures and operating systems should work harder to improving interrupt costs
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Figure 4.5: Relation between slowdown due to I/O Bus Bandwidth and Number of
Bytes transferred.

if they are to support SVM well, and SVM protocols should try to avoid interrupts

as much as possible, Figure 4.7 shows that the slowdown due to the interrupt cost is

closely related to the number of protocol events that cause interrupts—page fetches

and remote lock acquires.

With SMP nodes there are many options for how interrupts may be handled within

a node. Our protocol uses one particular method. Systems with uniprocessor nodes

have less options, so we experimented with such configurations as well. We found

that interrupt cost is important in that case as well. The only difference is that the

system seems to be a little less sensitive to interrupt costs of between 2500 and 5000

cycles. After this range, performance degrades quickly as in the SMP configuration.

We also experimented with round robin interrupt delivery and the results look

similar to the case where all interrupts are delivered to a fixed processor in each

SMP. Overall performance seems to increase slightly, compared to the static interrupt
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Figure 4.6: Effects of interrupt cost on application performance. The six bars for
each application correspond to an interrupt cost of 0, 500, 1000, 2500, 5000, 10000,
and 50000 processor cycles.

scheme, but as in the static scheme it degrades quickly as interrupt cost increases.

Moreover implementing such a scheme in a real system may be complicated and may

incur additional costs.

AURC-SMP: As mentioned in the introduction, besides HLRC-SMP, we also used

AURC-SMP to study the effect of the communication parameters when using hard-

ware support for automatic write propagation instead of software diffs. The results

look very similar to HLRC-SMP, with the exception that network interface occupancy

is much more important in AURC-SMP. The automatic update mechanism may gen-

erate more traffic through the network interface because new values for the same data

may be sent multiple times to the home node before a release. More importantly, the

number of packets may increase significantly since updates are sent at a much finer

granularity, so if they are apart in space or time they may not be coalesced well into

packets. Figure 4.8 shows how performance changes as the NI overhead increases for
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Figure 4.7: Relation between slowdown due to Interrupt cost and Number of Page
Fetches and Remote Lock Acquires.

both regular and irregular applications.

4.3 Limitations on Application Performance

In this section we examine the difference in performance between the best configu-

ration and an ideal system (where the speedup is computed only from the compute

and local stall times, ignoring communication and synchronization costs), and the

difference in performance between the achievable and the best configuration on a per–

application basis. Recall that best stands for the configuration where all communica-

tion parameters assume their best value, and achievable stands for the configuration

where the communication parameters assume their achievable values. The goal is to

identify the application properties and architectural parameters that are responsible

for the difference between the best and the ideal performance, and the parameters
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Figure 4.8: Effects of network interface occupancy on application performance for
AURC-SMP. The data points for each application correspond to a network occupancy
of 50, 250, 500, 1000, 2000, and 10000 processor cycles.

that are responsible for the difference between the achievable and the best perfor-

mance. The speedups for each configuration will be called ideal, best and achievable

respectively. Table 4.3 shows these speedups for all applications. In many cases, the

achievable speedup is close to the best speedup. However, in some cases (FFT, Radix,

Barnes-rebuild) there remains a gap. The performance with the best configuration is

often quite far from the ideal speedup. To understand these effects, let us examine

each application separately.

FFT: The best speedup for FFT is about 13.5. The difference from the ideal

speedup of 16.2 comes from data wait time at page faults, which have a cost even for

the best configuration, despite the very high bandwidth and the zero–cost interrupts.

The achievable speedup is about 7.7. There are two major parameters responsible

for this drop in performance: the cost of interrupts and the bandwidth of the I/O

bus. Making the interrupt cost 0 results in a speedup of 11, while increasing the I/O
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Application Best Achievable Ideal
FFT 13.5 7.7 16.2

LU-contiguous 13.7 14.0 18.9
Ocean-contiguous 10.5 13.0 16.0
Water-nsquared 9.9 9.0 15.8
Water-spatial 13.7 13.3 15.8

Radix 7.0 3.0 16.1
Volrend 10.9 9.40 15.4
Raytrace 15.6 14.8 16.4

Barnes-rebuild 5.9 3.9 15.4
Barnes-spatial 14.5 12.5 15.6

Table 4.3: Best and Achievable Speedups for each application

bus bandwidth to the memory bus bandwidth gives a speedup of 10. Modifying both

parameters at the same time gives a speedup almost the same as the best speedup.

LU-contiguous: The best speedup is 13.7. The difference from the ideal speedup

is due to load imbalances in communication and due to barrier cost. The achievable

speedup for LU-contiguous is about the same as the best speedup, since this applica-

tion has very low communication to computation ratio, so communication is not the

problem.

Ocean-contiguous: The best speedup for Ocean-contiguous is 10.55. The reason

for this is that when the interrupt cost is 0 an anomaly is observed in first touch page

allocation and the speedup is very low due to a large number of page faults. The

achievable speedup is 13.0, with the main cost being that of barrier synchronization.

It is worth noting that speedups in Ocean-contiguous are artificially high because of

local cache effects: a processor’s working set does not fit in cache on a uniprocessor,

but does fit in the cache with 16 processors. Thus the sequential version performs

poorly due to the high cache stall time.
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Barnes-rebuild: The best speedup for Barnes-rebuild is 5.90. The difference from

the ideal is because of page faults in the large number of critical sections (locks). The

achievable speedup is 3.9. The difference between the best and achievable speedups

in the presence of page faults is because synchronization wait time is even higher

due to the increased protocol costs. These increased costs are mostly because of the

host overhead (a loss of about 1 in the speedup) and the NI occupancy (about 0.8).

To verify all these we disabled remote page fetches in the simulator so that all page

faults appear to be local. The speedup becomes 14.64 in the best and 10.62 in the

achievable cases respectively. The gap between the best and the achievable speedups

is again due to host and NI overheads.

Barnes-spatial: The second version of Barnes we run is an improved version with

minimal locking [47]. The best speedup is 14.5, close to the ideal. The achievable

speedup is 12.5. The difference between these two is mainly because of the lower

available I/O bandwidth in the achievable case. This increases the data wait time in

an imbalanced way.

Water-nsquared: The best speedup for Water-nsquared is 9.9 and the achievable

speedup is about 9. The reason for the not very high best speedup is page faults

that occur in contended critical sections, greatly increasing serialization at locks. If

we artificially disable remote page faults the best speedup increases from 9.9 to 14.1.

The cost for locks in this artificial case is very small and the non-ideal speedup is due

to imbalances in the computation itself.

Water-spatial: The best speedup is 13.75. The difference from ideal is mainly due

to small imbalances in the computation and lock wait time. Data wait time is very

small. The achievable speedup is about 13.3.
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Radix: The best speedup for Radix is 7. The difference from the ideal speedup of

16.1 is due to data wait time, which is exaggerated by contention even at the best

parameter values, and the resulting imbalances among processors which lead to high

synchronization time. The imbalances are observed to be due to contention in the

network interface. The achievable speedup is only 3. The difference from the best

speedup is due to the same factors: data wait time is much higher and much more

imbalanced due to much greater contention effects. The main parameter responsible

for this is I/O bus bandwidth. For instance, if we quadruple I/O bus bandwidth the

achievable speedup for Radix becomes 7, just like the best speedup.

Raytrace: Raytrace performs very well. The best speedup is 15.64 and the achiev-

able speedup 14.80.

Volrend: The best speedup is 10.95. The reason for this low number is imbalances

in the computation itself due to the cost of task stealing, and large lock wait times

due to page faults in critical sections. If we artificially eliminate all remote page

faults, then computation is perfectly balanced and synchronization costs are negligible

(speedup is 14.9 in this fictional case). The achievable speedup is 9.40, close to the

best speedup.

We see that the difference between ideal and best performance is due to page

faults that occur in critical sections, I/O bandwidth limitations and imbalances in

the communication and computation, and the difference between best and achievable

performance is primarily due to the interrupt cost and I/O bandwidth limitations

and less due to the host overhead. Overall, application performance on SVM systems

today appears to be limited primarily by interrupt cost, and next by I/O bus band-

width. Host overhead and NI occupancy per packet are substantially less significant,
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and in that order.

4.4 Page Size and Degree of Clustering

In addition to the performance parameters of the communication architecture dis-

cussed above, the granularities of coherence and data transfer–i.e. the page size–and

the number of processors per node are two other important parameters that affect the

behavior of the system. They play an important role in determining the amount of

communication that takes place in the system, the cost of which is then determined

by the performance parameters.
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Figure 4.9: Effects of page size on application performance. The data points for each
application correspond to a page size of 2 KBytes, 4 KBytes, 8 KBytes, 16 KBytes,
and 32 KBytes.

Page size: The page size in the system is important for many reasons. It defines

the size of the transfers, since in all software protocols data fetches are performed

at page sizes. It also affects the amount of false sharing in the system, which is
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very important for SVM. These two aspects of the page size conflict with each other:

bigger pages reduce the number of messages in the system if spatial locality is well

exploited in communication, but they increase the amount of false sharing, and vice

versa. Moreover, different page sizes lead to different amounts of fragmentation in

memory, which may result in wasted resources. Figure 4.9 shows that the effects of

page size on applications vary a lot. Most applications seem to favor smaller page

sizes, with the exception of Radix that benefits a lot from bigger pages. We vary the

page size between 2 KBytes and 32 KBytes pages. Most systems today support either

4 KBytes or 8 KBytes pages. We should note two caveats in our study with respect

to page size. First, we did not tune the applications specifically to the different page

sizes. Second, the effects of the page size are often related to the problem sizes that

are used. For applications in which the amount of false sharing and fragmentation (i.e.

the granularity of access interleaving in memory from different processors) changes

with problem size, larger problems that run on real systems may benefit from larger

pages (i.e. FFT).

Cluster size: The degree of clustering is the number of processors per node. Fig-

ure 4.10 shows that for most applications greater clustering helps even if the memory

configuration and bandwidths are kept the same 1. We use cluster sizes of 1, 4, 8

and 16 processors, always keeping the total number of processors in the system at

16. These configurations cover the range from a uniprocessor node configuration to

a cache–coherent, bus–based multiprocessor. Typical SVM systems today use either

uniprocessor or 4–way SMP nodes. A couple of interesting points emerge. First,

unlike most applications, for Ocean-contiguous the optimal clustering is four proces-
1This assumption, of keeping the memory subsystem the same and increasing the number of

processors per node is not very realistic, since systems with higher degrees of clustering usually have
a more aggressive memory subsystem as well, and are likely to provide greater node–to–network
bandwidth.
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Figure 4.10: Effects of cluster size on application performance. The data points for
each application correspond to a cluster size of 1, 4, 8, and 16 processors per node.

sors per node. The reason is that Ocean-contiguous generates a lot of local traffic

on the memory bus due to capacity and conflict misses, and more processors on the

bus exacerbate this problem. On the other hand, Ocean-contiguous benefits a lot

from clustering because of the communication pattern. Thus when four processors

per node are used, the performance improvement over one processor per node comes

from sharing. When the system has more than four processors per node, the memory

bus is saturated and although the system benefits from sharing, performance is de-

grading because of memory bus contention. Radix and FFT also put greatly increased

pressure on the shared bus. The cross–node SVM communication however, is very

high and the reduction in it via increased spatial locality at page grain due to cluster-

ing outweighs this problem. The second important point is that the applications that

perform very poorly under SVM do very well on a shared bus system at this scale.

The reason is that these applications either exhibit a lot of synchronization or make

fine grain accesses, both of which are much cheaper on a hardware–coherent shared
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bus architecture. For example, applications where the problem in SVM is page faults

within critical sections (i.e. Barnes-rebuild) perform much better on this architecture.

These results show that bus bandwidth is not the most significant problem for these

applications at this scale, and the use of hardware coherence and synchronization

outweighs the problems of sharing a bus.

In Chapter 3 we discussed the protocol and performance implications for extend-

ing HLRC to support small–scale SMPs (HLRC-SMP). Also, Section 3.5 presents

statistics about the applications for systems with 1,4 and 8 processors per node. To

further explore the effects of clustering with our protocol we examine the performance

of the system when the number of processors per node varies from 1 to 4 to 8, always

keeping the total number of processors at 16. An important problem that occurs

with clustering is that the useful computation within a node speeds up faster than

the communication across nodes is reduced, putting more stress on the now shared

note–to–network bandwidth. We conduct two experiments. In the first we keep I/O

bandwidth constant at 100 MBytes/s as the number of processors increase, whereas

in the second we also increase the I/O and node–to–network bandwidth with cluster

size from 100 MBytes/s to 200 MBytes/s to 400 MBytes/s. Figure 4.11 shows how the

speedup varies with cluster size. Each application has three bars that correspond to a

configuration with 1,4 and 8 processors per node. The white bars for each application

represent speedups as the cluster size increases and the bandwidth remains constant

to 100 MBytes/s. The black additions to each bar represent the additional speedup

gain as bandwidth increases with cluster size from 100 MBytes/s to 200 MBytes/s

to 400 MBytes/s. In cases where applications had poor performance on uniprocessor

systems, using SMPs helps substantially. Especially, if bandwidth is increased as well,

the performance of applications that are traditionally difficult for SVM (i.e. Radix)
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Figure 4.11: Applications speedups for HLRC-SMP with increasing cluster size.

In conclusion, we find that, when comparing 4–way SMP nodes versus uniprocessor

nodes for the same total processor count (through detailed architectural simulations),

performance improves substantially with the use of SMPs in six out of ten very

different applications. The other four show a smaller improvement. All applications

improve further when 8–way SMP nodes are used, except Ocean-contiguous where

the problem becomes saturation of the memory bus inside each node. Among the

irregular applications we examine, Barnes-rebuild, Radix, Volrend and Water-spatial

benefit substantially and Barnes-spatial, Raytrace and Water-nsquared do not exhibit

any significant improvement.
2For Ocean-contiguous the best case is always four processors per node. The reason for this is the

communication pattern of nearest neighbor and the limited memory bus bandwidth. If the number
of processors per node is less than four, then protocol costs are high, because of the communication
pattern. If the cluster size is bigger than four, then, although protocol costs do not increase, the
contention on the memory bus becomes a problem reducing performance.
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4.5 Related Work

Our work is similar in spirit to some earlier studies, conducted in [64, 41], but in

different context. In [64], the authors examine the impact of communication param-

eters on end performance of a network of workstations with the applications being

written in Split-C on top of Generic Active Messages. They find that application per-

formance demonstrates a linear dependence on host overhead and on the gap between

transmissions of fine grain messages. For SVM, we find these parameters to not be

so important since their cost is usually amortized over page granularity. Applications

were found to be quite tolerant to latency and bulk transfer bandwidth in the split-C

study as well.

In [41], Holt et al. find that the occupancy of the communication controller

is critical to good performance in DSM machines that provide communication and

coherence at cache line granularity. Overhead is not so significant there (unlike in [64])

since it is very small.

In [49], Karlsson et al. find that the latency and bandwidth of an ATM switch

is acceptable in a clustered SVM architecture. In [53] a Lazy Release Consistency

protocol for hardware cache–coherence is presented. In a very different context, they

find that applications are more sensitive to the bandwidth than the latency component

of communication.

Several studies have also examined the performance of different SVM systems

across multiprocessor nodes and compared it with the performance of configurations

with uniprocessor nodes. Erlichson et al. [28] find that clustering helps shared memory

applications. Yeung et al. in [99] find this to be true for SVM systems in which each

node is a hardware coherent DSM machine. In [9], they find that the same is true

in general for all software SVM systems, and for SVM systems with support for
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automatic write propagation.

4.6 Discussion and Conclusions

This work shows that there is room for improving SVM cluster performance in various

directions:

• Interrupts. Since reducing the cost of interrupts in the system can improve

performance significantly, an important direction for future work is to design

SVM systems that reduce the frequency and/or the cost of interrupts. Polling,

better operating system support, or support for remote fetches that do not

involve the remote processor are mechanisms that can help in this direction.

Operating system and architectural support for inexpensive interrupts would

improve system performance. Unfortunately this is not always achieved, es-

pecially in commercial systems. In these cases, protocol modifications (using

non–interrupting remote fetch operations) or implementation optimizations (us-

ing polling instead of interrupts) can improve system performance and lead to

more predictable and portable performance across different architectures and

operating systems. Polling can be done either by instrumenting the applications

or (in SMP systems) by reserving one processor for protocol processing. Recent

results for interrupts versus polling in SVM systems vary. One study finds that

polling may add a significant overhead, leading to inferior performance than

interrupts for page grain SVM systems [101]. On the other hand, Stets et al.

find that polling gives generally better results than interrupts [91]. We believe

more research is needed on modern systems to understand the role of polling.

Another interesting direction that we are exploring is moving some of the pro-

tocol processing itself to the network processor found in programmable network
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interfaces like such as Myrinet, thus reducing the need for interrupting the main

processor.

• System bandwidth. Providing high bandwidth is also important, to keep up

with increasing processor speeds. Although fast system interconnects are avail-

able, software performance is, in practice, rarely close to what the hardware

provides. Low level communication libraries fail to deliver close to raw hard-

ware performance in many cases. Further work on low level communication

interfaces may also be helpful in providing low–cost, high–performance SVM

systems. Multiple network interfaces per node is another approach that can in-

crease the available bandwidth. In this case protocol changes may be necessary

to ensure proper event ordering.

• Clustering. Up to the scale we examined, adding more processors per node helps

in almost all cases. In applications where performance does not increase quickly

with the cluster size, scaling of other system parameters, such as memory bus

and I/O bandwidth, can have the desirable effects.

• Applications. In doing this work we found that restructuring applications is

an area that can make a big difference. Understanding how an application

behaves and restructuring it properly can dramatically improve performance far

beyond the improvement in system parameters or protocols [47]. This however,

is not always easy, and, unfortunately, not many tools are available in parallel

systems to help easily discover the cause of bottlenecks and obtain insight about

application restructuring needs, especially when contention is a major problem

as it often is in commodity–based communication architectures. Architectural

simulators are one of the few tools that can currently be used to understand

how an application behaves in detail.
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We should point out that this work is limited to a certain family of home–based

SVM protocols. Other systems—for instance fine grain SVM systems—may exhibit

different behavior and dependencies on communication parameters. Similar studies

for other protocols and architectures can help us understand better the differences

and similarities among SVM systems.

Application PFaults PFetches Rem Acq Loc Acq Bar MB Sent Msgs Sent
FFT 1.46 1.70 - - 2.00 1.75 1.70
LU-cont 1.94 2.53 1.86 2.00 1.90 12.90 3.66
Ocean-cont 0.75 0.53 2.77 1.57 1.99 2.50 1.95
Water-nsq 2.89 2.63 1.40 2.50 1.99 2.80 2.37
Water-spa 1.85 2.05 1.68 2.26 1.98 2.00 2.08
Radix 1.83 2.43 2.70 4.10 1.99 2.19 2.38
Volrend 1.45 1.79 - - 1.98 1.90 1.35
Raytrace 2.08 2.08 1.33 2.40 2.00 2.08 1.83

Table 4.4: Ratios of protocol events for a 32 and a 16 processor configuration (4
processor per node). The high ratio for LU is due to the page allocation policy that
depends on the number of processors. With 32 processors in the system, pages are
not allocated properly and there is a lot of traffic in the system due to diffs.

This work was based on a 16 processor system. To address the question of what

happens in bigger systems we run some experiments with a 32 processor configura-

tion and compared the number of protocol events between the two configurations.

Table 4.4 shows the ratios of protocol events and communication traffic between a 32

and a 16 processor configuration. In most cases the event counts scale proportionally

with the size of the system which leads us to believe that the results presented so far

will hold for bigger configurations as well (at least up to 32 processors). Moreover,

with larger problem sizes the problems related to the communication architecture are

usually alleviated. However, more sophisticated scaling models, that take into account

the problem size, may be necessary for more detailed and accurate predictions.
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Another important question is how are these communication parameters going to

scale with time. It seems that the parameters that closely follow hardware perfor-

mance (host overhead, network interface occupancy, bandwidth) have more potential

for getting better (relative to processor speeds) than interrupt cost which depends on

the operating system and on special architectural support.

In conclusion, we have examined the effects of communication parameters to a

family of SVM protocols. Through detailed architectural simulations of a cluster of

SMPs and a variety of applications, we find that most applications are very sensitive

to interrupt cost, and a few would benefit from improvements in bandwidth relative

to processor speed as well. Unbalanced systems with relatively high interrupt costs

and low I/O bandwidth can result in substantial losses in application performance. In

these cases we observe slowdowns of more than 90% (a factor of 10 longer execution

time). However, most applications are not sensitive to host overhead and network

interface occupancy.

Most regular applications can achieve very good SVM performance under the

best configuration of parameters. For irregular applications, though, even this best

performance can be low. This is mainly due to serialization effects in critical sections,

i.e. due to page faults incurred inside critical sections, which dilate the critical sections

and increase serialization. For example by reducing the amount of locking by using a

different algorithm for parallel tree building, the performance of Barnes improves by

a factor of 2-3.

Overall, the achievable application performance today is limited primarily by inter-

rupt cost and then by node to network bandwidth. Host overhead and NI occupancy

appear less important to improve relative to processor speed. If interrupts are free

and bandwidth high relative to the processor speed, then the achievable performance

approaches the best performance in most cases.



Chapter 5

Network Interface Support for

SVM

Chapter 4 explored the relationship of SVM application performance to the under-

lying communication architecture and revealed the significant system bottlenecks.

This chapter investigates the use of mechanisms in the software communication

layer and the underlying network interface to alleviate these bottlenecks and sub-

stantially enhance the performance of shared virtual memory (SVM) on clusters of

SMPs. To demonstrate the benefits of this approach we use a real implementation

with a programmable network interface as our prototype, but our extensions are

general–purpose and can be provided by network interfaces that do not employ a

programmable processor.

Previous work has studied several SVM systems and protocols through both im-

plementation and simulation [29, 44, 54, 7, 45, 100, 9, 10, 75], and has shown that

the use of SMP nodes indeed improves performance for software shared memory pro-

tocols [49, 9, 91, 78]. In all these cases however, speedups on a 16–processor system

were still found to be substantially lower than those expected from the programs on

154
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hardware–coherent machines. Figure 5.1 shows the comparison between an efficient

hardware–coherent machine and the all–software HLRC-SMP [75] system for several

applications; the processors used by the two systems are different, so a direct com-

parison cannot be made, but the qualitative result is clear. Thus, it is important to

develop techniques for improving SVM performance on clusters.

We examine how the protocol layer can take advantage of each mechanism in the

communication layer and be restructured accordingly. The final protocol (SVM-NI)

eliminates the need for interrupts and asynchronous protocol handling. For each

mechanism, we evaluate the impact on the end performance of ten applications with

widely varying characteristics. We demonstrate that substantial improvements in

performance can indeed be achieved, and find that different applications need differ-

ent mechanisms among the ones we use. Application performance improves by (min

-20.16%, avg 37.68%, max 117.6%) across all applications. individual components of

execution time targeted by each mechanism are reduced by even higher percentages.

Finally, we use a firmware performance monitor [60], integrated with the communica-

tion layer, to understand the drawbacks of the system, to identify interesting tradeoffs

in the protocol layer for future exploration, and to identify the remaining bottlenecks

in SVM performance that should be addressed next.

5.1 Approach and Related Work

As shown in Figure 5.1, for many applications the performance of shared virtual

memory (SVM) on clusters is far from the performance that hardware DSM systems

provide. This is despite the fact that system area networks (SANs) [17, 37, 43]

provide increasingly low latency (on the order of a few microseconds today) and

high bandwidth (on the order of 100 MBytes/s) in hardware, and communication
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Figure 5.1: Application speedups for a hardware DSM machine (Origin–2000) and an
SVM system (our base protocol).

software delivers almost all of this performance to user programs. However, network

interfaces also implement increased functionality compared to traditional local area

networks (LAN), which can be exploited to enhance SVM performance. For example,

the network interface in SHRIMP [16] and the DEC Memory Channel [37] provide

some form of automatic propagation of writes to remote memory, which is studied

in Chapter 3. Furthermore, SAN networks like Myrinet have started to provide

programmable processors on the network interface that can be used to implement

special functionality [17].

The capabilities of SAN network interfaces can be taken advantage of in several

ways:

1. To improve the performance of traditional send and receive operations.

2. To provide support for general–purpose data movement and synchronization

mechanisms that can be utilized by protocols to alleviate key bottlenecks.

3. To perform protocol processing itself in the network interface.
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The first type of support has been exploited in many SVM projects and is also

used in our base system, HLRC-SMP via the VMMC communication layer. At the

other end of the spectrum, the network interface can be used to perform full–blown

protocol processing, including diff creation and application and the management of

time–stamps and write notices. This approach requires that (i) the NI be fast enough

relative to the main processor at performing protocol operations, (ii) the NI be able

to access the application data and the protocol data quickly and safely, (iii) the

main processor and the NI have a consistent view of data mappings and protections.

Typically, this approach requires a fast communication coprocessor with similar access

to main memory as the main processor (e.g., on the memory bus instead of in the

network interface). The Intel Paragon provided such a communication architecture,

and this approach was taken for SVM in [100]; however, the performance benefit

in that case was found to be small. SANs that include a programmable processor

in the NI itself usually employ much slower processors (in terms of both clock rate

and the architectural features) than the host processor and do not have good fine–

grained access to the host’s main memory. Moreover, in cases where a fast, symmetric

coprocessor is available on the node, the cost of protocol processing does not justify

devoting a whole fast processor to it, and that processor is likely to be better used as

an additional processor for application computation within the node.

Our focus here is on the intermediate approach: taking advantage of general pur-

pose mechanisms for data movement and synchronization in the network interface to

reduce key costs and reduce the involvement of the main processors. Such mechanisms

include support for:

• automatic (implicit) transfer of application and protocol data based on memory

loads and stores (as in AURC for stores)
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• reducing the cost of explicit communication used in protocols and processor

involvement in protocol handling

• providing protocol–independent synchronization functionality in the network

interface.

Previous work [44, 54, 7] has partially addressed the first of these possibilities by

taking advantage of write propagation support in the network interface to propagate

shared or protocol data to remote memories without involving the remote proces-

sors. AURC [44] that takes advantage of write propagation support was discussed in

Chapter 3. Similarly, the Cashmere protocol [54] takes advantage of the remote write

capability of the DEC Memory Channel interconnect to propagate updates somewhat

differently in the context of a different, more eager protocol. [7] proposes the use of

a hardware diff engine to propagate updates to shared data. A discussion on how

remote write access capabilities of VM–based networks can be used in SVM systems

is provided in [39]. In all the above cases, any other necessary protocol and data

movement activity, e.g. page fetches, etc. is handled through either interrupts or

code instrumentation.

As discussed in Chapter 3, the automatic write propagation used by AURC re-

quires either that second–level caches be write–through or that substantial intrusive

hardware support be provided to ensure that the appropriate modifications from

a write–back cache are indeed propagated according to the consistency model [10].

Modern nodes do not provide either type of support. The Cashmere system uses

the DEC Memory Channel network and interface, which has a memory–mapped I/O

address space. Writes that need to be propagated have to be instrumented so that

they are doubled to this address space as well, whereupon they are automatically

propagated by the NI. Myrinet and many other general interfaces do not provide this
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automatic propagation support. Moreover, we saw in Chapter 3 that the gain from

providing this support and hence avoiding diffs was not large [10].

We do not use this approach of data propagation based on ordinary or instru-

mented stores (or even loads) in this work. Rather, we focus on the second and third

possibilities listed above: Internode communication is triggered by explicit data or

protocol messages (e.g., to update a page with a diff, to explicitly fetch a page, etc.)

issued by a processor or by explicit synchronization operations, not directly by load

and store operations to memory (e.g. to propagate the updates as a result of a store

instruction, to fetch remote data implicitly as a result of a local read instruction,

etc.), and the NI is used to support these operations better and to reduce the involve-

ment of compute processors. Neither of these cases has been explored before to our

knowledge.

5.2 HLRC-SMP implementation

Chapter 3 discussed the issues that arise in extending the HLRC protocol to support

SMP nodes efficiently. In this section we present the actual implementation of HLRC-

SMP on a cluster of SMPs. We discuss a few key implementation issues that we

encountered and found to be important. This section presents the choices that were

made in the implementation of these protocols in the actual system and the data

structures that allow us to easily implement the above choices in the HLRC-SMP, as

well as how the synchronization and page fault operations are managed using them.

Data structures: The data structures used in the implementation are very similar,

but not identical, to the data structures used in the simulator. In the implementation

of the protocol on the actual system the bins data structure keeps the modified pages
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for each node on a per–node basis and not per–processor as in the simulator. Also

the time–stamps in the implementation are per node and not per processor, leading

to less fine grain synchronization intervals.

Synchronization: The actual system, like the simulator, implements centralized

barriers. The lock implementations in the simulator and the actual system are very

similar.

Invalidation costs: In many applications, during a barrier synchronization opera-

tion processes are often required to invalidate a large number of pages. Since the cost

of an invalidation is high (a single call to mprotect is about 10-15 µs), invalidating

thousands of pages contributes noticeably to the SVM system time. The primary

reason for this relatively high cost is the local TLB flush operation required. To re-

duce this cost we tried a few schemes and found a simple strategy to help in many of

the applications. Contiguous pages are invalidated with a single call. However, even

when there is a set of non–contiguous pages within a range, if more than a certain

fraction of the pages within the range requires invalidations then we invalidate the

entire range with a single call (when it is safe to do so). This helps to reduce barrier

costs by up to 30% in applications such as LU contiguous and Water-spatial. Rough

simulations of a few protocol alternatives show that the increase in page faults due

to the unnecessary invalidations are quite small in all applications.

Protocol processing: In the implementation, protocol processing can be handled

either using a process that occupies a processor and spins, or by having a sleeping

process that is woken up by requests from the network. We rely on the scheduling

in Linux for scheduling the protocol processes after it is awaken. We did not explore

the version using a separate polling processor, since we expected the occupancy of
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this protocol processor to be quite low [49, 31]. The cost of protocol overhead can be

observed to be low in almost all the application breakdowns we examined.

Protocol data structures layout: One interesting side–issue to our implemen-

tation was a surprising observation about the SMP memory subsystem performance

within the node. Since protocol data structures are shared among all processes within

a node, during some operations (especially barriers in well–balanced applications)

there is a great deal of contention for certain data structures. We observed that in

some scenarios, on the average, even a single reference to one of these structures re-

quired over 100 processor cycles, which is much higher than the unloaded memory

access latency of about 20 cycles. An example of this is a vector used in the protocol

page table used to indicate the state of memory protection for this page for the pro-

cessors in the node. Components of this vector corresponding to different processes

are written by those processes only but are next to one another in the vector. This

causes a lot of false sharing. The solution is to arrange the state information by

process rather than by page, placing the entries for a single process in an array laid

out contiguously in memory. This is a fairly common problem and required a simple

fix but it resulted in a surprising increase in performance.

5.3 Network Interface and Protocol extensions

In this section we describe the proposed extensions to the communication layer (net-

work interface firmware and software) and the key protocol costs to which each

mechanism is targeted. The resulting protocol, SVM-NI, removes some of the key

bottlenecks in the system by taking advantage of these extensions.

Interrupt cost has been identified as a key bottleneck for SVM systems [12]. Re-
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ducing the number of interrupts is therefore one of the primary goals of this chapter.

One way to avoid interrupts is to use polling on the main processor to handle mes-

sages. This approach has been investigated in Cashmere-2L [54] where the main

processor polls the network queues for incoming messages on program back-edges.

This requires that the code be instrumented to add polling instructions, and affects

the time when messages are handled. A similar polling method was used and com-

pared with interrupts in [101]. The tradeoffs between interrupts and polling are not

very clear (the performance differences are found to be small for the platform used

in [101]). Both methods use the main processor at the destination and both have dis-

advantages; interrupts rely on the operating system which makes performance (even

when good) less predictable and portable, and polling introduces instrumentation

costs and turns asynchronous events into synchronous ones by processing protocol

requests at specific points during execution.

Our approach of using network interface support to reduce processor involvement

eliminates interrupts, for both data and synchronization transfers, and at the same

time improves performance further by reducing other protocol costs. It is different

from both interrupts and polling in that the processor is not informed of when mes-

sages come in or when requests are serviced. Message handling is thus asynchronous

with regard to the main processors, which means that traditional protocols that rely

on the processors being informed of protocol activity must also be altered to ensure

correctness. Protocols are further altered for performance by taking advantage of the

available features of the communication architecture.

As mentioned, our base protocol, HLRC-SMP [9, 75], uses the communication

layer only as a fast message passing system; no special features of the communication

layer are used. The protocol uses four compute processes per–four–processor node,

and an extra, floating process to handle protocol requests. Each incoming protocol
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request causes an interrupt that schedules the protocol process on one of the proces-

sors, as determined by the scheduler in the operating system. The protocol requests

that require interrupts in the base protocol are page fetches, lock acquisition, and

diff application at the home. We now describe the basic mechanisms we implement

in the network interface to handle incoming requests or data transfers and hence

reduce interrupts and asynchronous protocol processing. We assume a communica-

tion layer that supports the memory mapped communication model, present in many

state of the art communication systems [23, 37]. In each case, we describe how the

mechanisms are used to alter the protocol itself.

Remote writes to protocol data structures: We use a feature present in many

state of the art communication layers, the ability to perform low overhead asyn-

chronous send operations. Moreover, the memory mapped communication model we

use already allows for data transferred to a remote node to be deposited in specified

destination virtual addresses in main memory without involving a remote compute

processor. Similarly, many communication systems support this or similar type of

operations. We use this low–overhead, remote–deposit capability to directly update

remote protocol data structures. Page and lock time–stamps are updated directly

remotely without receiver processor intervention for protocol processing and write

notices for multiple synchronization intervals are sent directly to the remote nodes,

without being packed into bigger messages.

Page fetches: We extend the communication system to support (in firmware) a

remote fetch operation to fetch data from a remote node. The remote fetch operation

can fetch data from exported portions of the remote memory to arbitrary addresses

in the local memory. We use this operation to fetch page data from the home. A node
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exports the pages for which it is the home, as well as protocol data. When a remote

page must be requested, the local processor first requests the time–stamp or version

number of the remote page and then requests the page itself. The request messages

are made with asynchronous operations, so the request for the page is pipelined with

the request for the page time–stamp. If the time–stamp is determined to be incorrect,

the requester retries and requests the page time–stamp and the page itself anew. In

practice this does not appear to happen very often, so no backoff scheme is currently

employed to limit retries.

Remote diff application: Next, we use the low–overhead remote–deposit capabil-

ity of the communication layer to remotely apply the diff and update shared data at

the home nodes. When the local processor computes a diff, instead of storing it in a

local data structure and then sending this diff data structure to the home of the page,

it directly sends each contiguous run of different words to the home as it compares

the page with its twin; this avoids the processing of the diff at the receiving node.

We call this method of computing and applying the differences in shared data direct

diffs. This saves the cost of packing the diff, interrupting a processor at the home

of the page and having it unpack and apply the diff on the receive side. However, it

may substantially increase the number of messages that are sent, since it introduces

one message per–contiguous run of modifications within a page rather than one mes-

sage per page that has been modified. Using a scatter–gather operation to remotely

apply the modifications may combine some of the benefits of both worlds. However,

a scatter–gather operation may require, depending on its semantics, substantial pro-

cessing on behalf of the network interface. Thus, since the network interface we use

employs a very slow processor, we do not explore the scatter–gather operation in this

work.
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We should note that direct diffs must be used in conjunction with the remote

fetch mechanism for page fetches (as opposed to interrupting the home to request

a page) as described earlier. The reason is that, since direct diffs do not require a

home processor to be interrupted, the home processor cannot know when it has the

updated version of a page so that it can service page requests that arrived earlier and

have been waiting for that version. When remote fetches are used, each processor

retries whenever it fails to fetch the right version of a page, and does not depend at

all on the remote processors.

Lock synchronization: The algorithm that implements locks in the base HLRC-

SMP protocol is used in many other protocols as well. Every lock is statically assigned

a home. When a process needs to acquire a lock it sends a message to the home of

the lock. The home forwards the message to the last owner and the owner releases

the lock to the requester. The requests at the home and at the last owner are both

handled using interrupts. The home of each lock is thus used to maintain a distributed

list of locks. The last owner keeps the lock until another processor acquires the lock.

When the owner passes the lock along to another process it also sends along

with the lock the invalidations that the requester needs to have to maintain the

release–consistent view of the shared memory. Thus, since the base protocol uses lazy

propagation of invalidations, when the protocol handler services a remote acquire it

sends to the requester both the lock (mutual exclusion part) and the page invalidations

(coherence information).

To avoid the asynchronous protocol processing and the interrupts, in the Final

version we separate the mutual exclusion and the coherence information parts for all

versions after the Base version. For the coherence part, we propagate invalidations to

other nodes in the system eagerly at releases, using the remote deposit capability of
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the communication system. Invalidations are still applied lazily at the next causally

related acquire. Another way to decouple coherence information and mutual exclu-

sion, without using interrupts and still maintaining lazy invalidation propagation, is

to use the remote fetch mechanism described above, to fetch write notices at acquires

rather than propagate them eagerly at releases. However, there is a tradeoff here

between the acquire latency and the number of messages, and we decided to stay

with an eager propagation and lazy application approach for write notices.

For the mutual exclusion part, we extend the communication layer to provide the

programmer with network locks. Lock acquisition and release for mutual exclusion

become communication system, rather than HLRC protocol operations. The imple-

mentation of the locks, in the network interface firmware, is similar to the algorithm

described earlier. The network interface maintains a table of locks. For each lock it

stores one word of state and ownership information, and a time–stamp. The network

interface does not need to manipulate the time–stamp; it is a piece of information

related with each lock. Thus, no coherence information is involved in the manipu-

lation of locks from the network interface. The table that keeps the information for

the locks in the communication layer is currently kept in the network interface (a few

tens of KBytes per node). However, if necessary it can be paged to host memory.

Essentially, after decoupling the coherency and mutual exclusion parts for synchro-

nization in the protocol, instead of using host processors in the nodes to maintain

the distributed lists for locks using interrupts, the network interface processors do so

without host processor involvement.

Summary: The final version of the protocol (SVM-NI) that takes advantage of all

these extensions does not use interrupts or polling at all, either for protocol data, or for

application data, or for synchronization. The new model is that, instead of getting
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access to remote resources through interrupt handlers, processors do so by using

standard remote operations implemented in the network interface. These operations

are general purpose operations that extend the functionality of the network interface,

and their implementation does not require receive host–processor intervention.

5.4 Experimental Testbed

To demonstrate the benefits of our approach, we implement HLRC-SMP and the

network interface extensions on a cluster of Intel Pentium Pro SMPs connected with

Myrinet. The nodes in the system are 4–way Pentium Pro SMPs at 200 MHz. The

Pentium Pro processor has an 8 KByte data and an 8 KByte instruction cache. The

processors are equipped with a 512 KBytes unified 4–way set associative L2 cache

and 256 MBytes of main memory per node. The SMP nodes run the SMP version of

the Linux operating system (version 2.0.24). Table 5.1 shows the cost of some basic

system operations.

Operation Cost (µs)
mprotect 12
Read page fault (null) 20
Write page fault (null) 20
Local memory bcopy (4 KBytes) 150
one–way VMMC
latency (4 Bytes) ∼19

Table 5.1: Basic system costs. All costs are in µs.

Myrinet [17] is a high–speed system–area network. A Myrinet network is composed

of point–to–point links that connect hosts and switches. Each network interface in

our system has a 33 MHz programmable processor, 1 MByte of SRAM, and connects

the node to the network with two unidirectional links of 160 MByte/s peak bandwidth

each. Actual node–to–network bandwidth is constrained by the 133 MBytes/s I/O
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bus on which the NI sits. All four nodes are connected directly to an 8–way switch.

The communication layer that we use on top of the Myrinet network is VMMC [23].

VMMC provides protected, reliable, low–latency, high–bandwidth user–level commu-

nication. On a network of SMPs, the one–way VMMC latency is about 19µs for

one–word messages and the maximum VMMC bandwidth about 95 MBytes/s (see

Chapter 2). The basic feature of VMMC that we use in this work is the remote

deposit capability. The sender can directly deposit data to exported regions of the

receiver’s memory, without receiving side (process or processor) intervention. We ex-

tend VMMC with remote fetch and lock support as discussed earlier. The time for a

one–page remote fetch operation is about 110µs (about 40µs for one word).

The communication layer of the system includes a performance monitoring tool [60]

that gathers network–level data. The core of the monitor is firmware run by the NI

processor on the Myrinet NI card. Working at the NI firmware level gives us access to

crucial determinants of application performance not available in higher–level software.

Several pieces of the tool’s functionality would be infeasible or costly to implement in

higher–level software, such as a global synchronized clock and the ability to measure

network–level rather than end–to–end latencies.

5.5 Performance Results

The measured costs of various HLRC-SMP basic protocol operations in our environ-

ment are shown in Table 5.2.

The cost of the page–fetch operation is much faster than previous implementations

of SVM systems; for instance, TreadMarks [52] reports over 1900 µs (for a 4 KBytes

page) and SoftFLASH [29] states 1164µs (for a 16 KBytes page at the Kernel level on

an SGI Challenge). Cashmere–2L [91] reports the page fetch operation to cost about
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Micro–benchmark Cost (µs)
Page transfer b/w 50 MBytes/s
Page bcopy 26 MBytes/s
Page fetch 200
Remote Lock Acquire 220
Barrier (16 procs) 500

Table 5.2: Basic HLRC-SMP costs. All costs are in µs, except if otherwise noted.
The Lock Acquire and the Barrier operations do not include the cost of exchanging
coherency information (invalidations). The lock acquisition cost is approximate since
it is averaged over many acquires.

800 µs.
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Figure 5.2: Application speedups. The left bar is the base protocol and the right bar
the protocol with the NI extensions.

In the next paragraphs we evaluate the new protocols that result from our exten-

sions to the network interface. In the presentation of the results we evaluate the fea-

tures and resulting protocols cumulatively in the order in which they were discussed.

Since one of our goals is to see how well the final SVM systems with all extensions can

perform relative to hardware coherence, we use versions of the SPLASH-2 applications

that are restructured to perform much better on SVM systems where relevant [47].

(For Barnes we present both the original and the restructured version.) The problem
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Application Problem Uniproc Base Final Overall Data Wait Lock Time
Size Time spdup spdup improv. Time improv. improv.

(sec) (%) (%) (%)
FFT 4M 4.6 4.0 6.1 52.50 45.37 (44.92) 0.00

points
LU-cont 4096x4096 935.9 8.77 12.20 4.63 13.46 (11.20) 0.00

matrix
Ocean-row 514x514 248.3 2.41 5.47 18.40 21.76 (19.26) 9.21

ocean
Water-nsq 4096 360.6 7.57 9.16 21.00 15.26 (46.17) 62.76

molecules
Water-spa 15625 157.2 6.12 7.85 6.80 41.60 (41.80) 9.69

molecules
Radix-loc 4M 5.9 0.76 1.45 90.79 26.76 (27.00) 53.21

keys
Volrend-stl 2563 13.2 9.15 11.74 45.30 43.81 (42.44) 50.44

cst head
Raytrace car 29.8 8.08 12.8 39.89 2.52 (50.03) 59.01
Barnes-reb 32K 47.7 0.85 1.85 117.65 41.07 (68.25) 1.98

particles
Barnes-spa 128K 219.2 11.11 8.87 -20.16 40.99 (37.70) 33.84

particles

Table 5.3: Application statistics. The sixth column represents the overall, percentage im-
provement in each application between the Base and Final systems. The seventh column is
the percentage improvement in data wait time between DW and DW+RF and the eighth
column, the percentage improvement for lock time between DW+RF+DD and Final. For
remote fetch we also report the percentage improvement between DW and Final in paren-
theses.

size we choose are large enough to avoid artifacts and close close to the sizes of real

world problems. Table 5.3 presents the problem sizes along with the uniprocessor ex-

ecution times (which are often small because we run only a few time-steps or frames

of an application). Speedups are computed between the sequential program version

(without linking to the SVM library or introducing any other overheads) and the

parallel version. The initialization and cold-start phases are excluded from both the

sequential and the parallel execution times in accordance with SPLASH-2 guidelines.
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Figure 5.3: Normalized execution time breakdowns. From left to right the bars for
each application are (i) HLRC-SMP (Base), (ii) direct deposit (DW), (iii) remote
fetch (RF), (iv) direct diffs (DD), and (v) network interface locks (NIL).

Figure 5.2 shows the speedups for the base and final protocols and Figure 5.3

the average execution time breakdowns. Table 5.3 presents in numbers the informa-

tion given by Figure 5.3. Figures 5.5–5.42 1 show the per–processor execution–time

breakdowns for selected application for each version of the protocol. The protocols

we evaluate are:

Base: This is the base protocol HLRC-SMP, where VMMC is used only as a fast

communication layer. The speedups for this case are shown in Table 5.3 and in

Figure 5.1. From the analytic execution time breakdowns we see that different ap-

plications exhibit different bottlenecks. This suggests that multiple aspects of the

protocol need to be attacked for overall application performance to be improved. In

FFT the execution time is divided between compute, data wait, and barrier time, with

the first two components being more significant. We see that improving data wait is

what can give the highest benefit. In Ocean-rowwise the most important component
1We omit the analytic breakdowns for applications that either perform well with a protocols, or

exhibit no significant change from analytic breakdowns shown for other protocols.
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Figure 5.4: Application speedups on 16 processors. From left to right the bars for
each application are (i) HLRC-SMP (Base), (ii) direct deposit (DW), (iii) remote
fetch (RF), (iv) direct diffs (DD), and (v) network interface locks (NIL).

is barrier time. This component of the execution time is high due to the large number

of barriers. In Barnes-rebuild and Water-nsquared the main bottleneck is lock time.

LU-contiguous, Barnes-spatial and Raytrace perform relatively well even in the Base

version. In Radix-local the main cost is the barrier time; in this case however, the

high barrier time is due to expensive individual barriers rather than the large number

of barriers. In Volrend the protocol overhead is divided among data wait time, lock
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Figure 5.5: Execution time breakdown for FFT, Base.
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Figure 5.6: Execution time breakdown for Ocean-rowise, Base.
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Figure 5.7: Execution time breakdown for Barnes-rebuild, Base.

time, and barrier time, whereas in Water-spatial it is divided among data wait time

and barrier time.

Direct deposit (DW): This protocol uses the remote deposit capability of VMMC

to directly update only remote protocol data structures (time–stamps and write no-

tices). Shared data are propagated to the home of each page with the traditional

diff mechanism, using interrupts at the home to apply the diffs. Since the overhead

of the asynchronous send operation in VMMC is relatively small (about 1.5µs), this

approach results in more pipelining: Instead of having the host processor pack data
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Figure 5.8: Execution time breakdown for Radix-local, Base.
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Figure 5.9: Execution time breakdown for Volrend, Base.

in one big message before the NI can take over, the host’s posting of small mes-

sages using asynchronous sends is pipelined with the NIs preparation and sending of

them. Invalidations are thus propagated eagerly, and synchronization is separated

from coherency information.

We see that all applications with the exception of Water-nsquared perform either

comparably or better with this DW than with the base protocol 2. This is primarily
2Barnes-rebuild uses locks for flag synchronization with the Base protocol and acquire/release

calls for the rest of the protocols. In the Base protocol it is very difficult to implement the ac-
quire/release primitives efficiently, because mutual exclusion and control information propagation
are bound together. The result of this difference is that the number of lock operations and the
order in which they are called differ between the Base and the DW protocol. However, as we see
from the breakdowns the difference in the execution time between these two protocols is not affected
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Figure 5.10: Execution time breakdown for Water-nsquared, Base.
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Figure 5.11: Execution time breakdown for Water-spatial, Base.

due to the removal of protocol message processing at the receive side that now use

direct deposit. However, the DW protocol does send more messages, both because

it uses eager propagation and because it uses small messages. This is in fact the

reason that Water-nsquared performs worse. This version of Water-nsquared uses

fine–grained, per–molecule locks when updating the private forces computed by each

process into the shared force array, to reduce inherent serialization at locks. However,

this causes the frequency of locks and hence of invalidation propagation to be very

large. Thus, even if each lock release operation sends a small number of messages

dramatically by this difference, as expected, since the protocol overhead is similar in both cases.
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Figure 5.12: Execution time breakdown for FFT, DW.
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Figure 5.13: Execution time breakdown for Ocean-rowise, DW.

(which is true for Water-nsquared, where one message per release is sent), the total

number of messages is still increased, because of the eager nature of releases. The

performance monitor shows that lock acquire messages are delivered in this case to

the host with high delays. This means that the increased messages occupy the queues

in the NIs, increasing the time it takes for a lock acquire message to get through and

get a reply. It is worth noting here that in the Final version of the protocol the effect

of this traffic problem is much less apparent and performance of Water-nsquared

improves by 21% compared to Base. This happens because in the Final version lock

messages need not be delivered to host memory but are handled completely in the
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Figure 5.14: Execution time breakdown for Barnes-rebuild, DW.
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Figure 5.15: Execution time breakdown for Barnes-spatial, DW.

network interface. Thus instead of adding lock acquire messages to the queue of

messages that are to be delivered to the host, where they would have to wait for all

previous messages to be delivered, they are processed as soon as they are received,

and the reply to the requester is sent directly by the network interface.

One way to fix the problem of increased messages introduced by the eager releases,

is to propagate invalidations lazily at acquires using a scatter–gather operation to both

perform direct deposits of the write notices from different intervals and reduce the

number of messages. But this approach requires that interrupts be used to inform

the last releaser when it needs to send the invalidations. Another approach is to
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Figure 5.16: Execution time breakdown for Radix-local, DW.
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Figure 5.17: Execution time breakdown for Raytrace, DW.

implement lazy invalidation propagation in the protocol by taking advantage of the

remote fetch operation and to change the protocol data structures such that one read

can fetch the invalidation for multiple intervals (thus having fewer, larger messages).

In this case the processor that acquires the lock will use the remote fetch operation

to get the necessary invalidations from the last owner of the lock, without having

to interrupt it. Both of these methods, however, may hurt the performance of other

applications, since the latency of various operations, e.g. getting write notices, is

incresed. It is not clear if there is one best method, and some of these tradeoffs are

worth exploring.
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Figure 5.18: Execution time breakdown for Volrend, DW.
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Figure 5.19: Execution time breakdown for Water-nsquared, DW.
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Figure 5.20: Execution time breakdown for Water-spatial, DW.
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Figure 5.21: Execution time breakdown for FFT, DW+RF.
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Figure 5.22: Execution time breakdown for LU-contiguous, DW+RF.
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Figure 5.23: Execution time breakdown for Ocean-rowise, DW+RF.
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Figure 5.24: Execution time breakdown for Barnes-rebuild, DW+RF.
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Figure 5.25: Execution time breakdown for Barnes-spatial, DW+RF.
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Figure 5.26: Execution time breakdown for Radix-local, DW+RF.
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Figure 5.27: Execution time breakdown for Raytrace, DW+RF.
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Figure 5.28: Execution time breakdown for Volrend, DW+RF.
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Figure 5.29: Execution time breakdown for Water-nsquared, DW+RF.
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Figure 5.30: Execution time breakdown for Water-spatial, DW+RF.
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Remote fetch (RF): In this protocol we introduce the remote fetch operation to

fetch application and protocol data without interrupting the remote processor. The

remote fetch operation is mainly used in this protocol to fetch pages and page time–

stamps. Other uses (for implementing different algorithms for mutual exclusion or

different levels of laziness in the protocol as mentioned in the previous paragraph)

are also possible depending on the specifics of the protocol used. We see that all

applications benefit from the use of remote fetch even beyond DW, to varying degrees.

Applications with high data wait times, like FFT, Water-spatial, Radix, and Barnes-

rebuild, see a high improvement in performance. The data wait time is reduced up

to 45%, with most applications seeing improvements in data wait time of more than

20%. It is interesting to note that the improvement in data wait time in FFT (45%)

comes exclusively from eliminating the interrupts and the related scheduling effects

within an SMP. The use of the remote fetch operation does not reduce, in this case,

the contention in the network. This extension to the network interface has fairly

predictable results; the major protocol overhead reduced is the data wait time.
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Figure 5.31: Execution time breakdown for Ocean-rowise, DW+RF+DD.
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Figure 5.32: Execution time breakdown for Barnes-rebuild, DW+RF+DD.
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Figure 5.33: Execution time breakdown for Barnes-spatial, DW+RF+DD.

Direct diffs (DD): This protocol uses the remote deposit operation to update

home pages and eliminates the need for interrupts in diff application. As we see

from the execution time breakdowns in Figure 5.3, direct diffs are particularly use-

ful in the irregular applications that have a lot of synchronization and hence diffs:

Radix, Barnes-rebuild, Raytrace, Volrend and Water-nsquared. The benefits in per-

formance come from eliminating the interrupts (and related scheduling effects in the

SMP nodes) and from better load balancing of protocol costs, and they come despite

the fact the direct diffs make messages even smaller (one per–contiguous run of mod-

ifications in a page). Especially for Barnes-rebuild and Radix-local, the reduction
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Figure 5.34: Execution time breakdown for Radix-local, DW+RF+DD.
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Figure 5.35: Execution time breakdown for Raytrace, DW+RF+DD.

of all protocol overheads is very significant. These applications exhibit a lot of syn-

chronization; eliminating interrupts and scheduling effects at diff application leads to

significant improvements in performance.

We also note that Barnes-spatial performs worse with DD. This is because the

number of messages in the network increases by more than a factor of 30 due to the

highly scattered nature of diffs within each page. This problem can be addressed

either by changing the layout of data structures in the application or by adding a

scatter–gather operation in the NI. Modifying the application such that writes to

shared data by each processor are much more contiguous within each page, would re-
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Figure 5.36: Execution time breakdown for Volrend, DW+RF+DD.
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Figure 5.37: Execution time breakdown for Water-nsquared, DW+RF+DD.

sult in a smaller number of messages during diff computation. However, this change

may require extensive changes to the application code. Using a scatter–gather oper-

ation combines some of the best features of both direct diffs and the traditional diff

propagation mechanism since it minimizes both the number of messages and does not

need to interrupt the receiving node. Note that this effect for Barnes-spatial disap-

pears in all protocols when direct diffs are not used. Thus, using any combination

of the network interface extensions does not decrease performance, as long as direct

diffs are not used.
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Figure 5.38: Execution time breakdown for Water-spatial, DW+RF+DD.
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Figure 5.39: Execution time breakdown for Raytrace, Final.

Network interface locks (NIL): This protocol uses the locking support of the

network interface. Since we explore the effect of the extensions cumulatively, this

version includes all NI extensions and is the Final version of the protocol (SVM-

NI). Compared to the previous version, the Final version substantially improves the

performance of applications that use locks frequently, namely Raytrace, Volrend,

Water-nsquared, and Water-spatial. Table 5.3 shows that lock time is reduced by

(min 1.9%, avg 35.01%, max 62.7%).

In Water-nsquared the improvement is very significant due to the high frequency

of locks; it mainly comes from the fact that no interrupts are necessary anymore, and
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Figure 5.40: Execution time breakdown for Volrend, Final.
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Figure 5.41: Execution time breakdown for Water-nsquared, Final.

also from the fact that lock messages do not need to be delivered to host memory.

As discussed earlier, the latter results in shorter service times for lock messages since

they need not wait for other messages to be delivered to the host first. The benefits

in Water-spatial are smaller, since lock time is a less important component of the

execution time.

In Raytrace, the more balanced compute time in the final version is due to the

fact that this component includes not only the compute time, but the time spent in

handling protocol requests as well. Using the lock mechanism in the network interface

eliminates the need for lock protocol handlers. This results in more uniform execution,
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Figure 5.42: Execution time breakdown for Water-spatial, Final.

since only compute processes run on each processor.

Volrend is an interesting case, since with this Final protocol we manage to take

advantage of task stealing and improve load balancing, as is demonstrated from the

observed stealing pattern and the more balanced compute time. In previous stud-

ies [47], it was found that task stealing is not effective for SVM in Volrend because

of the cost of locks. When task stealing was used in those cases, the cost of stealing

a task from a process in a remote node was very high due to the high cost of locking.

This made stealing hardly effective, since by the time the lock succeeded, there was

little work left to be stolen for that frame. In the Final protocol however, the cost

of locking is low and the processors that finish earlier can process stolen tasks before

the owners of these tasks are done. This makes stealing effective, and leads to better

load balancing, as seen in Figure 5.40.

Summary: We see that support for remote deposit and remote fetch operations

in the NI has an effect on both the design and performance of SVM systems. By

eliminating interrupts, they significantly enhance the ability of the network interface

to support SVM effectively. They allow much more flexibility in the protocol design,

since they provide to protocols a wider choice of solutions for accessing remote re-
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sources and allow them to better balance system costs, e.g., using either remote fetch

or interrupts to fetch shared data. This often results in very substantial performance

improvements. Table 5.3 shows that just by using the remote fetch operation the

data wait time improves by (min 2.5%, avg 29.2%, max 45.3%)

Support for locking in the NI is also very useful when locking is frequent, often

because it frees lock messages from having to travel all the way to the host processor

and get stuck in queues. However, locking support requires more intrusive changes to

the NI, and it may be more difficult to provide in network interfaces that do not have

a programmable processor. Providing locking support in the NI improves application

lock times by (min 1.9%, avg 35.01%, max 62.7%).

Although we have not yet evaluated this, we find that support for scatter–gather in

the network interface can be beneficial for SVM protocols, for updating both protocol

and shared data. However, since scatter–gather may require substantial processing on

the network interface, depending on the semantics used, it may pose more stringent

requirements on the network interface than the extensions we examine.

Overall, we see from Figure 5.2 that the Final version (SVM-NI) that leverages

all our general–purpose NI extensions improves application performance by (min -

20.16%, avg 37.68%, max 117.6%) across all applications. These are large improve-

ments, and make a big difference to the end user, making SVM more competitive.

Figure 5.3 shows that the improvements in certain protocol costs do not always

depend only on the extension that attacks the specific cost. For example, the intro-

duction of direct diffs improves the performance of both lock and data wait times:

lock time is reduced in Raytrace and data wait time is reduced in Barnes (rebuild).

This happens because each change affects the behavior of the network interface, the

pattern and the number of messages in the network, the queuing and contention, and

(through asynchronous requests) the behavior of the protocol. Thus, it is not always
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straightforward to predict or quantify the improvement introduced by each extension,

or determine the exact reasons for the results. To partially address this issue, in the

next section we give a more general characterization of what happens in the network

for the Base and the Final protocols, using the performance monitor.

5.6 Further Analysis

We have seen that using the NI in the manner we have done helps improve SVM

performance substantially. However, Figure 5.43 shows that the resulting performance

is still not quite where we would like it to be to compete with what efficient hardware

coherence can achieve. In this section we use the performance monitoring tool in

the communication layer [60] to answer two further questions. First, are there any

performance problems caused by the changes we have made in the communication

or protocol layers, which are simply overcome by the improvements, or have our

changes only made improvements. We do this by examining the network interface

activity in detail for the Base and Final protocol versions. Second, what are the main

remaining sources of bottlenecks that we should go after to get the next leap in SVM

performance.

5.6.1 Network interface activity and protocol tradeoffs

Two key potential differences in traffic in the Final protocol from the Base protocol

are the use of eagerness and the related use of smaller protocol messages. As discussed

earlier, the small messages achieve pipelining between host and NI, and the eagerness

reduces acquire latency and helps eliminate interrupts in lock synchronization. How-

ever, traffic in the system is increased and this may result in increased contention.

Since messages are asynchronous, the effects of contention may or may not be hidden
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Figure 5.43: Application speedups (on 16 processors) for a hardware DSM machine
(Origin–2000), compared with the Base and the Final protocols on the Myrinet sys-
tem.

from the processors. Table 5.4 tries to quantify the amount of contention for certain

applications in the Base and Final protocols, using the NI performance monitor. Each

column represents one stage of the path from the sender to the receiver:

Post time is the time from the time the host processor posts a message, until the

data for this message are in the NI. This stage may involve DMAing of data from

host memory to the NI for big messages.

Send time is the time it takes the NI to send each packet to the network from the

time it first appears in the NI. This stage includes queuing in the NI before a packet

is sent to the network.

Transfer time is the time it takes each packet from when the first byte leaves the

sending NI until the last byte is in the receiving NI.

Deliver time is the time it takes the receiving NI to deliver the packet to user

memory from the moment it arrives in the network interface.

In all cases queuing and contention is included in the measurements. Note that in

VMMC there is no explicit receive operation and thus there is no receive stage in the
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message transfer pipeline itself. Packets are delivered directly from the NI to the host

memory. Even in the base protocol, destination processor involvement for message

processing occurs after the message data have been placed somewhere in memory.

In Table 5.4 there are two numbers per stage for each application: one for the

Base and one for the Final protocol. Each number is the ratio of the average time

spent in the corresponding stage by small messages (up to 256 bytes) to the time

that would be spent in the same stage in uncontended transfers. Thus, each number

is a ratio that shows how much contention we have in that stage. We separate out

small messages from large messages since we found that large messages behave very

similarly in the two protocols and the contention for them in the NIs is very small.

Interestingly, we see that the Final version of the protocol greatly increases con-

tention at the NI or network for almost all applications for all stages except the last

one (data delivery to host memory). Moreover, for the same protocol version, appli-

cations that were found to perform poorly tend to have higher contention than others.

The most apparent cases are Water-nsquared and Barnes-rebuild.

Although the Final version incurs higher contention in the network for small mes-

sages, the applications perform substantially better. This can be either because the

improvements from other parts of the system, e.g., removing interrupts and schedul-

ing problems from the processors, are higher, or that the Final system can tolerate

contention because of its greater use of asynchronous communication. In the final

protocol almost all operations are asynchronous and the host processor does not need

to wait for the network operations to finish. The first reason is clearly a major

factor, but we have not yet been able to determine the contribution of the latter.

Nonetheless, the results suggest that we should indeed explore NI enhancements and

protocol tradeoffs that reduce small messages, without introducing extra processing

overheads to the host processors. NI enhancements include scatter–gather for invali-
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dations and diffs, and protocol tradeoffs include using lazier forms of propagation as

discussed earlier. Scatter–gather almost certainly should help, while the impact of

protocol tradeoffs depends on added latency and the actual impact of the contention

we observe on performance.

Application Post Send Transfer Deliver
Water-nsquared 1.7/10.4 2.2/13.8 1.9/13.2 3.2/5.1
Barnes-rebuild -/8.6 -/12.6 -/12.4 -/6.0
Volrend -/7.2 -/8.8 -/7.8 -/4.6
Raytrace 1.8/7.3 2.4/8.2 2.2/5.3 3.5/2.4
FFT 1.8/2.4 3.1/3.8 3.0/3.2 4.2/5.5
Ocean-continuous 1.5/- 2.4/- 2.0/- 4.3/-
Water-spatial 1.8/4.6 3.2/6.9 3.4/6.2 4.7/4.6
Radix 1.8/4.3 3.5/1.3 3.4/5.3 4.6/7.1
Barnes-spatial 1.9/3.2 3.6/5.5 3.6/4.3 5.2/5.8

Table 5.4: Ratios of average times over the uncontended time for each network or NI
stage in the path from the sender to the receiver, for small messages in the Base and
Final versions of the system.

5.6.2 Remaining performance bottlenecks for SVM

Finally, let us examine the key remaining bottlenecks in the Final protocol. The

potential bottlenecks are memory bus contention and cache effects inside each SMP,

lock time, barrier time and data wait time.

Figure 5.3 shows that for many applications the time spent in barrier operations

is high. We divide barrier cost into two parts, the wait time at the barrier and the

cost of protocol processing. This division is useful, since it shows whether major

improvements require eliminating (or improving) protocol processing at barriers or

better load balancing of computation, communication and protocol costs. Protocol

costs at barriers are mainly due to changing the protection of pages, updating page
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Application Final MBC BT BWT
FFT 6.1 7.6 8.46 13%
LU-contiguous 12.20 12.20 14.12 70%
Ocean-rowwise 5.47 7.5 12.85 50%
Water-nsquared 9.16 9.16 10.3 80%
Water-spatial 7.85 7.85 12.56 63%
Radix-local 1.45 1.65 4.52 6%
Volrend 11.74 12.00 13.26 65%
Raytrace 12.8 13.00 14.82 80%
Barnes-rebuild 1.85 2.03 2.69 81%
Barnes-spatial 8.87 8.87 14.43 18%

Table 5.5: Application speedups. The second column shows speedup for the Final
version. The third and fourth columns are the speedups for each application if we
exclude (a) memory bus contention (MBC), and (b) barrier cost. The last column
(BWT) shows the percentage of barrier time that is spent waiting. The rest of the
time is spent in protocol processing.

time–stamps and sending messages. These costs can be reduced if a lightweight thread

model is used instead of the heavier–weight process model that we use for laziness [75].

The reason is that in the thread model, invalidations and page time–stamps need to

be taken care of only once for all threads and this can be done in parallel. Of course,

the thread model does reduce laziness of invalidations within an SMP, and there are

other tradeoffs that must be explored [75]. Table 5.5 shows the effective speedups

of the applications if we were to simply exclude the memory bus contention, the

total barrier time and the barrier wait time, respectively, from the parallel execution

profile. The second column in Table 5.5 shows the speedup for each application if

we exclude the increase in local memory access costs compared to a system with one

processor per node. Increasing the number of processors per node, may increase the

contention on the memory bus, depending on how the bus and memory subsystem are

designed. In the systems we use, running more than one processes per node, results in

some applications in higher memory access times. For four applications, FFT, Ocean,
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Radix and Barnes-rebuild, the aggregate compute time in the parallel execution, in

Final, increases when compared to the execution time of the sequential run. Actual

compute time excluding local memory access shouldn’t increase for these applications.

For FFT, Ocean and Radix the increase is due to contention on the memory bus from

four rather than one processor competing for the bus within a node (in runs with

fewer processors per node this problem does not exist). This results in an increase in

local compute time of 50%, 80% and 130% for each application respectively. This is

specific to the design of the memory subsystem in the SMP nodes we use and may

not be so much of an issue in other architectures.

The third column in Table 5.5 shows that, for most applications, excluding barrier

costs results in very good speedups. The exceptions to this are FFT, Water-nsquared,

Radix and Barnes-rebuild. The last column in Table 5.5 shows the percentage of bar-

rier cost that is attributed to wait time (imbalances) as opposed to barrier processing

cost. We see that for FFT, Radix, and Barnes-spatial most of the barrier cost is pro-

tocol processing time. More specifically, most of this cost is attributed to modifying

the access right of pages with mprotect and to updating page time–stamps, so re-

ducing these costs would be very valuable. Let us now look into the four applications

for which barrier cost is not the key remaining bottleneck at this scale.

The remaining bottleneck in FFT is still the high data wait time, because of

the low speed of the network interface and contention in the NI. If we compare

the data wait time in FFT to what it would be with uncontended remote fetch

operations, there is an increase of less than 30% in the cost. The rest of the cost

is due to the uncontended cost of the remote fetch operation and can be addressed

by faster networking hardware; protocol enhancements cannot do much about this.

Even latency tolerance techniques might not work well due to the already existing

contention and the fact that overall latency is dominated by end–points rather than
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transit time, which can be more easily overlapped.

Water-nsquared is limited by the high lock time as discussed earlier. For Radix the

remaining bottleneck is the high data wait time due to the very high communication

to computation ratio and false sharing of pages. The cost of mprotect is also very

large here. Finally, in Barnes-rebuild the problem is synchronization and data wait

time. These costs are both high and relatively imbalanced and they result in high

barrier time as well.

Summary: The above analysis suggests that the two major areas of future effort

to further improve SVM performance at this scale, other than the protocol tradeoffs

and scatter–gather discussed earlier, are improving barrier processing (including and

especially mprotect time, and further improving data wait time in some applications

by enhancements (hardware or software) in the underlying communication layer.

5.7 Discussion and Conclusions

In this chapter we investigated how the capabilities of modern commodity network

interfaces can be exploited to make the performance of SVM systems more competitive

with hardware coherence. We proposed a set of extensions in the communication

layer, that can significantly improve the performance of SVM by eliminating key

bottlenecks in the system. This set of extensions impacts many different parts of the

SVM protocols, with each extension targeting a significant overhead. However, there

exist different network interface extensions that could target the same aspect of the

protocol reducing some particular cost. We pick this set of extensions, since they are

suited well to the type of SVM protocols and communication subsystem we use.

We demonstrated the benefits of our approach by implementing the set of exten-
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sions in the programmable network interface of the Myrinet network, and evaluating

their impact on application performance on a network of Intel Pentium Pro SMPs.

We chose to implement general–purpose data movement and synchronization mech-

anisms that are likely to be found (or can be implemented) in commodity network

interfaces.

The software communication library that we use already provides us with a re-

mote deposit interface, and we extend it by adding a remote fetch operation and by

providing locking support. The resulting features in the communication layer (soft-

ware and firmware) were used to alter the protocol layer accordingly. We presented

an SVM protocol (SVM-NI) that uses these communication layer capabilities to com-

pletely avoid the need for asynchronous protocol processing by the host processors.

In the final version of the protocol, whenever a processor wants to access some remote

service, it does so through the general purpose extensions we add to the network in-

terface. We also used a performance monitor, integrated in the communication layer,

to understand the results and discover the sources of key remaining bottlenecks in

the SVM system.

We find that although network contention increases in the final version of the sys-

tem, due to the use of eager propagation and small messages, application performance

improves by (min 4.6%, avg 44.1%, max 117.6%) across all applications. Similarly,

the specific components of execution time targeted by the individual mechanisms im-

prove substantially: data wait time improves by (min 2.5%, avg 29.2%, max 45.3%)

and lock time by (min 1.9%, avg 35.01%, max 62.7%). The features we implemented

in the NI also provide more flexibility in the choice of efficient protocol operations

and management. Support for locking in the NI was also found to be very useful,

though it requires more intrusive support. Different applications benefited greatly

from different NI features, indicating that all three should be supported if possible.
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Our results and detailed analysis have led us to several areas of future work. As

mentioned above, while we used a set of protocol extensions that made sense given

the communication enhancements and NI capabilities, other choices are possible too,

introducing tradeoffs that need to be more fully explored. Support for other types

of NI operations, e.g., remote atomic operations, can also be advantageous. The

network interface and protocol extensions we examine show that our approach of using

general purpose operations in the network interface to alleviate key system bottlenecks

can indeed improve the performance of SVM significantly. However, there are more

choices that need to be investigated, especially if the technology trends between the

host system and the network interface change. Concrete examples of choices we did

not explore and would be beneficial are a scatter–gather operation, and remote atomic

operations. Finally, our results show that the next major features to attack to bring

SVM closer in performance to efficient hardware–coherence, at least at this scale of 16

processors, are barrier processing time and especially the cost of mprotect operations

to change page protections.



Chapter 6

Discussion and Conclusions

In this chapter we compare the simulation environment that we developed with the

actual system implementation. We also present some future work and possible direc-

tions for continuing research in this and related areas. Finally we discuss our overall

conclusions.

6.1 Simulator Validation

Our goal in this section is to present some evidence and intuition about the validity

of the simulator that was used in Chapters 3 and 4. We compare the simulator

with the system implementation that was presented in Chapter 5. The details of

the simulation environment were presented in Section 3.5. The protocols that are

used in the simulator and in the actual system were discussed in Chapters 3 and 5

respectively. In the next few sections we will discuss differences in the protocols

used in the simulator and the real implementation, and then we will examine the

comparative results in some detail.

201
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Protocol layer discrepancies: From the protocol descriptions in Chapters 3 and 5

we see that the data structures used in the simulator and the implementation are

somewhat different. The most notable difference is that the bins and the time–stamps

are maintained on a per–processor basis in the simulator and on a per–node basis in

the actual system. The simulator can maintain a finer notion of time, allowing for

finer grain intervals, whereas the actual system reduces the size of control messages

and the amount of protocol processing.

The policy for granting locks is different in the two systems. On the actual system,

local locks are given priority over remote acquires. This policy may lead to starvation

but it reduces certain costs and in practice works well. In the simulator, the back-

end (Augmint) implements its own policy (FIFO) for granting locks to competing

processes.

Certain operations cannot be modeled in detail in the simulator. Page invalida-

tions for instance, are complicated operations that have varying costs, dependent on

many factors (i.e. cache invalidations caused by the operating system, etc.). In the

simulator, the cost for page invalidations is constant.

Finally, the protocol handlers are not simulated, since the simulator itself is not

multi-threaded. The cost attributed to each handler is variable and it depends on the

amount of work done. This however, is only an approximation of what is happening

in the actual system.

Hardware layer discrepancies: Similarly, the hardware layer is not modeled in

full detail. The processor is a one IPC processor with two levels of caches and a write

buffer. The network interface is modeled as two queues for incoming and outgoing

packets, and a state machines that incurs some overhead for each packet.

In the actual system both the components and their interactions are more com-
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plicated. Moreover the asynchronous nature of the system, as opposed to the syn-

chronous nature of the simulator, introduces some discrepancy as well.

Basic costs: Table 6.1 shows some approximate numbers for certain basic oper-

ations in the two systems. Some of these numbers are difficult to measure with

accuracy (especially on the actual system) and also they depend on the type of the

experiment; the reader should use these as indicative of the cost for each operation.

We see that all costs are within a factor of two from each other, with the simulator

being more optimistic. The only exception to this is the bcopy cost. The reason for

this is that the actual system is limited by “real world” issues. The bcopy bandwidth

is disproportionally low compared to the memory bus bandwidth. This is a limitation

of the actual systems that we use, and the advantage of the simulator is that it does

not have to deal with such issues.

Operation Simulator NI-SVM
Page transfer b/w 75 MBytes/s 50 MBytes/s
Page bcopy 300 MBytes/s 26 MBytes/s
Page fetch 75 µs 120 µs
Remote Lock Acquire 26 µs 30 µs
Barrier (16 procs) 350 µs 500 µs

Table 6.1: Basic costs for the simulator and the actual system (NI-SVM).

Application performance: We saw that the simulator differs in certain aspects

from the actual system. Let us see now, given these differences, how well the simulator

can match the results from the actual implementation. Figure 6.1 shows the speedups

in the simulator and the implementation for some of the applications. We see that

the speedups for most of the applications are relatively close, given the differences in

the protocols and the underlying hardware layers. The only exceptions are Ocean-

rowwise and Barnes-rebuild. The difference in Ocean-rowwise is due to two factors:
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First, the fact that on the real system running four processes per node saturates the

memory subsystem (for more information see Section 5.6). If fewer processes per

node are used, this artifact does not occur and the speedup from the implementation

is closer to the result from the simulator. Second, the fact that on the simulator, the

sequential execution of Ocean-rowwise experiences a lot of capacity misses compared

to the parallel execution, which results in the increase of the sequential execution

time and consequently increase of the speedup. The difference in Barnes-rebuild is

due to the more expensive locks in the simulator as will be explained next.

Lock time is in general higher in the simulator than the implementation. This is

due to the order in which locks are acquired. In the implementation local acquires are

given priority over remote requests. In the simulator the policy is, in some sense, more

fair and it serves the request with a first come first serve (FIFO) policy regardless of

whether the request is local or remote. This results in more remote acquires in the

simulator.

Figures 6.2-6.15 present the execution time breakdowns for each of the applica-

tions. The execution time breakdowns are somewhat different in the two systems.

The simulator gives detailed statistics about protocol execution time, so this is pre-

sented as a separate component. In the actual system it is difficult to obtain an

accurate measurement for this cost, so it is included in the other costs.

For the most part, we see that the results are very close. In each case, the

simulator captures the significant characteristics. In FFT (Figures 6.2, 6.3), LU

(Figures 6.4, 6.5), Radix (Figures 6.10, 6.11), and Barnes-spatial (Figures 6.14, 6.15)

the division of the time among compute time, data wait time, and barrier time is very

similar in both systems. In Barnes-spatial, the simulator shows some imbalance in

the computation time that is not there in the actual system, and this may be because

of the way the initialization code is simulated. If this imbalance is removed (and the
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Figure 6.1: Speedup comparison for the SPLASH–2 applications between the simu-
lator and the implementation. The protocols are somewhat different, and also some
of the applications are different versions and some problem sizes differ.

corresponding imbalance in barrier time) the two cases match very well.
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Figure 6.2: Implementation execution time breakdown for FFT.

In Water-nsquared (Figures 6.8, 6.9) the simulator matches very well with the

implementation, showing that the bottleneck is the lock wait time. More significantly

it captures the imbalances in lock wait time and the corresponding imbalances in

barrier time. Similarly, in Ocean(Figures 6.6, 6.7) the simulator reveals that the
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Figure 6.3: Simulator execution time breakdown for FFT.
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Figure 6.4: Implementation execution time breakdown for LU-contiguous.

bottleneck is the barrier cost, although to a smaller extent than in the actual system.

In Barnes-rebuild (Figures 6.12, 6.13) the simulator reveals that the bottleneck is lock

synchronization, however, at a bigger extent than in the actual system.

We see that the simulator is successful at modeling the system behavior. In

certain cases, however, the results are more optimistic, which is in fact what led

us to investigate and try to resolve the bottlenecks in the actual system. Overall,

we found detailed architectural simulation to be an invaluable tool in understanding

system behavior and application–system interactions that are difficult to obtain from
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Figure 6.5: Simulation execution time breakdown for LU-contiguous.
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Figure 6.6: Implementation execution time breakdown for Ocean-contiguous.

the real implementation, and in comparing with the real implementation results to

diagnose the causes of conflicts in the latter.

6.2 Future Work

The areas that this dissertation overlaps with are network interfaces and network

interconnects for parallel systems, shared virtual memory as a programming abstrac-

tion, and architectural simulation, modeling and analysis. Outstanding issues in these
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Figure 6.7: Simulation execution time breakdown for Ocean-contiguous.
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Figure 6.8: Implementation execution time breakdown for Water-nsquared.

areas include:

In the area of network interfaces and network interconnects, the work done fo-

cuses in providing a high level of performance and functionality with communication

hardware (system area networks) that is between the very special supercomputer net-

works and the more general purpose local area networks. However, the system area

networks that we use, connect systems at the I/O bus level, they employ a certain

processor–NI interface, and provide some level of functionality. More work is needed

to figure out whether the network interfaces for this type of networks can/should be
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Figure 6.9: Simulation execution time breakdown for Water-nsquared.
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Figure 6.10: Implementation execution time breakdown for Radix-original.

closer to the processor, i.e., on the memory bus, whether the functionality should be

fixed, or the network interfaces should be programmable because of the diverse needs

they have to serve, and what the interface to the processor should be. The benefits

of the proposed approaches are significant for system area networks, it is not clear if

the same approaches apply to other existing or new types of networks that may span

the design spaces between multicomputer and system area networks and system area

networks and local area networks. Moreover, it is not clear yet what the behavior of

these system area networks is, when the number of nodes increases to the order of
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Figure 6.11: Simulation execution time breakdown for Radix-original.
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Figure 6.12: Implementation execution time breakdown for Barnes-rebuild.

hundreds of nodes and they cover bigger geographical areas. In short, it is not clear

what the relation of these networks is with the more traditional supercomputer and

local area networks, in terms of performance, functionality, and scalability.

In the area of shared virtual memory, this dissertation improved the performance

of SVM on clusters of workstations connected with a system area network. Many

applications that performed in mediocre ways, exhibit now either good or “reason-

able” speedups. Given this improvements in system performance, the questions that

become more important are: i) how does the system scale with more processors per
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Figure 6.14: Implementation execution time breakdown for Barnes-spatial.

node, more nodes (SMPs or DSMs), and bigger problem sizes, and ii) how does the

system behave with more commercially-oriented applications.

In the area of architectural simulation, the most pressing question seems to be

how to simulate the parallel architectures of the future. So far, most of the effort in

simulation has focused in (i) examining alternatives for current systems or systems

that were about to be built, and (ii) providing a means for other research to continue

while a system was being built. Simulating systems that will be built a few years in

the future with very big caches and memories that run complicated communication
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Figure 6.15: Simulation execution time breakdown for Barnes-spatial.

protocols and application problem sizes that are beyond our reach today, would give

us valuable insights on the future trends in parallel computer architecture. However,

it is, if not impossible, at least practically impossible to simulate these architectures

on today’s systems because of the required state that needs to be maintained and ma-

nipulated. Methods that overcome these problems would be invaluable in advancing

the state of the art in architectural simulation.

At a higher level, the issues of operating systems for clusters interconnected with

system area networks, as well as all the issues related with reliability, robustness and

fault tolerance of this architecture are still open. Most of the work in the area tried

to by–pass the operating system, since it is usually the source of difficult–to–control

overheads. However, there are system aspects that are difficult to deal with if the

operating system is ignored. Management, maintenance, transparency, extensibility

are some of these. Similarly, certain applications, especially some types of commercial

applications, require systems that not only provide good performance, but fulfill strict

requirements on robustness and reliability as well.

In general, more work is needed before we can fully understand if clusters of work-
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stations interconnected with system area networks are a viable direction to parallel

computing. At the same time, more work is required to improve the system analysis

and evaluation methodology.

6.3 Conclusions

In this dissertation we first present an efficient, reliable and flexible communication

layer for system area networks. We demonstrate the validity of our approach by

describing the design and implementation of the virtual memory–mapped communi-

cation model (VMMC) [15, 25] on a Myrinet network of PCI–based PCs. VMMC

is a communication model that was proposed for the SHRIMP multicomputer [16]

and provides direct data transfer between the sender’s and receiver’s virtual address

spaces. It eliminates operating system involvement in communication, provides full

protection, supports user–level buffer management and zero–copy protocols, and min-

imizes software communication overhead. Moreover we propose and implement reli-

able communication in the firmware that runs in the network interface at very low

cost. Finally, we propose a new scheme for dynamically determining the network

topology. This mechanism relies on the retransmission mechanism that is used to

provide reliable communication. The implementation of VMMC on Myrinet achieves

about 11 µs one–way latency and provides about 100 MBytes/s user–to–user band-

width. This demonstrates that low–latency, high–bandwidth communication can be

provided with off–the–shelf hardware components. The cost of reliable communica-

tion is minimal; less than 2.5µs for latency and less than 10% for all different types

of bandwidth. Similarly, since the support for dynamic system configuration is not

on the common path, there is no effect on system performance when no changes in

the system topology occur.
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Second we address the issues of using SMPs as nodes in the cluster and the

implications to protocol design and performance for all–software protocols as well as

protocols that use hardware support for automatic write propagation with or without

write–back caches. To quantify the benefits of each approach, we start from a recent

and particularly promising form of SVM protocols is the class of so–called home–

based protocols (HLRC, AURC) [44, 45, 46, 100]. We find that: (i) the performance

of both AURC and HLRC improves substantially with the use of SMP rather than

uniprocessor nodes in five of the ten applications. In three applications there is a

smaller improvement (or they perform the same as in the uniprocessor node case) and

for the other two results differ across all–software and automatic update protocols,

with the latter performing worse with SMPs than with uniprocessors; (ii) AU support

with write–through caches does significantly improve performance of some irregular

applications, especially when diff–related costs dilate critical sections and increase

serialization, but it can also hurt substantially in some cases; (iii) AU support with

write–back caches solves the problems caused by the increased traffic and performs

best, but is very intrusive into the underlying node; (iv) overall, the benefits are

quite limited with commodity NIs with their higher occupancies per packet, and NIs

customized for AU packet generation may be important for using AU effectively.

Third we investigate the importance of communication architecture parameters

on application performance and reveal the most important system bottlenecks with

respect to the communication architecture. We find that the most important system

cost to improve is the overhead of generating and delivering interrupts. Improving

network interface (and I/O bus) bandwidth relative to processor speed helps some

bandwidth–bound applications, but currently available ratios of bandwidth to proces-

sor speed are already adequate for many others. Surprisingly, neither the processor

overhead for handling messages nor the occupancy of the communication interface in
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preparing and pushing packets through the network appear to require much improve-

ment.

Finally we propose and evaluate extensions in protocol, the software communi-

cation layer, and the underlying network interface that substantially enhance the

performance of shared virtual memory on clusters of SMPs. We examine how the

protocol layer can take advantage of various mechanisms in the communication layer

and be restructured accordingly. The final protocol, SVM-NI, eliminates the need

for interrupts and asynchronous protocol handling. We demonstrate that substan-

tial improvements in performance can indeed be achieved, and find that different

applications need different mechanisms among the ones we use. Overall application

performance improves significantly and individual components of execution time tar-

geted by each mechanism are reduced by even higher percentages.

At a higher level, this dissertation deals with issues related to making clusters of

workstations a viable architecture for parallel computing. It deals with issues at the

communication and the programming abstraction layer. At the communication layer

it advances the state of the art by demonstrating that rich functionality and high

performance can co–exist on top of commodity hardware. At the protocol layer it

investigates the system bottlenecks and proposes new protocols that alleviate these

bottlenecks by taking advantage of the node and the network architectures. These

results are very encouraging, since they contribute to reducing the gap between the

performance of this and previous architectures for parallel computing, however, at

a much lower cost. The main advantages of this, cluster architecture is its ability

to track the technology curves well and the promise for scalability and robustness.

These make clusters a very appealing alternative to traditional supercomputers and

mainframes for both scientific and commercial use. However, these two directions,

scalability and robustness, that are essential either for large scale, scientific–like paral-
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lel computation, or for fault tolerant commercial systems are still open. Thus besides

trying to further improve system performance, as mentioned in the future work sec-

tion, more work is required to understand the behavior of clusters with respect to

scalability and robustness and to solve the existing problems. Investigating these

issues, is vital for the success of clusters as a parallel architecture and they are now,

after making significant progress with the performance and functionality issues, the

next pressing problems that need to be addressed.
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